Burma / Myanmar Bibliographical Project  
Siegfried M. Schwertner  

Bibliographical description

A. B.F.M.S.  
→ American Baptist Foreign Mission Society

A.D.B.  
→ Asian Development Bank < Manila >

A.F.P.F.L.  
→ Anti-Fascist People's Freedom League

A.F.R.A.S.E  
→ Association Française pour le Recherche sur l’Asie du Sud-Est

Ā´´ Gyū´´ < Pyaw Sa >  
Subject(s): Akha : Social life and customs ; Religion  
Burmā : Social life and customs - Akha ; Religion - Akha ; Baptists - History


A.I.D.  
→ United States / Agency for International Development

A.I.D. economic data book  
→ United States / Agency for International Development / Division of Statistics and Reports

A.I.R. Lower Burma  
→ The All India reporter : Lower Burma section

A.I.R. Rangoon  
→ The All India reporter : Rangoon section

A.I.R. Upper Burma  
→ The All India reporter : Upper Burma section

A. Ja The Wise Man  
Subject(s): Kaw language : Readers


A.R.P. series  
→ Burma / Air Raid Precautions Department

A.St.L.B.  
→ Sources of food-supply

A. thousand and one night / [transl.] by Thakin Ba Thoung. –  
GB: SOAS(GPC839/348.403)*

A thousand miles up the Irrawaddy : Burmah proper  
→ Barker, C. Arundel

AA The Foundation of Agricultural Development and Education  
→ Wild orchids in Myanmar : last paradise of wild orchids  
→ Tanaka, Yoshitaka

AAF  
→ United States / Army Air Forces

Aalto, Pentti  
→ Bibliography of Sino-Tibetan languages

Aanval in Birma / Josep Toutain, ed. – Hilversum: Nooitgedacht, [19-?]. 64 p. – (Garry ; 26)

NL: KITLV(M 1998 A 4873)

Aaron, J. S.  
→ Rangoon Baptist Pulpit : the king's favourite ; a sermon delivered on Sunday morning, the 28th September 1884 in the English Baptist Church, Rangoon / by J. S. Aaron. 2nd ed. – Madras: Albion P., 1885. 8 p.

GB: OUL(REG Angus 30.a.34(t))

Aarons, Edward Sidney <1916-1975>  
→ Assignment, Burma girl : an original gold medal novel / by Edward S. Aarons. – Greenwich, Conn.: Fawcett Publ., 1961. 175 p. – (Gold medal books ; s1091) (Fawcett world library) – A Fawcett gold medal book

US: CU(Kroch PS3501.A11913)

HU(Widener KDB 92)

NIU(SEA PS3501.A79 A761961)

UCSD(Central m6 Spec Coll)

YU(LSF-Request Ir Aa75 A8)

Assignment, Burma girl / by Edward S. Aarons. – London : F. Muller, 1962. 171 p. – (Gold medal books)

US: NII(SEA PS3501.A1131962)

UC(SRLF Spec.Col. PS3501 A11)

ditto.  

GB: BL(Nov.9258)

OUL(BOD Nuneham 25616 e.8049)

IRL:TCD(F445)

SG: RUBC(823.91 AAR)

ditto.  

GB: BL(H.67/32)*


Ref.: DB


NL: KB.FC 1974/103 Depoteexp.)

A 1
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

I: MI-Bibli. comunale Palazzo Sormani

I: MO-Biblioteca comunale - Pavullo nel Frignano

Sam Durell i Burma / Edward S. Aarons ; oversatt av G. Hoff. – Oslo: Romanforl., 1962. 153 s. – (Krone-bøkene ; 73)
N: NBO(NA/A o 1880 (h.))

Abbey, Vere Walford
GB:BL(11103 a 107(3))*

Abbey, Walter Bulmer Tate <b. 1872>

Abbott, Charles E.
Abbott’s arithmetic
→ Abbott, Elisha Litchfield

Abbott, Elisha Litchfield. <1809-1854> [Arithmetic]
Abbott's arithmetic ... – Tavoy: Karen Mission Press, 1852. 35 p. – Added title and text in Karen
Subject(s): Burma : Arithmetic - Study and teaching
US: Andover Newton Theol School

US:CU(Annex QA103.A13 1879)

Catechism. 1st ed. – 1843. – Text in Sgau-Karen
US:ICN(X337.01)

Life of Paul the apostle / by E. L. Abbott ... – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1920. 36 p., map. – Added title and text in Sgau Karen
GB:BL(11103 a 31(3))*

Notes on the acts of the apostles in Sgau Karen ...
→ Bible, N.T.: Acts <Karen: Sgau>

Notes on the epistle to the Hebrews in Karen ...
→ Bible, N.T.: Epistles of Paul : Hebrews <Karen: Sgau>

Abbott, George Frederick
Through India with the Prince [i.e. the Prince of Wales, 1905-06.] – London : Arnold, 1906. XII, 311 p., map, frontis., [311] i. of plates.
Note: The author has accompanied Their Royal Highnesses, the Prince and Princess of Wales on their Indian tour [1905-06] as special correspondent of the Calcutta Statesman. - Publisher
Subject(s): Burma : Visits of state ; Description and travel.
GB:BL(010058.h.16 ; 010055.bbb.45) BL-APAC(V 2864) SOAS(EBS09.7/692.973) US:UC(SRLF DS413.A132t) UCB UCLA UCR UCSD(SSH DS541.A16)

Abbott, Gerry
Herbert 301
Note: When the author assumed a two year lecturing position in English language at a college in Mandalay in 1986, little did he realize that he was to witness the lead-up to one the most brutal political crackdowns in recent south-east Asian history. His highly personal account of life in Burma, the growth of unrest, the onset of massive pro-democracy rallies, and their ultimate failure after violent military suppression in 1988 is presented in heart-wrenching clarity. An appendix provides a translation of Mandalay students’ records of the Sgiaing Massacre’ in August, 1988.
Subject(s): Abbott, Gerry - Journeys
Mandalay: Description and travel
AU:ANU(Menzies DS527.7.A23 1990)
D: B-SBB(1 A 146327 Potsdamer Str.)
SD: HD-SAI(325 soz 92/421-a1)*
PA-UB(55/RR 51950 A131)
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.8578)
GB:BL(YK.1993.a.5132) BL-DSS(95/11236) CUL(9000.d.7222) LSE(LPDES DS530.4 A13) OUL(IND Burma 4 d 58) SOAS(GB099/600816* ; 600817)

IRL:TCD(HPB-108-257)

NL: KITLV(M ss 204 N)
SG: ISEAS(DS527.7 A12) NRL(951.91 ABB)

Ref.: Orchid Pr.
The folk-tales of Burma : an introduction / Gerry Abbott and Khin Thant Han. – Leiden ; Boston: Brill, 2000. X, 392 p., illus., index, bibliogr. p. 357-365. – (Handbuch der Orienta-
Bibliographical description

listik : 3. Abt. Südostasien = Handbook of oriental studies : Southeast Asia, ISSN 0169-9571 ; 11
ISBN 90-04-11812-8
Note: This handbook is the first in-depth overview of the fascinating world of Burmese folk-tales. Part one provides a wide-ranging and multi-disciplinary survey of folk-tale studies, together with a broad functional classification of Burma's tales. Part two presents, mostly for the first time in a European language, the categorized actual tales themselves. With commentaries on plots and cross-cultural motifs - past and present. With index, substantial bibliography, and suggestions for further research.

Subject(s): Burma : Tales - History - Sources ; Tales - Classification ; Minorities Folklore - History - Sources ; Minorities - Social life and customs

US: HU(Tozzer IND. Ab 26 f)
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Bibliographical description

Subject(s): Abraham < Biblical patriarch >
  Bible - Comic books, strips, etc. - Lisu language - Texts
  Burma - Comic books, strips, etc.
US: NIU(SEA BSS80.A3 A1261990)

Abor Expedition <1894>
  Report on the Abor Expedition, 1894
→ Little, William Rutherford

Abraham
→ A-B-L-V
→ The commercial annual

Abrahams, William <1903-1950>
  The unknown Orwell
→ Stansky, Peter

Abrar, Chowdhury Rafiquil
→ Displaced within homelands : the IDPs of Bangladesh and the region

Abreu, Robert
  Abridged gazetteer of Burma : Burma - Description and travel - Pegu ; Description and travel - Martaban < Province >
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 B 1)**
IN: IL(164 B 79)
US: CU(Kroch Film 3245)   LC(DS485.B81A13)
NIU(Microforms Microfilm DS527.6.A3741991)

AU: NLA(YY 915.9103 A162)
HK: HKU(915.91043 A16)
US: CU(Annex K.B96 A22 1956)    LC

Abreu Mousinho, Manuel de
→ Mousinho, Manuel de Abreu

Abridged edition of the students' English-Burmese dictionary
→ Tun Nyein

GB: BL(Maps37.e.10)
  BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/64/12)
  OUL(BOD K Floor 20652 e.43)
US: LC(DS485.B8A52)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.169/14)*

Subject(s): Burma : Criminal law
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.143/29)*
  BL-APAC(V 10162 ; IOR/V/27/151/98)
US: HU(Law School: Harv.Depos.)

ditto. – ibd., (for C. I. D.), 1935. 538 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 g 70)  BL-APAC(Bur D 1259)

ditto. 2nd ed. – ibd., 1939. 518 p.
D: HD-SAI(322 jur 98/1098)*
  BL-APAC(V 493 ; IOR/V/27/151/99)


I: BCMP(AS 07/02/0098)

An abridged reprint of the Burmese translation of matins and evensong together with the office for the administration of Holy Communion ... – Mandalay: Friend of Mandalay Pr., 1889. 71 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 b 8)*

Abridgement of arithmetic. – 1867. 62 p.
F: BIULO(AA VIII /A 71381)

Abridgement of the Christian doctrine. – Bassein. 66 p.
F: BIULO(Mel 8° 188/A 71381)

An abridgement of the Christian doctrine for children. – Toungoo: Roman Catholic Mission Pr., 1888. – Added title and text in Karen
GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.89)

An abridgement of the Christian doctrine in Burmese, with questions and answers / by a Catholic missionary ... Rev. 3rd ed. – Bassein: St. Peter’s Institute Pr., 1883. 56 p.
F: BN(K.D.8085)

An abridgement of the Christian doctrine in Burmese, with questions and answers. 2nd ed. ... – Mandalay: Mandalay Times Pr., 1915. 96 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 a 32)*

An abridgement of the Holy Bible
→ Bible : Selection < Burmese >
Burma Bibliographical Project

An abridgment of arithmetic. – Bassein: St. Peter’s Institute Pr., 1876. 140, VIII p.
GB:BL(14302 h 9(1))* – BL-APAC(Bur B 440)

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.159/2)*

ditto. – ibd., 1901. 17 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 g 46(1))*

An abridgment of the laws relating to stamps and stamped papers, corr. up to the 1st July 1911 / signed by I. G. Greer]. Issued by the Financial Commissioner, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1911. 22 p.
GB:BL(14300 g 46(3))*

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.195/2(2))* – BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/324/24)*

ditto. – ibd., 1912. 23 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 g 46(4))*

Abrol, Mridula
p. 106-128: Burma, 1863-1869
p. 129-143: Burma, 1869-1875
D: HD-SAI(160 bez 88/2151)*
GB:BL(X 809/22644)*

Abrol, Mridula
D: HD-SAI(160 bez 88/2151)*
GB:BL(X 809/22644)* – BL-APAC(T 29663)

SOAS(JA954.035/348787)
GB: BL(X 809/22644)*   BL-APAC(T 29663)

Abrol, Mridula
p. 106-128: Burma, 1863-1869
p. 129-143: Burma, 1869-1875
D: HD-SAI(160 bez 88/2151)*
GB:BL(X 809/22644)* – BL-APAC(T 29663)

SOAS(JA954.035/348787)
GB: BL(X 809/22644)*   BL-APAC(T 29663)


An abridgment of arithmetic. – Bassein: St. Peter’s Institute Pr., 1876. 140, VIII p.
GB:BL(14302 h 9(1))* – BL-APAC(Bur B 440)

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.159/2)*

ditto. – ibd., 1901. 17 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 g 46(1))*

An abridgment of the laws relating to stamps and stamped papers, corr. up to the 1st July 1911 / signed by I. G. Greer]. Issued by the Financial Commissioner, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1911. 22 p.
GB:BL(14300 g 46(3))*

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.195/2(2))* – BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/324/24)*

ditto. – ibd., 1912. 23 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 g 46(4))*

Abrol, Mridula
p. 106-128: Burma, 1863-1869
p. 129-143: Burma, 1869-1875
D: HD-SAI(160 bez 88/2151)*
GB:BL(X 809/22644)* – BL-APAC(T 29663)

SOAS(JA954.035/348787)
GB: BL(X 809/22644)*   BL-APAC(T 29663)

Abrol, Mridula
p. 106-128: Burma, 1863-1869
p. 129-143: Burma, 1869-1875
D: HD-SAI(160 bez 88/2151)*
GB:BL(X 809/22644)* – BL-APAC(T 29663)

SOAS(JA954.035/348787)
GB: BL(X 809/22644)*   BL-APAC(T 29663)

Subject(s): Burmese; Peasantry - Abuse of; Peasantry - Legal status, laws, etc.; Farmers - Abuse of; Human rights; Politics and government <1988>.


HU(Widener Harv. Depos. HD1339.B93 A28)

UCB(HD1339.B93 A28 1998)

Academia Sinica <Taipei> / Program for Southeast Asian Area Studies (PROSEA).

Icons of identity as sites of protest: Burma and Thailand compared

→Reynolds, Craig J.

The academy English-Burmese illustrated dictionary... – Rangoon, 1960. 916 p., illus. – Added title in Burmese

Subject(s): English language - Dictionaries - Burmese

US: CU(Kroch PL3957.A31)

Academy of Natural Sciences <Philadelphia>.

A collection of fishes from Rangoon, Burma

→Fowler, Henry Weed

Remarks on the races of Siva Cyanouroptera occuring in northern Thailand: with descriptions of a new subspecies from Burma

→Deignan, Herbert Girton

Academy of Zoology <Agra>.

Handbook of the snakes of India, Ceylon, Burma, Bangladesh, and Pakistan

→Mahendra, Beni Charan

Accarion <Father>.

History of the apparitions of our Lady of Lourdes / by Father Accarion... – Mandalay: Hanthawaddy Pr., 1925. 12, 394 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1404)

Accessions list: Southeast Asia

→Library of Congress <Washington, D.C.>

Accessions list: the John M. Echols collection on Southeast Asia

→Cornell University <Ithaca, N.Y.> / John M. Echols Collection

Acclimatized annual seeds and flowering perennial plants obtainable at the Government Botanical Gardens, Maymyo

→Government Botanical Gardens <Maymyo>

Accord général sur les tarifs douaniers et le commerce: listes codifiées des concessions tarifaires. – Lake Success, N.Y. [etc.]: Nations Unies [etc.]


Birmanie: liste IV. – 9 p.

F: BNF(8° Gw 255(1-6))


Subject(s): China – Burma: Boundaries

Burma: China - Boundaries

D: B-SBB(4° Ser. 7638-18) KI-ZBW(C 33,087)

F: BNF(4° G.3410(18)) Orsay-Paris 11-BU Sciences

Sceaux-Paris 11 BU Droit

GB: BL-APAC(P/V 2774) Orsay-Paris 11-BU Sciences

US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet DS Burma 16+)

LC & HU(Widener Harv. Depos.): D839.3.F74 no.18

WU(Memorial Lib. Oversize DS485 B892 S52)

YU(LSF-Request DS485 B892 A7)

Account of dyes and dyeing in Burma

→Fraser, James Denholm

Account of the Atush Kudda, or natural fire temple of the Guebres formed by burning springs of naphtha: with a notice respecting the naphtha wells in Pegu. – Edinburgh: Print. for A. Constable, 1821. p. 21-27, incl. bibliogr. ref. – Landmarks of science. – Repr. from: The Edinburgh philosophical journal; v. 5.1821. p. 21-27

Subject(s): Naphtha

Burma: Fire - Mythology; Fire - Religious aspects; Fire - Folk-lore

Pegu: Naphtha

US: UCLA(MicroServ Microfiche Q2)

ditto. Microform. – New York: Readex Microprint, 1979. 1 microopaque; 23 x 15 cm. – (Landmarks II)

US: OAU(Alden Microforms Q111.H35 BL1590.F5)

UCSF(MICRO-FICHE SET 16 History Media)

An account of the Burman empire: comp. from the works of Colonel Symes, Major Canning, Captain Cox, Dr. Leyden, Dr. Buchanan etc. A description of different tribes inhabiting in and around that dominion [extract from the travels of Howard Malcolm]; and A narrative of the late military and political operations in the Burmese Empire, with some account of the present condition of the country, its manners, customs and inhabitants / by Henry G. Bell. With a coloured map. – Calcutta: D’Rozario, 1852. 116, 87 p., [1] fold. of plates, col. map.

Subject(s): Burma: Description and travel - 19th century; Politics and government <1824-1948>; Ethnology

GB: BL(10057 aaa 24)* BL-APAC(T 3887)

IN: IL(164 B 57)

MY: NL

US: HU(Widener Ind 8118.52)

UCB(NRLF DS485.B81 A4 $B 294 614 ; Microform.

– New York : Readex Microprint, 1979. 1 microform. – (Landmarks II)

US: OAU(Alden Microforms Q111.H35 BL1590.F5)

UCSF(MICRO-FICHE SET 16 History Media)

An account of the Burman empire... comp. from the works of

Colonel Symes, Major Canning, Captain Cox, Dr. Leyden, Dr. Buchanan etc. A description of different tribes inhabiting in and around that dominion [extract from the travels of Howard Malcolm]; and

A narrative of the late military and political operations in the Burmese Empire, with some account of the present condition of the country, its manners, customs and inhabitants / by Henry G. Bell. With a coloured map. – Calcutta: D’Rozario, 1852. 116, 87 p., [1] fold. of plates, col. map.

Subject(s): Burma: Description and travel - 19th century; Politics and government <1824-1948>; Ethnology

GB: BL(10057 aaa 24)* BL-APAC(T 3887)

IN: IL(164 B 57)

MY: NL

US: HU(Widener Ind 8118.52)

MnU(TC Wilson Ames Rare Books DS485.B81 A4x)

UCB(NRLF DS485.B81 A4 SB 294 614 ; Microfilm.66260 JR 67 970)

UCB(DS485.B81.A4)

An account of the Burman Empire and the Kingdom of Assam: comp. from the works and m. s. documents of the following most eminent authors and public functionaries, viz. Hamilton, Symes, Canning, Cox, Leyden, F. Buchanan, Morgan, Towers, Elmore, Wade, Turner, Sisson, Elliot, etc. – Calcutta: Print. for the publisher, 1839. 155 p.

Subject(s): Burma: Description and travel

A
I: BCMP(AS 07/02/0016)
NL: KITLV(M rr 1403)
US: YU(SML BV2240 B8 L83 (LC))

An account of the conversion of a Burman HD-SAILor Burmese narratives

Subject(s): Northern Provinces < India > ; Antiquities ; Buddhism
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.103/12)* BL-APAC(Tr 870)*
ditto. – ibd., 1899. 20 p., fold. plates. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burmese language : Texts
GB: BL(14302 b 28)* BL-APAC(Tr 827 ; 863)*
US: OCI(White Coll. 402.42 B927A)

Subjects: Burma : Paleontology

US: OAU(Alden Microforms Q111.H35 QE7189)
UCCLA(MicroServ Microfiche Q2)
UCSF(Micro-fiche set 16 History Media)

An account of the Union of Burma Council of Women’s Associations and its member associations → Union of Burma Council of Women’s Associations

ACCU → Asian-Pacific Cultural Centre for UNESCO <Tokyo>

ACFOA → Australian Council for Overseas Aid

['A-ch’ang language publications. – 19-?] – Contains material not cataloged separately
Subject(s): Burma : A-ch’ang language - Texts
US: LC(Lesser-known languages)

ACLAR → Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACLAR) < Canberra >

Achter de façade : handbook voor Burma / red.: Jan Donkers ... et al., met bijdragen van Alice Dijkstra ... et al., foto- grafie: Jan Banning ... et al.]. – Amsterdam: Burma Centrum Nederland, 1996. 219 p., illus., krt. – Engl. ed. with title: Burma behind the mask. – ISBN 90-802999-1-X
Subject(s): Burma : Human rights ; Politics and government <1988–>
NL: KB(4088467 Depoptexp.)
KITLV(M 1996 A 3350)

Achweecac : weekly fiction magazine ... – Rangoon : Mra-nkàyakasare. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC: 1-9, 1920 (Bur D 1075)

Acontecimientos relacionados con la cuestión de la observancia por el Gobierno de Myanmar del Convenio sobre el trabajo forzoso, 1930 (núm. 29). – Ginebra: OIT. – At head of title: Oficina Internacional del Trabajo, Consejo de Administración Engl. ed. with title: Developments concerning the question of the observance by the Government of Myanmar of the Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29)
French ed. with title: Faits nouveaux concernant la question de l’exécution par le gouvernement du Myanmar de la convention (no 29) sur le travail forcé, 1930
Subject(s): Burma : Forced labour ; ILO Convention, application ; ILO Convention - Violation ; Role of ILO - Technical cooperation ; ILO Convention - Supervisory machinery
[283rd Session ; marzo 2002]
ditto. – ibd., marzo 2002. 2 p. – Quinto punto del orden del día - 283a reunión ; GB:283/5
http://www.ilo.org/public/spanish/standards/relm/gb/docs/gb 283/index.htm#
CH: ILO(GB.283/5)
ditto. : informe de la Misión de Cooperación Técnica de la OIT a Myanmar (19-25 de febrero de 2002). – ibd., marzo 2002. 30 p. – Quinto punto del orden del día - 283a reunión ; GB:283/5/2
http://www.ilo.org/public/spanish/standards/relm/gb/docs/gb 283/index.htm#
CH: ILO(GB.283/5/2)
dito. : nuevos acontecimientos producidos tras el regreso de la Misión de cooperación técnica de la OIT.  – ibd., marzo 2002. 3 p. – Quinto punto del orden del día - 283a reunión ; GB.283/5/3

Note: Includes the text of the Understanding between the Government of the Union of Myanmar and the International Labour Office concerning the appointment of an ILO Liaison Officer in Myanmar.

http://www.ilo.org/public/spanish/standards/relm/gb/docs/gb 283/index.htm#GB

CH: ILO(GB.283/5/3)

[285th Session ; Nov. 2002]

CH: ILO(GB.285/4)


CH: ILO(GB.285/4 (Add.))

[286th Session ; March 2003]
ditto. – ibd., marzo 2003. 9 p. – Sexto punto del orden del día - 286a reunión ; GB.286/6 http://www.ilo.org/public/spanish/standards/relm/gb/docs/gb 286/index.htm#GB

CH: ILO(GB.286/6)


CH: ILO(GB.286/6/1 + (Add.))

[288th Session ; Nov. 2003]

CH: ILO(GB.288/5)


CH: ILO(GB.288/5/1)

[289th Session ; March 2004]

CH: ILO(GB.289/8)


CH: ILO(GB.289/8 Conclusions)

ditto. : visita de evaluación a Yangón efectuada de conformidad con el acuerdo alcanzado en noviembre de 2003 por el Consejo de Administración.  – ibd., marzo 2004. 8 p. – Octavo punto del orden del día - 289a reunión ; GB.289/8/1 http://www.ilo.org/public/spanish/standards/relm/gb/docs/gb 289/index.htm#GB

CH: ILO(GB.289/8/1)


CH: ILO(GB.289/8/2)

[291th Session ; Nov. 2004]

CH: ILO(GB.291/5 Conclusions)


CH: ILO(GB.291/5/1)


CH: ILO(GB.291/5/2)

The acquittal of Bishop Thomas: prosecuted and tried for waging war and sedition, being the Judgment in Sessions Trial 10 of 1911, King Emperor versus Thomas Pellako in the Sessions Court of Toungoo. – Rangoon: American Baptist Mission Pr., 1911. 61 p.

Subject(s): Pellako, Thomas < Bishop > Burma: Missionaries

US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0363)

Act ...
  ⇒ also Burma act
  ⇒ also India act

An act to ...
  ⇒ also India act

An act to amend and declare the law relating to steam boilers and prime-movers attache [sic] thereto in Burma

⇒ Burma steam-boilers and prime movers act. 1910
An act to declare the regulations of the Bengal code ... now in force in Upper Burma ... [Burmah] Act No. XIII of 1898. Passed by the Governor General of India in Council. – [S.l.,] Govt. of India Print. Off., 1898. 35 p.  
Subject(s): Burma : Law  
US: NYPL(Humanities-Asian & ME Div *ZO-748)

An act to make provision for the regulation of hackney carriages and rickshaws in Rangoon. – [Burmah, 1912.] 10 p. – At head of title: Burma act no. IV of 1912  
Subject(s): Burma : Vehicles - Jurisprudence  
US: NYPL(SIBL TO p.v.17,no.6)

An act to provide for the regulation of wages  
→Labour Legislation Committee  
Third report

Actions Birmanie < Belgue >  
→Birmanie : mode d'emploi

Actors on the Burmese stage : a trilogy of the Anglo-Burmese wars  
→Blackburn, Terence R.

The Acts of the Apostles  
→Bible, N.T. : Acts

Acts of oppression : censorship and the law in Burma  
→Iyer, Venkat

Ad Hoc Oilfields Enquiry Committee  
Subject(s): Burma : Petroleum industry and trade  
US: LC(HD9576.I43B82) NIU(SEA HD9576.B8 B8751950) UCB(Documents HD9576.I43B8 A2)

ditto. Repr. – ibd., 1951, 76 p., bibliogr. p. 75-76.  
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 J19)*  
GB:LSE(BLPEGovtPUBL591(149))  
US: CU(Kroch HD9576 .B82 1951)

Adam, John G.  
GB:BL(12906 df 45)*

ditto. – ibd., 1899. Var. pag. [102 p.], app.  
GB:SOAS(GPC415/7576)*  
US: OCI

Adams, Dorothy Ihez <b. 1904>  
Subject(s): Burma : Rites and ceremonies ; Rice ; Rice (in religion , folk-lore, etc.)  
AU:ANU(Menz Bliss microform KP.R A 211r)  
D: HD-SAI(300 agr 96/1078)*  
US: CU(Kroch Film 546) LC(Microfilm AC-1 no.1738) MiU NNC(Rare Book CWO Ad17 ; Offsite 378.CWO Ad17)

Adams, Frank Dawson <1859-1942>  
Gems of Ceylon and Burma / by Frank D. Adams. – Montreal, real, 1926. 34 p., illus., map, diagr. – (McGill University publications : series 5. Geology, mining and metallurgy ; 11). – Caption title: A visit to the gems districts of Ceylon and Burma. – Repr. from: The transactions of the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy ; 29, 1926, 297-318  
Subject(s): Burma : Precious stones ; Geology ; Mineralogy  
US: HU(HU(Widener LSoc 4681.15 vol.1926 ; Museum Comp Zoology: T-I-A-A)  
LC(QE1.M117 no.11) MiU(Hatcher QE 1 M145 no.11) UCLA(Geology QE 3 M17p no.11) YU(MUDD Sa291)

Subject(s): Burma , Upper : Mineralogy  
GB:BL(07109 b 47)*  
US: LC(QE1.M117 no.13) UCLA(Geology QE 3 M17p no.13)

A visit to the gems districts of Ceylon and Burma  
→Adams, Frank Dawson}

Adams, Geoffrey Pharaoh <b. 1921>  
Gems of Ceylon and Burma

Adams, Geoffrey Pharaoh <b. 1921>  
GB:BL(X.699/15911) BL-DSS(73/1090 ; 79/29350) CUL(539.1.c.610.102) OUL(BOD 24797 e.698)

ISBN 0-552-09464-1 (pbk.)  
GB:BL(X.708/10579) SOAS(GC959.3043 /808460)

The Thailand to Burma Railway, built by POW in the Second World War : an illustrated history / by Geoffrey Pharaoh Adams. – [1945?] 12 p., illus., maps.  
Subject(s): Burma-Siam Railroad - History ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese ; World War <1939-1945> - Atrocities Burma : Prisoners of war - History - 20th century.  

Subject(s): Burma : Prisoners of war  
IRL:TCD(PL- 67-788)
Bibliographical description

Adams, James S.
Addressing the challenge of Burma / Myanmar: the Bosnia of Asia; an action agenda for the 48th United Nations General Assembly
→Diller, Janelle M.

Adams, Karen Lee
Subject(s): Languages môn-khmer – Classification; Mon-Khmer languages - Classification; Nicobarese language Nicobar: Languages
F: BIULO(COL.1464.B(101))

Adams, Leonard P. <IL>
The politics of heroin in Southeast Asia
→McCoy, Alfred W.

Adams, Lily Beck
→Beck, Lily (Moresby) Adams

Adams, Nel
AU:NLA(YY 915.91 A216)
GB:BL(YC.20002.a.12445) CUL(2003.8.5405)
OUL(IND Burma 12 d 5 N1 2380460)
IRL:TCD(PL-348-689)
US:CU(Kroch DS530.32 A33 A3 2000)
NIU(SEA DS530.8.S45 A336 2000)

Adams, Percy Walter Lewis <b. 1875>
A brief history of a branch of the Dawson family of Darwin and Kirkcaldy, Co. Fife (1690-1840) and their descendants of Madras, Rangoon and Pyapon, Burma; and Long Stanton, Cambridgeshire. – Stoke-on-Trent: Mitchell, 1952. 115 p., illus.
Subject(s): Dawson family. Pyaon: Genealogy; Rangoon: Genealogy.
AU:NLA(929.2 ADA)
GB:CUL(496.2.c.95.11)
IRL:TCD(49.hh.220)
US:LC(CS479.D37 1952)

Adams, Rosa H.
Woman in Burma / by Rosa H. Adams. – [Boston?; s.n., 1899?]. 8 p. – At head of caption title: Woman’s Baptist Missionary Society
Subject(s): Burma: Women
US:KyLo(SBEN pamph 305.88985 .Ad19w)
UCLA(YR Spec. Coll Min. HQ 1735.7 A65)

Adams, Timothy
US:DGPO

Adamson, Arthur
An artillery air op in Burma, May-August 1945 / by Lt. Arthur Adamson. – [s.l.] 136th Field Regiment, Royal Artillery, 1994. 12 p., illus., maps
Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British; World War <1939-1945> - Regimenal histories - Great Britain: 136th Field Regiment, Royal Artillery.
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 M/1)

Adamson, Charles Henry Ellison
Catalogue of butterflies collected in Burma / by Lt.-Col. C.H.E. Adamson, up to the end of 1895. – Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Bell, 1897. IV, 59 p.
Subject(s): Burma: Lepidoptera
US:MA

Narrative of an official visit to the king of Burmah, in March, 1875, from notes made at the time / by C. H. E. Adamson. – Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Bell, 1878. 26 p.
Herbert 32
Subject(s): Burma: Description and travel
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 300 Kp)**
GB:SOAS(EB87.400 /48946,1)*
MY:NL

A short account of the expedition to the jade mines in Upper Burmah in 1887-1888; with a map / by C. H. E. Adamson. – Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Bell, 1889. 65 p., map.
GB:BL(L66/1543) SOAS(EB87.400 /48946,2)*
MY:NL

Adamson, Harvey <Sir, 1854-1941>
Report on the settlement operations in the Akyab District
→Settlement <Akyab ...>
Report on settlement operations in the Prome District: season 1884-85
→Settlement <Prome > 1884-85
Report on settlement operations in the Tharrawaddy and Prome Districts: season 1883-84
→Settlement <Tharrawaddy > 1883-84
Report on settlement operations in the Tharrawaddy District...
→Settlement <Tharrawaddy ...>
Subject(s): Burma: Administration
GB:BL(1.S.Bu.119/22)** BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/244/28)*

Adamson, Iain <b. 1928>
Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns, 1939-1945
GB:BL(X.639/674) BL-DSS(X27/1572)
BL-APAC(T 20792) SOAS(GB959.10452 /850007 ; E Coll 3 F/1)

A 11
Adaptation to environment ... – Rangoon: Burma Translation Society, 1955. 87 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese

Subject(s): Burma : Adaptation (Biology) - Juvenile literature

GB: BL (14302 aaa 77(4))
US: CU (Kroch Pamphlet Q53)
UCB (QH546.A4 1955 = NRLF B 4 191 137)

Adapted daily strength for daily needs. – [s. l., s. n., 198-?] 207 p. – Other title: Daily strength for daily needs. – In Karen.

Subject(s): Karen language - Texts ; Devotional calendars

US: NIU (SEA BV4810 .A3261980Z)

Adapted from daily strength for daily needs ... – Rangoon: American Baptist Mission Pr., 1915. 32 p. – Added title and text in Sgaw-Karen

Subject(s): Sgaw-Karen language - Texts ; Devotional calendars

GB: BL (11103 a 57)

Adas, Michael Peter <b. 1943-1971>


Subject(s): Burma, Lower : Agriculture - Economic aspects ; Economic conditions ; Social conditions ; Rice trade

AU: ANU (Menzies DS53. A43)
D: HD-SAI (323 his 88/1333)*
F: BIULO (GEN.III.62657)
GB: SOAS (GB330/386.692)*
SG: ISEAS (HD2115 B9A22)


ISBN 0-299-06490-5 – Herbert 216

Subject(s): Burma, Lower : Agriculture - Economic aspects ; Economic conditions ; Social conditions ; Rice trade

AU: ANU (Menzies DS530.A43)
D: HD-SAI (323 his 88/1333)*
F: BIULO (GEN.III.62657)
GB: SOAS (GB330/386.692)*
SG: ISEAS (HD2115 B9A22)

Adapted daily strength for daily needs ... – Rangoon: Burma Translatio

Subject(s): maps, 10 tables, index, gloss., app., bibliogr. p. 235-251.

on an Asian rice frontier, 1852-1941 / Michael Adas. – The Burma Delta : economic development and social change on an Asian rice frontier, 1852-1941 / Michael Adas. – Lower Burma before and after conquest.


D: HD-SAI (550 pol 80/203)*
GB: BL (X 800/11327 ; 14302 bbb 31)*

State, market, and peasant in colonial South and Southeast Asia / Michael Adas. – Aldershot, Hampshire ; Brookfield, Vt. : Ashgate, c1998. 346 p. in var. pags., illus., index, incl. bibliogr. ref. – (Variorum collected studies series ;CS616)

ISBN 086078696X

Contents:
Peasant resistance: from footdragging to rebellion.
1. From avoidance to confrontation: peasant protest in precolonial and colonial Southeast Asia.
2. From footdragging to flight: the evasive history of peasant avoidance protest in South and Southeast Asia.
4. Tactics versus strategies in peasant protest response.
7. South Asian resistance and protest in comparative perspective.
10. The village and state in Vietnam and Burma: an open and shut case.
12. The Ruytowari in Lower Burma : the establishment and decline of a peasant proprietor system.
15. Ethnic pluralism and conflict on the frontiers of South asian migration.
Subject(s): Burma : Peasant uprisings - History.  
US: OAU(Aldern 1 st Fl SE Asia) & UCB(Main) & UCLA(YRL) & UCSB(Main Lib) : HD1536.8.A33 1998

ADB  
→ Asian Development Bank < Manila >

Addis, C. T.  
→ The war against Japan

Addition to a bye-law ...  
→ Bye-law under the name of the town

GB: BL(in: I.S.Bu.86)*

ditto. – ibd. (for J. Dept.), 1927. 1 p.  
GB: BL(in: I.S.Bu.86)*

Additional rule by the ... Municipality  
→ Minbu / Municipality  
→ Rangoon / Municipality

D: GÖ-SUB(MA 82-112:9)*

Address of the Missionary Bishops of Southern Asia at the tenth session of the Central Conference held at Rangoon, February 6-12, 1908. – [Washington, D.C.] 8 December 1943, 4 p.  
US: LC(UF1250.U33 no.1286.1) WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Micro Film 5318 Reel 9 no.15)

Address of the Missionary Bishops of Southern Asia at the tenth session of the Central Conference held at Rangoon, February 6-12, 1908. – [Washington, D.C.] 8 December 1943, 4 p.  
US: LC(UF1250.U33 no.1286.1) WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Micro Film 5318 Reel 9 no.15)

Address(es) presented in India to his excellency the Viceroy and the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for India presented to Parliament by command of His Majesty. – London : H. M. S. O., 1918. IV, 113 p. – ([Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ; Cd. 9178] – At head – London : H. M. S. O., 1918. IV, 113 p. – (Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ; Cd. 9178) – At head – London : H. M. S. O., 1918. IV, 113 p. – ([Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ; Cd. 9178] – At head

Address(es) presented in India to his excellency the Viceroy and the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for India presented to Parliament by command of His Majesty. – London : H. M. S. O., 1918. IV, 113 p. – ([Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ; Cd. 9178] – At head

Ader, E.  
→ Objets d'art d'Extrême-Orien

Adgey-Edgar, W. H.  
Note: Being a complete and up-to-date check list and descriptive guide for collectors with current prices.

Adhyatman, Sumarah  
Burmese ceramics / Sumarah Adhyatman ; [and]  
White kendis / Abu Ridho. – [Jakarta:] Himphunan Keramik Indonesia, Ceramic Society of Indonesia, 1985. 52 p., 106 illus. (some col.), maps, bibliogr. – (Bulletin / Ceramic Society of Indonesia ; May 1985)  
Subject(s): Burma : Pottery ; Antiquities

Address(es) presented in India to his excellency the Viceroy and the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for India presented to Parliament by command of His Majesty. – London : H. M. S. O., 1918. IV, 113 p. – ([Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ; Cd. 9178] – At head – London : H. M. S. O., 1918. IV, 113 p. – (Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ; Cd. 9178) – At head – London : H. M. S. O., 1918. IV, 113 p. – ([Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ; Cd. 9178] – At head

Adirex, Paul  

Address(es) presented in India to his excellency the Viceroy and the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for India presented to Parliament by command of His Majesty. – London : H. M. S. O., 1918. IV, 113 p. – ([Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ; Cd. 9178] – At head – London : H. M. S. O., 1918. IV, 113 p. – (Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ; Cd. 9178) – At head – London : H. M. S. O., 1918. IV, 113 p. – ([Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ; Cd. 9178] – At head

Adler, Richard  
→ Der Elefant im Waschtrog

Adolf, Richard  
Cultural instructions and educational policy in Southeast Asia  
→ Thompson, Virginia

Adler, Richard  
→ Der Elefant im Waschtrog

Adolf, Richard  
Cultural instructions and educational policy in Southeast Asia  
→ Thompson, Virginia

Adolf, Richard  
Cultural instructions and educational policy in Southeast Asia  
→ Thompson, Virginia
The left wing in Southeast Asia
→ Thompson, Virginia

Minority problems in Southeast Asia
→ Thompson, Virginia

The administration of Burma
→ Mya Sein

The administration of cantonments ...
→ Lincoln, Edward Henning

Administration Reorganization Committee
Subject(s): Burma : Administrative agencies - Reorganization ; Politics and government <1948>
AU: ANU(Menzies JQ448.F56)
GB: SOAS(GB350/330.311 ; 495.431)*
US: NYPL(*XM-69 ; PSN 389)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 F 57 Kp)*
US: HU(Law School: Harv.Depos. BUR 967 B/F54)
SG: ISEAS(JQ452 B96)
US: BL(I.S.Bu.195(2))*
F:  BIULO(GEN.III.31598)

Administration Reorganization Committee
D: HH-UBW(ORG 160 5NM:F0001)
HD-SAI(reg 60 F 56)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.31598)
GB: BL(IS.Bu.195(2))*
SG: ISEAS(JQ452 B96)
NIU(Sea JQ449.5.O73 B8′751954) NYPL(E-12 3941)
US: CU(Kroch)
MY: RH

D: HH-UBW(ORG 160 5NM:F0001)
HD-SAI(reg 60 F 57 Kp)*
GB: SOAS(GB350/185956)*
SG: ISEAS(JQ452 B96)
MY: RH

Administration report of/on an institution
→ under the institution
Admiralty notices to mariners issued during ... relating to the Bay of Bengal pilot
→ The Bay of Bengal pilot

Adolphus, Lalit
→ Historical periodicals

Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram - Festschrift
GB: OUL(BOD Nuneham 2526 e.125)
IRL: TCD(JP 17246)

Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850 - Biography

Subject(s): Adoniram Judson Baptist Association < Massachusetts> Baptists - Periodicals - Massachusetts

Adshead, Robin <b. 1943>
D: HD-SAI(163 kre 94/509)*
SG: ISEAS(JQ452 B96)
US: LC(DS485.N4A65)

GB: BLX(800/4960)

ADTIC
→ United States / Arctic, Desert and Tropic Information Center (ADTIC)

ISBN 974-685-015-6*
ch.2: Voices of Child Soldiers p.19
Sect.1: How We Became Involved p.23 - “The militia threatened to kill me …” p.24 - “I was dragged out of my house …” p.25 - “I joined to serve the people …” p.26 - “I think soldiers are very beautiful …”p. 29 - “I had no parents to look after me …” p.30 - “My parents couldn’t afford to send me to school …” p.31
Sect.2: Our Experiences as Child Soldiers p.35 - “I had about two weeks of training …” p.36 - “Yes, I have heard of the Geneva Conventions …” p.39 - “Don’t steal, don’t talk to girls or have sex …” p.41 - “They ordered us to rape …” p.43 - “My jobs were to take care of security, cooking and carrying orders …” p.44 - “No, I’m not being paid …” p.47 - “Yes, we have doctors …. ” p.50 - “Kill or be killed …” p.52 - “It was a good experience for me …” p.56 “A good age for youth to join the army is 18 …” p.58

Siegfried M. Schwertner
Burma : Missionaries - Biography ; Biography, Christian ; Biography - Missionaries
US: NcD(Spec.Coll.Libr. E 12 mo #2754 no.9)
NNUT(Burke Gillett 710 G22)

Our Experiences as Child Soldiers
p.19
Sect.1: How We Became Involved
p.23 - “The militia threatened to kill me …”
p.24 - “I was dragged out of my house …”
p.25 - “I joined to serve the people …”
p.26 - “I think soldiers are very beautiful …”
p.29 - “I had no parents to look after me …”
p.30 - “My parents couldn’t afford to send me to school …”
p.31
Sect.2: Our Experiences as Child Soldiers
p.35 - “I had about two weeks of training …”
p.36 - “Yes, I have heard of the Geneva Conventions …”
p.39 - “Don’t steal, don’t talk to girls or have sex …”
p.41 - “They ordered us to rape …”
p.43 - “My jobs were to take care of security, cooking and carrying orders …”
p.44 - “No, I’m not being paid …”
p.47 - “Yes, we have doctors …”
p.50 - “Kill or be killed …”
p.52 - “It was a good experience for me …”
p.56 “A good age for youth to join the army is 18 …”
p.58
Subject(s): Bibliographical description

Advance release / Advance publications

Subject(s): Burma : Child soldiers


p. 50 - 57: From Mandalay to Bhamo / Edward Sladen
p. 64 - 80: A British envoy at the Court of Ava / Henry Yule
p. 220-228: At the base camp of the Burma-Siam Railway / Robert Hardie
D: FR-UB(GE 96/7289) GÖ-SUB(FMAG:97 A 3871) GB-SOAS(G909/752.627) SG:NUS(DS522.2 Adv)

Adventures in Burma told in pictures
→ Seagrave, Gordon Stiffer

Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs < League of Nations >
→ Traffic in opium and other dangerous drugs

Advice from the grandfather to grandchildren
→ Lik-pu-can-lan

Advisory Tribunal on a Financial Settlement between India and Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Finance
D: GO-SUB(ZA 28482)
KI-ZBW(B 13,776)
GB:BL(OPL:RR)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/4)
HU(Law School: Harv.Depos.)
UC(SRLF AA0005525993)
UCLA(YRL HJ 1320 B9G7)

Ady, Doris M.
Curries from the Sultan’s kitchen ; curries from India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon / by Doris Ady ; illus. by Inge Fernando. – Sydney ; Wellington ; London : Reed, 1968. 126 p., illus.

Subject(s): Burma : Cookery (Curry) ; Cookbooks
AU:NLA(N= 641.82 A245)
SG: RUBC(RSEA English 641.595 Ady)
US: LC(TX819.C9 A3)
NYPL(Humanities-GenrL R D 20-1187)

US:HU(Schlesinger: 641.6 A245c)
LC(TX819,C9A3 1973)
NYPL(Humanities-GenrL Res JFD 95-23104)
UCSD(SpecColl TX819.C9 A3 1973 AIWF)
UC(SRLF AA0005525993)

GB:BL(X 619/8761)


p. 50 - 57: From Mandalay to Bhamo / Edward Sladen
p. 64 - 80: A British envoy at the Court of Ava / Henry Yule
p. 220-228: At the base camp of the Burma-Siam Railway / Robert Hardie
D: FR-UB(GE 96/7289) GÖ-SUB(FMAG:97 A 3871) GB-SOAS(G909/752.627) SG:NUS(DS522.2 Adv)

Adventures in Burma told in pictures
→ Seagrave, Gordon Stiffer

Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs < League of Nations >
→ Traffic in opium and other dangerous drugs

Advice from the grandfather to grandchildren
→ Lik-pu-can-lan

Advisory Tribunal on a Financial Settlement between India and Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Finance
D: GO-SUB(ZA 28482)
KI-ZBW(B 13,776)
GB:BL(OPL:RR)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/4)
HU(Law School: Harv.Depos.)
UC(SRLF AA0005525993)
UCLA(YRL HJ 1320 B9G7)

Ady, Doris M.
Curries from the Sultan’s kitchen ; curries from India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon / by Doris Ady ; illus. by Inge Fernando. – Sydney ; Wellington ; London : Reed, 1968. 126 p., illus.

Subject(s): Burma : Cookery (Curry) ; Cookbooks
AU:NLA(N= 641.82 A245)
SG: RUBC(RSEA English 641.595 Ady)
US: LC(TX819.C9 A3)
NYPL(Humanities-GenrL R D 20-1187)

US:HU(Schlesinger: 641.6 A245c)
LC(TX819,C9A3 1973)
NYPL(Humanities-GenrL Res JFD 95-23104)
UCSD(SpecColl TX819.C9 A3 1973 AIWF)
UC(SRLF AA0005525993)

GB:BL(X 619/8761)
AU: NALA(NL & N: 641.6.384 A 245)

Ady, Peter < Miss >
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions <1948> ; Statistics.
A: ONB(822.608-C)
US: BL-I.S.Bu.18/12

AEAM
→ Association of Evangelicals of Africa and Madagascar

Aeronautical information publication, Burma. – [Rangoon,] 1960. – [Loose-leaf]
US: LC(TL726.7.B8A5)

Subject(s): Burma : Forests and forestry
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.18/12)
BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/560/81)*
US: NYPL(VQO)

Aesop
[Fables < Burmese >]
Aesop’s fables in Burmese. – Rangoon, 1887. 80 p., illus.
F: BIULO(Mél. 8° 336/1 13982)
GB: BL-APAC(V TR 333/10)

[Fables < Burmese >]
The fables of Aesop : for the use of vernacular schools in British Burmah. Transl. into the Burmese from the original Greek / by W. Shway Too Sandys. 2nd ed. – Rangoon : American Mission Pr., 1873. 120 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 i 13(1))* BL-APAC(Bur D 1328)
ditto. 3rd ed. – ibd., 1880. 120 p., illus.
GB: BL(14302 i 13(2))* BL-APAC(Bur D 449)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 93/63554)
US: CU(Kroch Microfiche 887 SEI 93 63554)

[Fables <Karen >]
Aesop’s fables transl. into Karen / by P. N. – Rangoon, 1923. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
GB: BL-APAC(Karen D.44)

[Fables <Selection, Angami >]
Selections from Aesop transl. into Angami / by Hisale Angami. With illus. by Pramathanatha Dasa. 2nd ed. – Calcutta : Baptist Mission Pr., 1926. XV, 52 p.
GB: SOAS(Pam Indo-Chinese langs.B/34643)*

[Fables <Selection, Burmese >]
Selection of Aesop’s fables / transl. by Hla Pe ... – Rangoon : Sun, 1915. 14, 200 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 568)

AFECT
→ Association for Akha Education and Culture in Thailand

Subject(s): Burma : Internal security
US: UCB(Main HV6929.B93 G68 2001)

Aflalo, Frederick George <1870-1918>
Life and travel in Lower Burmah
→ Paske, Charles Thomas

Myamna: a retrospect of life and travel in Lower Burmah
→ Paske, Charles Thomas

AFPFL
→ Anti-Fascist Peoples Freedom League

After fifty years : the story of the Lakhier Pioneer Mission. – Bangor, Co.: The Mission, [1962?]
GB: BL-APAC(T 50253(a))

Agabeg, Aviet
→ Burma law reports

Agarwal, Govind Parsad
1. – Ss. 1 to Art. 10
2. – Arts. 11 to end.
Subject(s): Burma : Limitation of actions ; Law
SG: ISEAS(KNS3591 A3C55)
US: UH(Law School: IN 311C G00)

Agarwal, R. C. S.
The basic English-Burmese dictionary : giving more than 40,000 senses of over 20,000 words in basic English. – Mandalay: International Book Depot, [1955?]. 1294 p., illus.
US: YU

[English-Burmese dictionary]
US: LC(PL3957.A35)

[English-Burmese dictionary]
Subject(s): Burma : English language - Dictionaries ; Dictionaries - English language
Bibliographical description

AU:ANU(Menzies Asian reference PK1090.A35)
GB:OUL(BOD Orient RR Staff. Desk. for Ref.)
SOAS(Ref.GPC413.21/498031)*
US:CU(Kroch PL3957 .A26 1970)

Subject(s): Burma : Pali language - Dictionaries ; Dictionaries - Pali language
D: HD-SA(inf 4 B 366)*
GB:BL-APAC(SEA 1986.a.1595)
US:CU(Kroch PL3957.A26 P2)
YU(SML LC Class. PK1090 A43)

US: CU(Kroch PL3957.A26 S9 1953)

Age of Consent Committee
Evidence, 1928-1929 : oral evidence and written statements of witnesses ... / Age of Consent Committee ; Sir Moropant Vishwanath Joshi, chairman. 9 v. – Calcutta : Govt. of India, Central Publ. Branch. 1929.
7. Bihar and Orissa, Assam and Burma.
Subject(s): Burma : Marriage law
US: MnU UoC
Subject(s): Burma : Age of consent ; Marriage law - India
GB: LSE(BLPES Govt. Bubl. 54(300))
OUL(IND Main Libr 75 D 11 ; Ind T 56)
ULL(KQL Ind)

Agency for International Development
→United States / Agency for International Development

Aggacita
In this very life : the liberation teachings of the Buddha
→Pandita Bivamsa

Aggadhammabhivamsa '<Arhan', 1878-1943>
Amarakosa in Burmese
→Amarasimha

The Vyakarana siromani or Moggallana vyakhyā : the commentary to the Moggallana vyakarana / by Abhayarama Saddawad. (Aaggamahapandita). – Ran’ kun’, 1933- . – Added title in Burmese, text in Burmese and Pali
Subject(s): Pali language - Grammar
US:CU(Kroch PK1018.M44 A14 1933)

Aggarwal, J. P.
Photo-interpretation and mapping system for the Burma forests. – Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 1980. – (TCP/BUR/8907 consultancy report ; 1)
US: WU(Steenbock Lib. Docs. FAO fiche 326093)

Agnely, Suzanne
→La péninsule indochinoise

Agnew, Florence Edith May
D: B-SBB

Agnew, Robert
Jungle foster child
→Agnew, Florence Edith May

Agnihotri, Jagdish Rai
→Indian rulings : Rangoon section

Agrawal, Om Prakash <b. 1931>
Palm-leaf and paper
→Guy, John

Subject(s): Burma : Boundaries - Thailand
Keng Tung (Burma) : Boundaries - Thailand
Thailand : Boundaries –Burma
D: GÖ-SUB(ZA 28482)
GB:BL(OPL:RR)* BL-APAC(1OR/V/4)
US:LC(JX636 1892:1932 no.19 ; DS485.B89G7 1932)
HU NYPL UC YU(MUDD Oza45 G5 A3 1932)

Subject(s): China : Foreign Relations
Burma : Foreign Relations - China
D: GÖ-SUB(ZA 28482 ; MC 92-144)
GB: BL(OPL:RR)* BL-APAC(1OR/V/4)
SOAS(E92.17/408655)
US:LC(JX636 1892:1897, no.7) NYPL UC YU

Subject(s): Burma : Treaties and agreements - Great Britain

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Burma

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Mauritius

Mauritius : Treaties and agreements - Burma

Agreement between the Government of the United Kingdom and the Provisional Government of Burma concerning certain jurisdictional and fiscal immunities to be accorded to personnel of the United Kingdom Forces in Burma, Rangoon, 4th January, 1948. The agreement has not been ratified by the Government of the United Kingdom. Presented by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to Parliament by command of His Majesty. – London : H. M. S. O., 1948. 5 p. – (Burma / Great Britain, Foreign Office ; 1, 1948) – (Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;) Cmd. 7355 – Parl. pap. 1947/48, XXIX, 237
Subject(s): Burma : Treaties and agreements - Great Britain ; Jurisdiction

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Burma ; Armed Forces - Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Treaties and agreements - Great Britain ; Cotton trade - Law and legislation ; Cotton textiles - Law and legislation

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Burma

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Hong Kong

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Mauritius

Mauritius : Treaties and agreements - Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Taxation - Treaties and agreements - Great Britain ; Income tax ; Double taxation

Great Britain : Taxation - Treaties and agreements - Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Treaties and agreements - Great Britain

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Burma

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Hong Kong

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Mauritius

Mauritius : Treaties and agreements - Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Treaties and agreements - Great Britain

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Burma

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Hong Kong

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Mauritius

Mauritius : Treaties and agreements - Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Treaties and agreements - Great Britain

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Burma

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Hong Kong

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Mauritius

Mauritius : Treaties and agreements - Burma


Subject(s): Burma : Treaties and agreements - Great Britain

Great Britain : Treaties and agreements - Burma

D: GO-SUB(ZA 28482)

GB: BL(OPL:RR)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/4)

US: HU LC(JX636 1892: 1963, no.45) NYPL UC YU

Agreement for reparations and economic co-operation between the Union of Burma and Japan. – Rangoon : Union Govt. Print. and Staty. (for Min. of F. A), 1955. 13 p., 6 l. – Added title and text also in Burmese

Subject(s): Burma : Treaties and agreements - Japan ; World War <1939-1945> - Reparations - Treaties - Japan

Burma : Claims - Japan ; Foreign economic relations - Japan

Japan : Treaties and agreements - Burma ; Foreign economic relations - Burma

D: HD-SAI(322 Bez 98/1003 Kp)*

SG: ISEAS(D819 B9B96)

US: CU(Kroch D819.J3 B87 1955a++)


Subject(s): Burma : Treaties and agreements - FAO

FAO : Treaties and agreements - Burma

US: DNAL

Agreements of the People’s Republic of China, 1949 to 1967

– Johnston, Douglas Miller

Agrasia : a current bibliography of Southeast Asian cultural literature. 1.1977 [-20.1996]. – Laguna, Philippines: Southeast Asian Regional Center for Graduate Study and Research in Agriculture. –Produced by the Agricultural Information Bank for Asia

ISSN 0115-2440

Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Bibliography - Periodicals


F: Montepellier-CIRAD CID Ph.Aries 1

Pessac-CNRS UMR Regards

GB: BL: 4.4-20 ((A) DM 150-E1)

SG: NUS: 1.1977- (Ref. 5 Z5075 Asi.AA)


NIU: 1978- (NIU SEA HD2075.8 .A27


> Agricultural statistics of Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Statistics - Periodicals

GB: OUL SOAS(GB630.2/449096)*

US: CU(Kroch S322.B9 A27)


> Agricultural statistics

GB: SOAS(GB630.2/449097)*

Agricultural and Co-operative Conference, Burma < Mandalay >

Report of the ... Agricultural and Cooperative Conference, Burma, held at Mandalay ... / Department of Agriculture, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print.


2. August 19th to 22nd, 1913.

3. August 24th to 27th, 1915.

4. August 20th to 24th, 1917.

5. September 1st to 6th, 1919.

6. August 29th to September 2nd, 1921.

7. August 21th to 24th, 1923.

Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Congresses

D: HD-SAI: 2-5 (reg 60 H 25-27 Kp)*

7 (322 agr 79/1539)*

GB: BL: 1-7 (I.S.Bu.118/3)*

BL-APAC: 1-7 (ST 40 ; IOR/V/25/340/8) NWA: 1


1. – 1912. 107 p.

2. – 1913. 141 p.

4. – 1917. 70 p.

Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Congresses

GB: BL: 1, 2, 4 (14300 hhh 5/1-3)*

Agricultural College < Mandalay >


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.114/26)*

Flora of the Agricultural College Station, Mandalay

– Sawyer, Arthur Manuel

Manuring of paddy in Upper Burma ...

– Clark, William Morrison

Agricultural College and Research Institute < Mandalay >

Annual report of the Principal, Agricultural College and Research Institute, Burma, Mandalay, for the year ending 31st March ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty.

D: HD-SAI: 1930-1933 (322 agr 79/1555 Kp)*

GB: BL: 1925-1933 (I.S.Bu. 114/13)*

BL-DSS(1401.310000)

BL-APAC: 1925-1933 (IOR/V/24/1582)

OUL: 1924/25-1932/33 (IND IB. Burma Ka. 2)

IN: NL: 1925-1933

US: NYPL: 1925-1930 (VPG)
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Agricultural College Farm < Mandalay >  
Report on the Agricultural College Farm, Mandalay for the year ended the 31st March ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.)

Agricultural Committee  

Agricultural commodities  
US: HU(Law School ILS) & LC: JX235.9.A32 no.5198  
MY: GBD RH

Agricultural cooperation training in Asian and Pacific countries  
→Gunasekara, R. G. G. O.

Agricultural data book  
p. 10-11: Burma

Agricultural Finance Committee  

Agricultural Finance in Burma.  
. – Rangoon, 1948. 7 p. – (Pamphlet / All Burma Peasants’ Organisation ; 6)  
US: CU(Annex HD2075 B8A41 v.6)

Agricultural Information Bank for Asia  
→Agrisia : a current bibliography of South East Asian agricultural literature

Agricultural information series.  
US: LC(S21.Z142)

Agricultural leaflets.  
– Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty. (for D. of A.)  
1 →Crops and cultivation  
2 →Crop pests and diseases

Agricultural ledger / ed. by Reporter on Economic Products to the Government of India. 1, 1892-17, 1911/12. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., India  
GB: BL(I.S.295)

Agricultural marketing bulletin / Department. of Agriculture, Marketing Branch. 1, July 1957- . – Rangoon Subject(s): Burma : Produce trade ; Agriculture

Agricultural marketing in India  
→Marketing series  
→alsoReport on the marketing of ... in India and Burma

Agricultural marketing in Myanmar.  
– [Rangoon :) Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation, Market Information Service Project. 2000. 102 p., col. illus., maps (some col.) – TCP/MYA/8821  
Subject(s): Market Information Service Project <Burma> Burma : Produce trade ; Agriculture

Agricultural cooperation in Asian and Pacific countries  
→Gunasekara, R. G. G. O.

Agricultural data book  
p. 10-11: Burma

Agricultural Finance Committee  
Agricultural Missions Foundation
Rural reconstruction with music : a story of Pyinmana Agricultural School
→ Hodge, John Zimmerman

> Ten points in rural reconstruction
→ Case, Brayton Clarke

Agricultural production and trade in Burma. – Rangoon, 1948. 6 p. – (Pamphlet / All Burma Peasants’ Organisation ; 1)
US: CU(Annex HD2075.B3 A41 v.1)

Agri-Horticultural Society of Burma
Annual report / Agri-Horticultural Society of Burma. – Rangoon, [19-?].
Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Periodicals
CAN: CaOON

Agricultural Research Conference <2nd, 2001, Yezin, Pyinmana>
Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Research - Congresses
US: CU(Main S539.7 .A249 2001)
UCB(BioSci S539.7 .A36 2001)

Agricultural Research Institute < Pusa >
Burma beans
→ Charlton, J.
The phosphate requirements of some Lower Burma paddy soils
→ Warth, Frederick John
Prussic acid in Burma beans
→ Warth, Frederick John
Scheme for classification of varieties of rice found in Burma
→ Beale, R. A.

Agricultural School < Pyinmana >
Rural reconstruction with music : a story of Pyinmana Agricultural School
→ Hodge, John Zimmerman

Agricultural Station < Akyab >
Combined report of the Akyab Agricultural Station and Kyaukpyu Coconut Farm for the year ended the 30th June ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.)
> Report of the Akyab Agricultural Station
Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Periodicals ; Agricultural experiment stations
Akyab : Agricultural experiment stations
CAN: CaOON: 1922/23-1923/24 (CAL 630.7 B962)
GB:BL: 1923-1925 (I.S.Bu.118/4)*
CUL: 1922/23-1924/25 (OP.3200.630.03)
BL-APAC: 1924-1925 (IOR/V/24/1580)

Agricultural Station < Allanmyo >
Report on the Allanmyo Agricultural Station (from 1931:) and substations ending 30th June (from 1929:) 31st March ...
→ Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.)
> Report of the Agricultural Stations
Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Periodicals ; Agricultural experiment stations
Allanmyo : Agricultural experiment stations
GB:BL: 1922-1933 (I.S.Bu.118/5)*
CUL: 1921/22-1932/33 (OP.3200.630.04)
BL-APAC: 1922-1932 (IOR/V/2/1567)

Agricultural Station < Hmawbi >
Fertilizers for paddy
→ Hendry, David
Report on the Hmawbi Agricultural Station for the year ...
→ Rangoon : Govt. Print. (and Staty.), Burma (for D. of A.)
> Report of the Agricultural Stations
Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Periodicals ; Agricultural experiment stations
Hmawbi : Agricultural experiment stations
D: HD-SAI: 1929/30-1932/33
GB:BL: 1922-1933 (I.S.Bu.118/5)*
CUL: 1921/22-1932/33 (OP.3200.630.06)

Agricultural Station < Hopin >
Report on the Hopin Agricultural Station for the year ended the 30th June ...
→ Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.)
> Report of the Agricultural Stations
Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Periodicals ; Agricultural experiment stations
Hopin : Agricultural experiment stations
D: HD-SAI: 1922/23 1923/24 (322 agr 88/784 Kp)*
GB:BL: 1922-1923/24 (OP.3200.630.07)
CUL: 1921/22-1923/24 (OP.3200.630.06)
BL-APAC: 1922-1924 (IOR/V/24/1575)
US: NYPL

Agricultural Station < Kanbalu >
Report on the Kanbalu Agricultural Station for the year ended 31st March ...
→ Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.)
> Report of the Agricultural Stations
Central Farm < Kanbala >: Report
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): *Burma*: Agriculture - Periodicals; Agricultural experiment stations

*Kanbalu*: Agricultural experiment stations

D: HD-SAI: 1931/32 1932/33 (322 agr 88/783 Kp)*
GB: BL: 1928/29-1932/33 (I.S.Bu.118/19)*
CUL: 1929/30-1932/33 (OP.3200.630.08)
BL-APAC: 1929-1933 (IOR/V/24/1587)
US: CU(Kroch) NYPL

*Mahlaing*: Report on the Mahlaing Agricultural Station for the year ending 30th June (from 1929: 31st March) ... – Rangoon: Govt. Print. (and Staty.), Burma (for D. of A.)


*Mandalay*: Report on the Mandalay Agricultural Station for the year ending 30th June (from 1929: 31st March) ... – Rangoon: Govt. Print. (and Staty.), Burma (for D. of A.)

*Padu*: Report on the Padu Agricultural Station for the year (from 1922:) ended 30th June (from 1929: ending 31st March) ... – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for D. of A.)


*Tatkon*: Report on the Tatkon Agricultural Station for the year ending 30th June (from 1929: 31st March) ... – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.)

*Myawady*: Report of the Agricultural Stations

Subject(s):

- *Burma*: Agriculture - Periodicals; Agricultural experiment stations
- *Mudon*: Agricultural experiment stations
- *Padu*: Agricultural experiment stations
- *Pyinmana*: Agricultural experiment stations
- *Mandalay*: Agricultural experiment stations
- *Myaungmya*: Agricultural experiment stations

Subject(s):

- *Burma*: Agriculture - Periodicals; Agricultural experiment stations
- *Mudon*: Agricultural experiment stations
- *Padu*: Agricultural experiment stations
- *Pyinmana*: Agricultural experiment stations
- *Mandalay*: Agricultural experiment stations
- *Myaungmya*: Agricultural experiment stations

Subject(s):

Report on the agricultural stations of the Southern Circle

Subject(s):

- *Burma*: Agriculture - Periodicals; Agricultural experiment stations
- *Mudon*: Agricultural experiment stations
- *Padu*: Agricultural experiment stations
- *Pyinmana*: Agricultural experiment stations
- *Mandalay*: Agricultural experiment stations
Bibliographical description

Agricultural statistics

GB: BL-APAC: 1922/23-1926/27-1928/29 (IOR/V/14/19 3)
BL-APAC: 1916-1928/29  1930/31-1933
(CUL: 1915/16  1921/22-1932/33 (OP.3200.630.018)

MY: RUED: 1922/23-1935/36 (Microfilm reel 32)

SG: ISEAS: 1975- (Sta abr HD2064.7 M99)

D: HD-SAI: 1967/68  1969/70 (325 agr 95/2312)*

GB: BL: 1922-1925  1927-1929 (I.S.Bu.118/18)*

Agricultural Station < Yawngwe >

Report on the Yawngwe Agricultural Station (from 1925) and agricultural work in the Southern Shan States for the year ended the 30th June ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.)

> Report on the agricultural work in the Southern Shan States

Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Periodicals ; Agricultural experiment stations

D: HD-SAI: 1922/23 (322 agr 88/786 Kp)*

GB: BL: 1922-1925  1927-1929 (I.S.Bu.118/18)*

BL-APAC: 1922-1929 (IOR/V/24/1574)

US: NYPL

Agricultural statistics / The (Revolutionary) Government of the Union of Burma. – Rangoon : Central Pr. ; Yangon: Central Statistical Organization in collaboration with Department of Agricultural Planning.

< Agricultural abstract of Burma

> Myanmar agricultural statistics


Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Statistics - Periodicals

D: HD-SAI: 1967/68  1969/70 (325 agr 95/2312)*

GB: SOAS: 1968/69 (GB630.2/449.096)

SG: ISEAS: 1975- (Sta abr HD2064.7 M99)


Agricultural abstract of Burma

1987-88 to 1997-98 / Central Statistical Organization in collaboration with Department of Agricultural Planning.

< Tables of the agricultural statistics of Upper Burma

> Agricultural abstract of Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Statistics - Periodicals

D: HD-SAI: 1921/22 (reg 60 H 10 Kp)*


MY: RUED: 1922/23-1935/36 (Microfilm reel 32)


Agricultural survey(s) / Agricultural Department, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma. – Title varies slightly

GB: BL-APAC: 1922-1929 (IOR/V/24/1572-73)

CUL: 1915/16  1921/22-1932/33 (OP.3200.630.018)

Agricultural University < Yezin >

Agricultural Research Conference <2nd, 2001, Yezin, Pyimmana>:Proceedings
Diamond jubilee of Agricultural University, 1924 to 1999...

- [Yezin,] 1999. 143 p., illus. – Added title and text also in Burmese

Note: Commemorative volume; comprises articles about the University.


Agricultural-climatic atlas for Burma / prep. as part of WMO/UNDP Project BUR/80/016 by the Department of Meteorology and Hydrology, Ministry of Transport and Communications; with the assistance of the World Meteorological Organization. – Rangoon: The Department, 1985. 1 atlas (V, 101 L.) illus., maps. – Scale not given

Subject(s): Burma: Climate - Maps;
Soils - Maps; Maps - Climate;
Maps - Soils

US: CU(Kroch) LC(G2286.C88 1985)
US: CU(Kroch HD860.7.Z9 R391 200)

Agriculture and husbandry project / Yangon City Development Committee. – Yangon City: Yangon City Development Committee, 2000. 20 p., col. ill., col. maps.

US: CU(Kroch HD860.7.Z9 R391 200)

Agriculture Corporation / Land Use Division

Explanatory note to the soil map of Burma 1983


Subjects: Burma: Agriculture

US: CRL: Pt.1 (GenCollec FICHE 98/63410 (S); S.Asian FICHE 98/63410 (S) SAMP)
LC(Microfiche 98/63410 (S) So Asia)
WU: 1 (CTR FICHE 98/63410 (S))


IV, 186 p., tab., maps.

Subject(s): Burma: Agriculture

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 H 2)*
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.114/19)*
SG: ISEAS(HD2115 B9B96)
US: CU(Kroch S280.B9 A27)
YU(LSF-Request S280 B9 A27 (LC))

Agriculture in the Southeast Asian rice bowl

Chugg, Boyd A.


Subject(s): Burma: Agriculture

NNC(Offsite 301.2 Un3823)
WU(Steenbock South Files Burma 7 U54)

Agro-climatic analogues of Southern China in Southeast Asia

Nuttonson, Michael Y.

Ah Sou, L. T.


GB:BL-APAC(Bur B 24/1)

Lokasāra and Anusāsana

Ah Syoo

Salvation Army songs...

Ah Win

Bibliography on the economic conditions of Burma / comp. by Daw Ah Win. – Singapore, 1980. 25 l. – From Institute of Southeast Asian Studies Library holdings while on attachment as a Colombo Plan trainee

Subject(s): Burma: Economic conditions - Bibliography

SG: ISEAS(Ref Z3219 E2A28)
NRL(q016.3309591 AH)

Ahmad, Ghulām

A short biography of Hazat Mirza Ghulām Ahmad

Ahmad, Kamruddin


Subject(s): Ahmad, Kamruddin

Burma: Description and travel

US:CRL(GenCollec 77-932977)
CU(Kroch DS385.K15A3)
LC & WU(Memorial Lib.) & NNC(Offsite) &
YU(SML) : DS385.K34 A3
NYPL(Humanities-Genrl Res JFD 77-259)
IU(Main Stacks 327.20924 K129K)

Ahmad, Nafis<br. 1911>


GB:BL(8219 i 45) BL-APAC(V 13909)


p. 200-209: Chittagong Hill Tracts
D: HD-SAI(281 wii 68/459)*
GB:BL(X 800/2545)* BL-APAC(V 16657)


Note: Study of the economic geography of Myanmar - covers human resources, geographical aspects, climate, forests, soil resources, mineral resources, agriculture, power resources, industries, transport, trade, natural resources, etc.

Subject(s): Burma: Economic conditions <1948-> ; Social conditions

CH: ILO(71A2722)
GB: LSE(BLPES HC422 A28)
SOAS(L.GB330/28578)*
NL: KITLV(M ss 92 N)
SG: ISEAS(HC497 B9A28) RUBC(330.9591 AHM)
US: CU(Kroch HC422 A65+)
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Ahmad, Zubair

US: LC (HC422.A453)
UCSD (Central HC437.B8 A62 1971a CIRC Annex)

Ahmar < Ludu Daw >

Note: A description of Kuthodaw Pagoda, Burma, and of the transcription of the Tripitaka onto its walls.

Subject(s): Tripitaka

Burma : Buddhism

Buddhism : Sacred books

Inscription, Buddhist - Mandalay ; Pagodas

Stone carving : Sculpture, Buddhist

Buddhism : Prayer books and devotions

Mandalay : Inscription, Buddhist ; Pagodas

SG: ISEAS (BQ1129 B9L94)
GB: BL-APAC (ORW 1986 a 4183)
US: NIU (SEA BQ1119.B93 L8481974)

Ahmed Ali
The English, Hindustani and Burmese manual, in English and Burmese for natives of Burma / by Ahmed Ali. – Mandalay: Ratana Theiddi Pr. – Added title and text transcription of the Tripitaka onto its walls.

2nd ed. – 1907. X, 100 p.

US: CU (Kroch FILM 10955 no.9) UCLA (SRLF)

ditto. Microform. – Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: Univ. of Illinois Library, 1987. On part of 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. – (Burmese cultural microfilm collection ; reel 47, no. 9)

US: IU (Microfilm Rm Film959.1B929 reel 47)

ditto. The world’s biggest Buddha image of stone / Ludu Daw Ahmar : transl. by Than Tun ... – Ran’ kun’, 1996. 29, 31 p., illus. – Added title and text also in Burmese

Note: About the stone image of the Buddha erected at the foot of the Mandalay hill in Burma.

Subject(s): Burma : Gautama Boudhda - Statues - Mandalay

Shilpin : Sculpture, Buddhist

Mandalay : Gautama Boudhda - Statues - Mandalay: India Pr.

SG: ISEAS (D959.1.1906.B929 reel 47)


Herbert 797

AU: NLA (ABL BQ1119.L8)
HK: HKU (Main Circ Counter X 732.9591 A2)
US: LC (BQ1119.B93 L8481974)


US: CU (Kroch)

The world’s biggest Buddha image of stone / Ludu Daw Ahmar : transl. by Than Tun ... – Ran’ kun’, 1996. 29, 31 p., illus. – Added title and text also in Burmese

Note: About the stone image of the Buddha erected at the foot of the Mandalay hill in Burma.

Subjects:

Burma : Gautama Boudhda - Statues - Mandalay

Shilpin : Sculpture, Buddhist

Mandalay : Gautama Boudhda - Statues - Mandalay: India Pr.

SG: ISEAS (D959.1.1906.B929 reel 47)

AHMED, Jemadar Sultan

→ Sultan Ahmed, Jemadar

Ahmed, Shamsuddin <b. 1917>

Subject(s): Burma : Muslims <1886-> ; History

D: 'HD-SAI (320 his 80/3881)*
GB: BL (YA 1987 a 13314)
BL-DSS (83/16517)
BL-APAC (T 40635)

US: UC (Kroch Film 3450 ; Annex Film N3450)

Ahmed, Viqar

Contents: Monitoring and evaluation systems in South Asia - Organization of monitoring and evaluation in the countries of South Asia in China - Bangladesh - India - Nepal - Pakistan - Sri Lanka - Burma - China - Recommendations and new directions - Recommendations - New directions for monitoring and evaluation in South Asia

Subject(s): Burma : Economic development projects - Evaluation - Congresses

TH: CU (IIC World Bank EDI MAE ; Social Res. 338.954 A286M)

Ahmed Ali
The Burmese-Hindustani conversation manual / by Ahmed Ali. – Mandalay: Ratana Theiddi Pr. – Added title and text in Burmese

1. – 1905. 100 p.

US: BL (14302 h 28)* BL-APAC (Bur D 230/1)

ditto. – Mandalay

1. – 1907. X, 100 p.

Ref.: Cordier

The English, Hindustani and Burmese manual, in English and Burmese for natives of Burma / by Ahmed Ali. – Mandalay: India Pr.


US: BL (14302 h 51)*


Ref.: Cordier

ditto. – ibd., 1907. 160 p.

Ref.: Embree


Subject(s): Burma : Botany, Economic ; English language - Burmese : Botany, Economic - Dictionaries - Burmese : Burmese language - Dictionaries - English ; English language - Sanskrit

GB: SOAS (GPC581.6/379070)
US: UC (Kroch Film 3450 ; Annex Film N3450)
LC (BQ5490.C46 ; Alternative class.: SB108.B93)
Aidit, D. A.  
Photography in Burmese for amateurs. – Rangoon, 1901. 86 p. – Added title and text in Burmese  
GB: SOAS(GPC770/36021)  
US: MSaE(BL 07040 181)

Aid to Burma. – [Rangoon?:] International Cooperation Administration, Off. of the ICA representative, American embassy, 1959. 1 p. l., 16 numb. l. tables. – (United States economic cooperation program) – Reproduced from typewritten copy  
Subject(s): Burma : Economic assistance, American  
US: CU(Annex DS710 .A29)

An aid to Burmese spelling  
The Anglo-vernacular student’s speller  
Aida, Yuji <b. 1916>  
Prisoner of the British : a Japanese soldier’s experiences in Burma / by Yuji Aida ; transl. from the Japanese by Hide Ishiguro and Louis Allen. – London : Cresset Pr., 1966. – (Reports on economic etc. conditions ; 718)  
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> – Prisoners and prisons, British : World War <1939-1945> – Personal narratives, Japanese  
AU: NLA(940.547242 AID)

Aid to Burma. – (United States Agency for International Development)  
Aid to Indochina and Myanmar  
Aid to Myanmar Banking & Finance  
Subject(s): Burma : AIDS (Disease) - Congresses  

Aids to common laboratory methods / issued by the Department of Pathology and Bacteriology, Medical College, Rangoon. – [Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma] (for I. G. of C. H.), 1937. 11 p.  
GB: BL(07560 i 28)

Aid to Burma. – (United States Agency for International Development)  
Aid to Indochina and Myanmar  
Aid to Myanmar Banking & Finance  
Subject(s): Burma : AIDS (Disease) - Congresses  

Aids to common laboratory methods / issued by the Department of Pathology and Bacteriology, Medical College, Rangoon. – [Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma] (for I. G. of C. H.), 1937. 11 p.  
GB: BL(07560 i 28)

Aid to Indochina and Myanmar  
Aid to Myanmar Banking & Finance  
Subject(s): Burma : AIDS (Disease) - Congresses  

Aids to common laboratory methods / issued by the Department of Pathology and Bacteriology, Medical College, Rangoon. – [Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma] (for I. G. of C. H.), 1937. 11 p.  
GB: BL(07560 i 28)

Aid to Indochina and Myanmar  
Aid to Myanmar Banking & Finance  
Subject(s): Burma : AIDS (Disease) - Congresses  

Aids to common laboratory methods / issued by the Department of Pathology and Bacteriology, Medical College, Rangoon. – [Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma] (for I. G. of C. H.), 1937. 11 p.  
GB: BL(07560 i 28)
Air operations in Burma and the Bay of Bengal. January 1 to May 22, 1942 / Air Vice Marshall D. F. Stevenson. – 1948. 21 p. – (Supplement to the London Gazette, March 5, 1948)
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Aerial operations, British
GB: LSE(BLPES. Pamphlets ; CHAT C2/337, Special) ; SOAS(E Coll 3 U /68)

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Aerial operations
US: AzTeS(Hayden US Docs. W 1.71:Ch 5)
CoCa(CADET D 785.8S98 no.67)
DSI & UoC(Regenstein) : D767.3.U58 1947
NYPL(Humanities-Genr Res JFF 91-46)

Air operations in South East Asia 16th November, 1943 to 31st May, 1944. – London : H. M. S. O., Monday, 19 March, 1951. p. 1381-1407, map. – (Third supplement to The London gazette, 31st May, 1944. – London : H. M. S. O., Monday, 19 March, 1951 ; numb. 39173) – "The following despatch was submitted to the Secretary of State for Air on 23rd November, 1944, by Air Chief Marshal Sir R. E. C. Peirse, Allied Air Commander-in-Chief, South East Asia." - Separate set of maps →Maps for use with army and air despatches
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Operations, Allied Air Force
AU:ANU(Hope St Bliss large book MD A436)
GB: SOAS(L.GB949/73.961.[2] ; E Coll 3 E /13.[3] ; U /54)

Air Force History and Museums Program (U.S.)
Operation THURSDAY : birth of the Air Commandos →Mason, Herbert A.
Aiyar, G. K.
→ Notes on the Burmese species of plants yielding chaulmugra oil

Aiyar, Krishna Jagadisa
→ Jagadisa Aiyar, Krishna

Aiyar, S. Krishnamūrti
→ Krishnamūrti Aiyar, S.

Aiyar, S. V.
→ Income tax and excess profits tax digest

Aiyar, Subrahmanya Parameeswaran
→ [19th cent.]

Akha ballads, poems, and songs
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.110)*

The preparation of starch and dextrin from broken rice / by S. P. Aiyar. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1927. 5 p. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 33)

The preparation of useful products from citrus fruits. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., 1937. 6 p. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 34)

The preparation of starch and dextrin from broken rice

The preparation of useful products from citrus fruits

Ajhottaya-ramagamala
The Pali text of the Ajhottaya-ramagamala ... with vocabulary, grammatical notes, translation, and examination questions / ed. by James Gray, government school, Maulmain. – Maulmain: Advertiser Pr., 1878. 25 p. – Pali text in Burmese characters.

Subject(s): Pali language - Texts

US: ICN(Eames X 535.36)

Ajhottaya-ramagamala

Akhdi, Aleksei Ivanovich
→ The awakened East

Akha <17th cent.>

Akha ballads, poems, and songs / given by Mah Pō Gu Law Gaw : recorded by Paul Lewis. – Chiang Rai: Development & Agricultural Project for Akha (DAPA), 1989. 313 p. – Added title and text in Kaw

Subject(s): Akha language : Songs ; Akha : Ballads ; Social life and customs ; Thailand, Northern : Akha


YU(LSF-Request for PL4001 K357 Z2 1989)

Akha book of knowledge. – [199-?]. 221 l. – Introduction signed by Matthew McDaniel. – In Kaw, with some section headings also in English.

Subject(s): Kaw language : Texts

US: CU(Kroch PL4001.K356 A35 1990z+)

Akha health book
based on, Where there is no doctor [by David Werner] / transl. and adapted by A Cau Dzoe Baw, Paul Lewis. – Chiang Rai, Thailand: Development & Agricultural Project for Akha (DAPA), 1989. 131 p. illus – Added title and text in Akha

Subject(s): Kaw language : Medicine - Handbooks, manuals, etc. ; Thailand, Northern : Community health aides - Handbooks, manuals, etc. ; Medicine, Rural - Handbooks, manuals, etc. ; Rural health - Handbooks


Akha Heritage Foundation
→ The Akha journal of the golden triangle

Akha hymnbook ...
→ Rangoon: Baptist Board of Publ., 1968. [224 p.]

Subject(s): Akha language : Hymns

US: NIU(SEA BV510.K36 J224)

ditto. – Bangkok: O. M. F. Publ., [1987]. 1 v. (unpaged) – Added title and text in Kaw. – Titles of hymns also in English.

F: EFEO(ASIE MIN 64)


Note: On Akha, Asian people in Southeast Asia; chiefly based on Akhas in Northern Thailand.

Subject(s): Akha

Thailand, Northern : Akha

US: UC(Kroch GR268.A3 K15 1989)

YU(LSF-Request for PL4001 K358 A2 1989)

Akha legends, stories and myths ...
→ given by Mah Pō Gu Law Gaw : recorded by Paul Lewis. – Chiang Rai: Development & Agricultural Project for Akha (DAPA), 1989. 330 p. – Added title and text also in Akha

Subject(s): Akha : Folklore ; Folk literature ; Mythology ; Legends ; Tales ; Social life and customs


YU(LSF-Request for PL4001 K358 A2 1989)

Akha Primer ...

I. BCMP(AS 01/04/0007)

Akha proverbs, riddles and rhymes ...
→ comp. by Mah Pō Gu Law Gaw and Paul Lewis. – Chiang Rai: Development & Agricultural Project for Akha (DAPA), 1989. 115 p. – Added title and text in Kaw

Subject(s): Kaw language : Riddles

Akha : Social life and customs ; Folklore

Thailand, Northern : Akha


CU(Kroch PN6377.K35 D21 1989)

YU(LSF-Request for PL4001 K358 D35 1989)

Akha-English dictionary
→ Lewis, Paul White

Akha L. – [195-?] [250 l.]

French, English, or German. – Photocopies of miscellaneous articles the years 1873-1954 bound into one volume.
### Aktiegesellschaft für Nestlé Produkte < Vevey >

Bilder aus Birma → Golish, Vitold de

D: HD-SAI(325 pol 94/5837 Kp)*

> Aktueller Informationsdienst Asien und Süd pazifik  
Subject(s): Burma: Periodicals  
D: B-SBB: 1975-1979 (Ser 30842 Potsdamer Str.) HD-SAI: 9 11 15 (inf 84 P 2)  
HH-SUB: 1975-1979 (Y/6747) KN-UB  
TU-UB: 1977-1979 (ZB 1429)  
AKYAB / Municipality  
Bye-law under section 30. – 1899  
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(1))*


### Akyab Agricultural Station  
→ Agricultural Station < Akyab >  

### Akyab District  
→ Burma gazetteer

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.154)*  
BL-APAC(V 8690* ; IOR/V/27/751/144)

**ditto.** 2nd ed. – ibd., 1915.  
GB: BL-APAC(V/27/751/146)

**ditto.** 3rd ed. – ibd., 1931.  
GB: BL-APAC(V/27/751/148)

Contains: Mausoleum for Aung San, Rangoon, Burma - al ism - Al Mansfeld - an architect in Israel.  
Subject(s): Mansfeld, Alfred <b. 1912> - Psychology

Burma: Architecture
Alagappa, Muthiah

→Asian security practice
→Political legitimacy in Southeast Asia

Albert, José <b. 1867>
Report of the committee appointed by the Philippine Commission to investigate the use of opium and the traffic therein and the rules, ordinances and laws regulating such use and traffic in Japan...

→United States / Philippine Commission <1900 to 1916> / Opium Investigation Committee

→Use of opium and traffic therein

Albert Einstein Institution < Cambridge, Mass. >
From dictatorship to democracy: a conceptual framework for liberation

→Sharp, Gene

Albrecht, Reinhard
Subject(s): Burma: Description and travel
D: BI-UB(CA081.1+GC500 A341)
DD-SLB(70.8.7049)
HH-UBW(HIS 831.4:K0003(PAE))

D: FR-UB(J 5651.s) GÖ-SUB(59 A 4639)
KA-BLB(60 A 3476) SP-PLB(2.9243)

D: B-SBB(7411 Potsdamer Str.) GÖ-SUB(60 A 2191)
KJ-ZBW(I 32,090) M-FHS(00/DK 9(5))
MA-UB(XL 4221(2)) SB-UB(63-1452)
US: CU(Kroch DS508.2 A34 1959)

D: SZ-SB

Albright, James Michael
The problems of distributing books in Burma, Nigeria and Mexico. – 1964. 94 p. – Syracuse Univ., Master’s thesis 1964
Subject(s): Burma: Booksellers and bookselling, Book distribution
US: Proliteracy Worldwide

Albro, John Adams <1799-1866>
Questions on the parables of Christ / by John A. Albro ; transl. for the use of Karen Sunday schools by D. A. W. Smith. – Rangoon, 1873.
GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.68)

Album of Burmese folk-songs / [introd. & transl. by "K"]. – Rangoon: Ministry of Union Culture, [1965]. 25 p., illus. – Text only; without music
US: CU(Kroch M1824.B8 A42 1965a+)

→ Alcock, Rutherford <1809-1897>
The journey of Augustus Raymond Margary
→Margary, Augustus Raymond

→Alcott, William Andrus <1798-1859>
The house I live in: or The human body / by W. M. A. Alcott ...; transl. by Mrs. S. K. Bennett. – Tavoy: Karen Mission Pr., 1843. 222 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Body, Human
F: BNF(Ta9 296)
GB: BL(14300 f 1)∗
US: CU(Annex +QP38.A35 1843a ; Kroch Film 12340)
NRCR-S NYPL(∗OY)

ditto. 3rd ed. – Rangoon: American Mission Pr., 1875. 279 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 4) OUL(Bodl. Burm. f.38 ) SOAS(GPC611/11.097)∗

→ Alder, Christine <b. 1950>
Critical chatter: women and human rights in South East Asia
→Lambert, Caroline

→Alderton, David <b. 1956>
ISBN 1564580733; 1564580709 (pbk.)
Contains: Long-haired cats: Birman - Short-haired cats: Burmese/Malayan
Subject(s): Cats - Juvenile literature; Cat breeds; Cat breeds - Pictorial works

ditto. – ibd., 1995. 160 p., illus (some col.), index. – (Pockets)
ISBN 1564588866

ISBN 1564580709
US: Met(MSL Stacks 636.8 A362c 200). MiKW(Education Libr. 636.8 Ald)

 ditto. 2nd American ed. – ibd., 2002. 256 p., col. illus., index. – (Smithsonian handbooks) – ISBN 0789489805
US: IaCfT(UNI Youth Coll Y 636 A)
DSI(SF445.7 .A43 2002)

ISBN 0789495902

→Aldis, Janet
D: B-SBB(Up 4915/401 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(reg 60 C 3)∗
GB: BL(010055 b 24) BL-APAC(T 12870)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Aldiss, Brian Wilson <b. 1925>
A soldier erect : further adventures of the hand reared boy / Brian W Aldiss. – London : St. Martin's Pr., 1999. 484 p., illus., index. – ISBN 0312193467
Note: Born in 1925, Aldiss is representative of the unique generation that reached adolescence in the era of World War II. Growing up in the rural hells of Norfolk and Devon, the son of a department store owner, he was formed and altered by wartime, serving three years in Burma and Asia with the Forgotten Army. Intrigued by science fiction and the near-apocalyptic imagery of the London Blitz, Aldiss became intoxicated by the beautiful lands, tropical climate, and horrific brutality he discovered in Burma and Sumatra, an "enchanted zone" that later provided the catalyst for much of his work. “Poignantly and passionately, Aldiss recalls the camaraderie of the army and the sobriety of postwar England; bookselling in Oxford; marital breakdown and financial impoverishment; life as a struggling novelist and literary editor; his seminal role in the science fiction's New Wave in the 1960s; and his friendships with Kingsley Amis, J.G. Ballard, Doris Lessing, and Michael Moorcock, among others.” - Book jacket.
Subject(s): Aldiss, Brian Wilson <b. 1925> World War <1939-1945> ; Campaigns : Science fiction, English ; Authors, English - 20th century : Biography ; Science fiction : Authorship.
US: MnU(TC Wilson PR6051.L3 Z478 1999)

Aldrich, Richard James <b. 1961>
Intelligence and the war against Japan : Britain, America and the politics of secret service / Richard J. Aldrich. – Cambridge : Cambridge Univ. Pr., 2000. XXIV, 500 p., illus., maps, index, bibliogr. ref. p. 388-483. ISBN 0521641861 (hb.)
Contains: Pt. 5. The end of the war in Asia, 1945-1946.
Note: “Intelligence and the War against Japan offers the first comprehensive scholarly history of the development of the British secret service and its relations with its American intelligence counterparts during the war with Japan. Richard J. Aldrich makes extensive use of recently declassified files and other archives in order to examine the politics of secret service during the Far Eastern War, analysing the development of organisations such as the Special Operations Executive and the Office of Secret Services in Asia. He argues that, from the Battle of Midway in June 1942, the Allies focused increasingly on each other's future ambitions, rather than the common enemy. Central to this theme are Churchill, Roosevelt and their rivalry over the future of empire in Asia.” - Book jacket.
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Secret service, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Secret service, United States

Aldrich, Richard James <b. 1961>
Resisting the resistance : Thailand, Malaya and Burma
17. Resisting the resistance : Thailand, Malaya and Burma
Note: “Born in 1925, Aldiss is representative of the unique generation that reached adolescence in the era of World War II. Growing up in the rural hells of Norfolk and Devon, the son of a department store owner, he was formed and altered by wartime, serving three years in Burma and Asia with the Forgotten Army. Intrigued by science fiction and the near-apocalyptic imagery of the London Blitz, Aldiss became intoxicated by the beautiful lands, tropical climate, and horrific brutality he discovered in Burma and Sumatra, an "enchanted zone" that later provided the catalyst for much of his work.” - Book jacket.

Alexander, Charles Paul <1889-1981>
D: B-SBB(Ser. 2014-4-7 ; Zsn 6284 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: BL(421/2059) & BL-APAC(V 17710 ; V 17567 ; V 23577) & UC(UA/Annex NK1048.N14 N14)
US: LC(QK1.B74 ; QL1.B75)

Alexander, Dick Richard
The Union of Burma and the expansion of Christianity. – 1967, – Bachelor of Theology paper for Cincinnati Bible Seminary
US: UC(Valuable books collection)

Alexander, James Edward <1803-1885>
Travels from India to England : comprehending a visit to the Burman empire, and a journey through Persia, Asia Minor, European Turkey, etc. in the years 1825-26 ; containing a chronological epitome of the late military operations in Ava ; an account of the proceedings of the present mission from the supreme government of India to the court of Tehran, and a summary of the causes and events of the existing war between Russia and Persia ; with sketches of natural history, manners, and customs, and illus. with maps and plates / by James Edward Alexander. – London : Parbury, Allen, 1827.
XV, 301 p., [16] l. of plates, maps, app. – Herbert 353
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel
D: GO-SUB(4 Iun I, 3982 ; 2 Iun I, 3982) & HD-SAI(reg 50 C 4 rara)*
F: BNF(Nt 861 ; Nt 1583) & BL(B 351.4 ; PHILOV(AA I 9) & GB:BL(566 g 15) & BL-APAC(V 1786) & OUL(MEC DS 36.4* Rare Books Confined) & UC(UA/Annex + G490.A37) & LC(G490.A38) & UCB UC

Alemchiba, M.
The arts and crafts of Nagaland. – Kohima: Naga Institute of Culture, Govt. of Nagaland, c1968. XI, 142 p., plates, illus., index, bibliogr. p. 121-139. – The author's preface signed: M. Alemchiba
D: HD-SAI(261 eth 70/60)*
GB: BL(353.91) & BL-APAC(V 17710 ; V 17567 ; V 23577) & UC(UA/Annex NK1048.N14 N14)
US: LC(QK1.B74 ; QL1.B75)

Siegfried M. Schwertner
US: CU(Olin D810.S7 A482 2000) & MnU(TC Wilson) & UCB(Main) & UCD(Shields) & UCI(Main) & UCLA(YRL) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSD(SSH) & UCSB(Main) & UCSC(McHenry) : D810.S7 A482 2000

Aldiss, Brian Wilson <b. 1925>
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Fiction ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; Soldiers, British - Fiction
GB:BL(Nov.16305) & BL-DSS(74/20192) & BL-APAC(T 25197) & OUL(Nuneham 2542 e.3701)
US: LC(PZ4.A363 So3 FT MEADE)

Alejandro, Reynaldo G.
The flavor of Asia / Reynaldo Alejandro. – New York, N.Y.: Beaufort Books, c1984. 256 p., illus., index.
ISBN 0825302447
Note: Recipes of the Far East - from Burma, east to the Philippines, Japan and Indonesia.
Subject(s): Burma : Cookery
US: HU(Schlesinger: 641.695 A366f)
**Bibliographical description**


**Alguada Reef Lighthouse**

- *Report on the lighthouses and light vessels of the coast of Burma*

  Subject(s): *Burma* : Lighthouses - Periodicals

  GB: BL: 1861/62-1863/64 (10498 cc 3 ; I.S.258/2) – BL-APAC: 1862-1864 (IOR/V/24/2299)

  National Thesis number : 2003BOR23061

  Subject(s): *Burma* : Chirurgie plastique ; Assistance humanitaire française ; Chirurgiens plasticiens ; Relations médecin-patient

  F: Paris-BIUM – Bordeaux2-BU Santé (CMT BX%3-3061)


  Subject(s): *Burma* : Political persecution ; Refugees ; Democracy ; Thailand ; Refugees


  DK: KB(3-74/302 & 561)

  Contains: *Stenen, der var tyv* : et eventyr fra Burma

  Ref.: Bibliotek.dk


  Ref.: Bibliotek.dk

  Contains: Stenen, der var tyv : et eventyr fra Burma

  Ref.: Bibliotek.dk

  **Alguada Reef Lighthouse**

  Report on operations at the Alguada Lighthouse, for 1945 to 1946. – [U.S. Army Engineer District, Panama] – 1945. 3 s., illus. – (Selvstændig læsning ; 9.1)

  DK: KB(S-473 ; S-1412)

  ditto. 1. udgave, 1965. 4. oplag. – [Kbh.:] Munksgaard, 1978. 10 s., illus. – (Selvstændig læsning ; 9.1)

  ISBN 87-16-01756-0

  Ref.: Bibliotek.dk

  **Algreen-Petersen**, Lisbeth. 1965. *Democracy in Indonesia* / by Bonnie Jean Alford. – [Kbh.:] Munksgaard, 1965. 9 s., illus. – (Selvstændig læsning ; 9.1)

  DK: KB(S-473 ; S-1412)


  Ref.: Bibliotek.dk
Ali, Ahmed

→ Ahmed Ali

Ali, Muhammad Shamsher


Shulman 334. – RTS D17345/76/AS

Subject(s): Great Britain : Colonies - Burma

Burma : History <1824-1948>

GB: LSE(BLPES, OffPubl UN (2991/38))

All about separation of Burma

Ali

US: LC(DS485.C57A7)

Ali, Syed Murtaza


US: LC(DS485.C57A7)


Subject(s): Burma : Commercial documents

GB: LSE(BLPES, OffPubl UN (2991/38))

SG: ISEAS(HF3751 U58E no. 38)

Allanmyo-Ywataung / Municipality

→ Bye-law under section 30 – 1901


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(10))*

<Bye-law under section 30. – 1906>


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(11))*

<Bye-law under section 92. – 1906>


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(12))*

All Kaginik convention

→ Than Tun

History of Shwegyin Nikāya (Shwedgyin sect in the order of Buddhist monks) in Burma

Allan, James R. <b. 1913>


Subject(s): Allan, James R. <b. 1913>

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Operations

GB: BL(YK.1996.a.586)

BL-DSS(97/13488)

CUL(539:1.c.610.222)

OUl(BOD L Floor M95.F07163 )

SOAS(E Coll 3 M/3)

IRL:TCD(HL-177-338)

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.)

Allanmyo Agricultural Station

→ Agricultural station < Allanmyo >

All Shwegyin Nikaya Convention

Comprise proceedings of All Shwegyin Nikaya Conventions, 1920-1975

→ Than Tun

History of Shwegyin Nikāya (Shwedgyin sect in the order of Buddhist monks) in Burma

All quiet on the western front?

→ Lewa, Chris

Subject(s):

Shulman 334. – RITS D17345/76/AS

All Asia

→ All-Asia

All Burma

→ All-Burma

All India

→ All-India

All quiet on the western front?: the situation in China State and Sagaing Division, Burma

→ Lewa, Chris
All-Asia guide compendium. – [Rangoon, 1948.]

Draft rules of procedure for the All Asian Peasants' Con-
ference. – [Rangoon, 1948.]

Statement on the convening of an All Asian Peasants' Con-
ference. – [Rangoon, 1948.] 3 p. – Signed: Thakin Chit
Maung, general secretary, All Burma Peasants’ Organisa-
tion.

All-Asia Great Modern Spiritual Revival Movement <4, 1955, Rangoon>

→ The spiritual front and moral force of the world

All-Asia guide / Far Eastern Economic Review. – Hongkong:
Review Pub. Co. I. South Asia. – Col. illus., maps. – : Separately-publ. sec-
tion of All-Asia guide compendium.
Note: “Bangladesh, Bhutan, Burma, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka” - Cover.
Subject(s): Burma : Guidebooks
HU: 8th-15.1991. (Widener Asia 1410.5)
NIU: 10.1978- (SEA DS1 .A552x)

All-Asian Peasants’ Conference <1948, Rangoon>

Draft rules of procedure for the All Asian Peasants’ Con-
Subject(s): Peasantry - Asia - Congresses
US: CU (Kroch HD1537.A2 A41 +)

Statement on the convening of an All Asian Peasants' Con-
ference. – [Rangoon, 1948.] 3 p. – Signed: Thakin Chit
Maung, general secretary, All Burma Peasants’ Organisa-
tion.
Subject(s): Burma : Peasantry - Congresses
US: CU (Kroch HD1537.A2 A41 +)

All-Burma Christian Youth Conference <1955?, Insein>
Subject(s): World Christianity Union Collection <1955
US: YU (Divinity, Stacks MU14 AL51)

All-Burma Leaders' Conference <1929>

→ Dominion home rule for Burma

All-Burma Indian Youth League

→ Youth organ of All-Burma Indian Youth League

All-Burma Muslim Youths' Conference <1st, 1939, Rang-
goon>
All-Burma Muslim Youths' Conference : report and pro-
ceedings of the first session held at the City Hall, Rangoon
on Tuesday the 26th & Wednesday the 27th December 1939.
Subject(s): Burma : Youth, Muslim - Congresses ; Muslims -
Congresses ; Muslim students - Congresses
US: NIU (SEA BP63.B93 A4421940)

All-Burma Peasants’ Organization
The All Burma Peasants’ Organization. – Rangoon : All
Subject(s): All Burma Peasants’ Organization ; History
Burma : Peasantry - Political activity ; Politics and go-
vernment <1824-1948>
D: HD-SAI (reg 60 I 14 Kp) *
US: HU ([Widener Harv. Depos.) UC (NRLF B 3 178 549)
YU (SML IP156.7 7925679)

The annual conference of the All Burma Peasants’ Or-
ganization. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Stasy.. Burma.
7 → Tin < Thakin >
[Speech <1954.6>]
Speech delivered by the President of the Organization, the Hon'able Thakin Tin

Pamphlet / All Burma Peasants’ Organisation. – Rangoon
<1948–>
Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Economic aspects ; Eco-

nomic conditions
CAN: CaOON: 1 3-4 7 (CAL 630.4 A416)
1. Agricultural production and trade in Burma
2. State agricultural stations and farm schools in Burma
3. Improvements of agricultural marketing in Burma
4. Rehabilitation of the agricultural in dustries in Burma
5. Farming in Burma
6. Agricultural finance in Burma
7. Agricultural labour in Burma
8. Floods and drought problems in Burma

The peasants’ role in Burma

→ Chit Maung

All-Burma Students’ Democratic Front (ABSDF)

Burma : human lives for natural resources, oil & natural gas
→ Doherty, Faith

→ Burma and the role of women

→ The Burma focus

→ Burma research journal

Cries from Insein
→ Win Naing Oo

→ Dawn news

→ Karenni records, 1995-1997

→ In the midst of the storm of the revolution

Letters to a dictator
→ Aung Shwe

→ Pleading not guilty in Insein : a special report on the
summary trial of 22 political prisoners in Burma's in-
mous Insein Prison

→ Tortured voices : personal accounts of Burma's inter-
rogation centres
The situation of the elected MPs from National League for Democracy in May, 1990 Election.

To stand and be counted: the suppression of Burma's members of Parliament.

All-Burma Students' Democratic Front / Information and Foreign Affairs Committee

Allen, Basil Copleston <1870-1935>

Khasi and Jaintia Hills, Garo Hills and Lushai Hills

→ Assam District gazetteers ; 10

Naga Hills and Manipur

→ Assam District gazetteers ; 9


Subject(s): Naga Hills : Economic conditions


→ Allen, I. M.
The substance of Mrs. Wade's addresses to the ladies of the Baptist churches in Philadelphia

→ Wade, Deborah B. Lapham

All-Burma Students' Democratic Front / Documentation and Research Centre < Bangkok >

The situation of the elected MPs from National League for Democracy in May, 1990 Election.

To stand and be counted: the suppression of Burma's members of Parliament.

All-Burma Students' Democratic Front / Information and Foreign Affairs Committee

All[-]Burma Veterans Association of Japan

→ A bibliography of Japanese books on the Burma Campaign: war in Burma 1942-1945

All-Burma Weavers Association

→ The Burma textile weaver journal


Subject(s):

Science and Technology, Office of Development Information and Utilization, Economic and Social Data Services Division

→ Allen, Louis <b. 1922-1991>


Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> − Campaigns ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>

→ Allen, Lisa Wimberly


Subject(s): Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility : Burma : Disinvestment

US: MBU(Mugar PhD 2003 alle)

→ Allen, Siegfried M. Schwertner

NIU(SEA HG5720.7 .A644 2003b)

Allen, Louis <b. 1922-1991>


Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> − Campaigns ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>

→ Allen, Lisa Wimberly


Subject(s): Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility : Burma : Disinvestment

US: MBU(Mugar PhD 2003 alle)

→ Allen, Siegfried M. Schwertner

NIU(SEA HG5720.7 .A644 2003b)

Allen, Louis <b. 1922-1991>


Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> − Campaigns ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>

→ Allen, Lisa Wimberly


Subject(s): Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility : Burma : Disinvestment

US: MBU(Mugar PhD 2003 alle)


The task of Western diplomacy in Southeast Asia / Richard Allen. – Cincinnati, Ohio: Dept. of Political Science, Univ. of Cincinnati, 1964. 60 p. – (Paper / Center for the Study of International Relations ; Cincinnati, Ohio: Dept. of Political Science, Univ. of Cincinnati, 1964-1968) XI, 59 p., bibliogr. p. 54-59. – ISBN 0312214707 (cloth)

The parson’s holiday : being an account of a tour in India, Burma and Ceylon in the winter of 1882-83 / by W. Osborn Bird. – Tenby: Mason, 1885. VIII, 228 p., index, map. – ISBN 9003130549


Subject(s): Burma ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>

SG: ISEAS(DOC 1140)

Allen, Richard Hugh Sedley b, 1903

A parson’s holiday : being an account of a tour in India, Burma and Ceylon in the winter of 1882-83 / by W. Osborn Bird. – Tenby: Mason, 1885. VIII, 228 p., index, map. – (Paper / Center for the Study of International Relations ; Cincinnati, Ohio: Dept. of Political Science, Univ. of Cincinnati, 1964-1968) XI, 59 p., bibliogr. p. 54-59. – ISBN 0312214707 (cloth)

The parson’s holiday : being an account of a tour in India, Burma and Ceylon in the winter of 1882-83 / by W. Osborn Bird. – Tenby: Mason, 1885. VIII, 228 p., index, map. – (Paper / Center for the Study of International Relations ; Cincinnati, Ohio: Dept. of Political Science, Univ. of Cincinnati, 1964-1968) XI, 59 p., bibliogr. p. 54-59. – ISBN 0312214707 (cloth)

Contains:

Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): United Nations : Burma
US: LC & NNC(Lehman) : JZ4997.5.A83 A44 1998

Allied Forces < World War <1939-1945> / Eastern Air Command
→Air victory

Allied Forces < World War <1939-1945> / Fourteenth Army Group
→Campaign of the Fourteenth Army

Allied Forces < World War <1939-1945> / South-East Asia Command (SEAC)
→Air operations in South East Asia
→Brief history of the operations in Burma. 1st November 1944 - 3rd May, 1945

Burma : a miracle in military achievement
→Owen, Frank
The Campaign in Burma
→Owen, Frank
→La campaña de Birmania
→Laugh with SEAC

Post surrender tasks
→Mountbatten, Louis Mountbatten, Earl
Report to the Combined Chiefs of Staff by the Supreme Allied Commander, South-East Asia 1943 to 1945
→Mountbatten, Louis Mountbatten, Earl

SEAC souvenir
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945>.

GB: BL 1 (Cup 1251 d 13 ;* X 394)
BL-APAC-IOR1 (V/27/281/42)

SEAC souvenir
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945>.

GB: BL 1 (Cup 1251 d 13 ;* X 394)
BL-APAC-IOR1 (V/27/281/42)

Allied Forces < World War <1939-1945> / South-West Pacific Command
→"ABDACOM" : an official account of events in the South-West Pacific Command, January-February 1942

All-India Co-operative Institutes Association
The law of co-operative societies in India and Burma, based on the Co-operative societies act, 1912
→Brahma, Keshav Vaman

All-India Educational Supply Company
→Indian alphabets abroad

All-India full bench digest, civil, criminal, revenue, 1901-1954 : containing case law decided by the full bench and special bench of India, Burma and Pakistan High Courts and Chief Courts from 1901-1954 / B. P. Varma. 3 vols. – Lucknow ; Delhi: Eastern Book Co., 1955.

1. A to E. – XVI, XVI, XVI, 3284 coll.
2. F to P Code (S.500) – p. IV, 3285-3370
Subject(s): Burma : Law reports, digest, etc.
GB:BL(05319)^14
J: National Diet Library
SG: NUS(C J Koh Law Library LW Ref. 1 K7172 Var.)
US:LC(Law Great Britain India 6 “Varma”)
YU(India 40 V43 v.1-3)
SG: NUS(C J Koh Law Library LW Ref. 1 K7172 Var.)
SG: NUS(C J Koh Law Library LW Ref. 1 K7172 Var.)
US:LC(Law Great Britain India 6 “Varma” 1961)

All-India income tax report and returns. – Title varies
GB:BL-APAC: 1922-23-1927/28 (IOR/V/24/1747)
1928/29-1932/33 (IOR/V/24/1748)
1933/34-1938/39 (IOR/V/24/1749)

GB:BL-APAC: 1923-1941 (ST 1634)
US: LC: (Law India 5 1914-)

Lower Burma section : containing full reports of all reportable judgments of the Rangoon High Court reported in
(1) I. L. R. Rangoon : (2) Burma law journal : (3) Criminal law journal ... – ibd. – Citation-title: A. I. R. Lower Burma
> Rangoon section
Subject(s): Burma : Reports, Lower Burma
Lower Burma : Reports
D: HD-SAI: 1914 1919 1922 (323 jur 88/1345)*
GB:BL-APAC: 1914-1922 (ST 1634) SOAS
US: HU: 1914-1922 (Law School) LC(Law)

Privy Council Section : containing full reports of all reportable judgments of the Privy Council reported in Law Reports ... Indian Appeals and all the journals published in India and Burma and extra judgments including those on appeal from the colonies. – Nagpur. – Title varies
Subject(s): Burma : Privy Council, Reports
US: HU(Law School)

Rangoon section. 1923-1941 : containing full reports of all reportable judgments of the Rangoon High Court reported in
(1) I. L. R. Rangoon : (2) Burma law journal : (3) Criminal law journal ... – ibd. – Citation-title: A. I. R. Rangoon
< Lower Burma section
< Upper Burma section
D: HD-SAI: 1925 1926 1928-1938 (323 jur 88/1346)*
GB:BL-APAC: 1923-1937 1939-1941 (ST 1634)
US: HU: 1923-1935 (Law School)

Upper Burma section. 1914-1922 : containing full reports of all reportable judgments of the Upper Burma Judicial Commission’s Court. – ibd. – Citation-title: A. I. R. Upper Burma
Bibliographical description

> Rangoon section
Subject(s): Burma : Reports, Upper Burma
Upper Burma : Reports
GB:BL-APAC: 1914-1922 (ST 1634)
US: HU: 1914-1920 (Law School)

All-[Ind]ia travellers guide, 1931-32 : an indispensable companion & useful guide for the travelling public, pilgrims & businessmen alike ; delightful & exhaustive information about all places of importance throughout India, Burma & Ceylon / ed. by M. Bassien. – Lahore: Hubert Publicity Off., [1932]. 244 p., ports.
Subject(s): Burma : Guidebooks
GB:BL-APAC(T 355)

Allison, Albert Arthur
US: HU(Harvard Archives HU 92.61.134 Harv. Depos.)

Allmark, Constance Veronica <b. 1930>
Rebel of Burma : the autobiography of Constance Veronica Allmark. – Lynwood, W.A.: UsForOz, 2004. XL, 256 p., illus., ports., index. – ISBN 0958119848 :
Subjects: Allmark, Constance Veronica <b. 1930>
Karen : Burma : Insurgency ; History <1948~>
AU:NLA(N 959.105092 A439)

Allott, Anna Joan <b. 1930>
Burmese literature : draft for submission to Letterature d'orient:
→Hla Pe
→A Burmese-English dictionary
Burmese/Myanmar dictionary of grammatical forms
→Ockell, John

→The end of the first Anglo-Burmese war

→Inked over, ripped out : Burmese story tellers and the censors
Soviet works on Southeast Asia
→Berton, Peter Alexander Menquez

Allowance Committee < Burma >
→Burma Allowance Committee

Allsebrook, Annie
Ethnic groups in Burma
→Smith, Martin < journalist >

Allsop, F.
Working plan for the Insein Forest Division for the period 1937-38 to 1946-47
→Working plan < Insein >
Working plan for the Northern Shan States Forest Division (excluding the Panghai reserve) for the period 1929-30 to 1938-39
→Working plan < Northern Shan States >

Working plan for the Panghai reserve, Northern Shan States Division for the period 1929-30 to 1943-44
→Working plan < Northern Shan States: Panghai >

Almanac for one hundred years with English and Burmese dates ... – Rangoon : Pyin-nya Alin-bya. – Added title and text also in Burmese
GB:SOAS(GPC529/231114)*
US:CU(Kroch CE61 B8 A58 ; Kroch Film 11052 reel 1990 no.1)
AU:NLA(BUR 310)
GB:BL-APAC(SEA.1986.a.27155)
SOAS(GPC529/361741)*

Subjects: Burma : Calendar
F:  BIULO(GEN.III.5099)
GB:BL(14302 k 2)
GB:BL(14302 k 5)*
GB:BL(14302 k 8)* BL-APAC(V 10083)
SG:ISEAS(SOCE38.5 BM93)
Almeida, Manuel Lopes d’ <b. 1900>
Breve discurso em que se conta a conquista do Reino do Pe-gü
→Mousinho, Manuel de Abreu

Alphabetical and analytical index to the Burma gazette
→The Burma gazette

Subject(s): Burma : Commerce - Indexes
SG:ISEAS(Microfiche 91/63484)
US:CU(Kroch Microfiche 887 SEI 91 63484)
LC(Microfiche 91/63484 (H))

Alphabetical list of books in the Library of the Burma Public Works Secretariat
→Burma / Public Works Department / Secretariat Library
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Alphabetical list of callers at Government House, Rangoon, from the 9th October to 4th April, 1924-25. – Rangoon, 1925. 22 p.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/16/373)

Alphabetical list of palm-leaf manuscripts...
→ Bernard Free Library < Rangoon > / Manuscript Department

Alphabetum Barmanorum seu regni Avensis. Edito altera emendation. – Romae: Typis Sacrae Congreg. de Propaganda Fide, 1787. XVI, 64 p., fold. pl. – A rev. ed. of Carpani’s Alphabetum Barmanum, 1776 ; prep. by Caetano Muntegazza ; ed. by. Giovanni Cristoforo Amaduzzi
Subject(s): Burmese language - Alphabet, Early works to 1800
F: BNF(X.20378 ; 8° X 15901(g) ; Rés.X.2116 ; 8° impr.or.111)   BULO(QQ XI 151)
GB: BL(68 a 29* ; 68 b 16835 ; 68 b 16832(4) ; CUL(LE.6.37 item 4)
US: HU(Houghton TypTs 625 29.262 v.1)

Alphabetum Barmanorum seu regni Avensis. Mantegazza ; ed. by. Giovanni Cristoforo Amaduzzi, 1776 ; prep. by Caetano Muntegazza ; ed. by. Giovanni Cristoforo Amaduzzi – A rev. ed . of Carpani’s Alphabetum Barmanum, 1776 ; prep. by Caetano Muntegazza ; ed. by. Giovanni Cristoforo Amaduzzi
Subject(s): Burmese language - Alphabets - Early works to 1800
F: BNF(X.20378 ; 8° X 15901(g) ; Rés.X.2116 ; 8° impr.or.111)   BULO(QQ XI 151)
GB: BL(621 b 4(4)* ; 622 f 1(2) ; 673 b(5))
CUL(LE.6.37 item 4)
BL-APAC(T 39826(f) ; T 42618)
US: HU(Houghton TypTs 725 80.262)

Alphabetum Barmanorum seu regni Avensis. – Romae: Typis Sacrae Congreg. de Propaganda Fide, 1776. XLV, 51 p., fold. pl. – Com. by Melchior Carpani ; ed. by. Giovanni Cristoforo Amaduzzi. – Includes the Lord’s prayer, the Ave Maria, the Apostles’ creed, an antiphony of the Virgin Mary and the Ten commandments in Burmese
Subject(s): Burmese language - Alphabets - Early works to 1800
F: BNF(8° impr.or. 110 ; Rés.X.2115 ; Rés.p.X.50)
BIULO(QR VIII 91)
GB: BL(68 a 29* ; 68 b 16835 ; 68 b 16832(4) ; CUL(XV.13.8) ; OUL
US: HU(Houghton TypTs 725 80.262)

ALTSEAN BURMA
→ Alternative ASEAN Network on Burma

Alternative ASEAN Meeting on Burma < 1996. Bangkok >
→ Diller, Janelle M.

Subject(s): Burma : Tourism ; Politics and government ; Burma : New hope, old reality
TH: CU(TIC 52851)

→ ASEAN’s constructive engagement policy
→ The Mon State
→ One step forward and two steps backward : Burma
→ Strategy and Action Plan for Achieving Democracy in Burma
→ Thai government foreign policy towards Burma

Contents:
Subject(s): Burma : Human rights ; Politics and government ; Social conditions ; Economic conditions
US: CU(Kroch + JC 599 .B87 A45 1999)

→ Abused bargaining chips : July 2001-January 2003
→ Arrested : 1 Apr.-30 Jun. 2003
→ Balancing act : 1 October-31 December 2002
→ Burma : consequences of violence, May 2000: includes chronology 1st January-30th April 00
→ Burma : more women’s voices
→ Burma : new hope, old reality
→ Burma : stand off!!!
→ Burma : still waiting
→ Burma : tentative steps
→ Burma : voices of women in the struggle
→ Burma : voices of women for change
→ Burma : women’s voices together
→ Burma and the role of women
The Burma junta grits its teeth
→ Burma special report : the Committee Representing the People’s Parliament (CRPP)
→ Burma’s plea : 1 May-31 Aug. 01
→ Burma’s regime on the edge
→ Charm offensive : 1 Jan.-31 Mar. 2003
→ From consensus to controversy : ASEAN’s relationship with Burma’s SLORC
The human rights situation of women in Burma
Labour pains : 1 Sept. - 30 Nov. 01.
→ Looking crackdown in Burma
→ New page, old story : 1 April-30 June 02
→ A peace of pie? : Burma’s humanitarian aid debate
→ Rangoon suspense : 1 Dec. 01-31 Mar. 02 : includes "coup plot" & chronology

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Subject(s): Burma: Economic development - Congresses; Economic policy - Congresses

TH: CU(362.29 R336A)
US: CU(Kroch +) & NIU(SEA) : 1999

Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants of India and Burma

Rules of the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants of India and Burma Ltd. ... amended rules ... to be in force on and after September 1st 1907. – Bombay, [1907?]. 80, 2 p., index.

GB: BL-APAC(T 44459)

Amaranatha Dasa

→ Das, Amarnath

Amarasiriha

Amarakosa in Burmese /[ by Amarasihrtha ; reproduced by] Lokesh Chandra. – New Delhi : Jayved Pr., 1984. 692 p., indexes. – (Suta-Pitaka series ; 336) – Transl. of: Nāmasaranasana. – Added title-page in Burmese; Sanskrit text transliterated into Burmese characters; includes Burmese transl. – Repr. ; originally publ.: Mantale": Abhayarama Rvhe gu Tu'k, 1938, under the title: Srimadamarasinha vi-racitah Amarakosah.

Note: Classical Sanskrit thesaurus; with Burmese transl.by Ashin Aggadhammahabhivamsa, 1878-1943

Subject(s): Sanskrit language : Synonyms and antonyms ; Translations into Burmese ; Dictionaries - Burmese ; Burmese language, Dictionaries

AU: ANU(Menzies large book PJ347.52 v.336)
D: GÔ-SUB(ZB 18604:336)
M: M-BSB(4 A.or 3726y-336)
F: BN(F4° impr.or.2119(336))
GB: CUL(811.a.3.339)– BL-APAC(SEA,1993.a.788)

OUL(BOD F Floor noshefl 40089551 ; IND Main Libr Or. ser. F 1 (Vol. 336) 4011281911)
US: CU(Kroch + PK925.A48 1984b)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. PK925 .A57125 1984)
LC(PK925,A57125 1984)

Ambekar, Govind Vasudev→ Documents on China’s relations with South and South-East Asia

Ambler, Eric <b. 1909>→ Judgment on Delcnev ... – [Rangoon, 1972], 256 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

US: CU(Kroch PR6001.M47 J9 1972)


GB: BL(12901 bbb 43(2))


Contains: Map of the China-Burma-India theater - China-Burma-India theater of operations

Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns; World War <1939-1945> - Juvenile literature


Meiktita division. – 49 p.
Mandalay division. – 23 p.
Tenasserim division. – 17 p.
Irrawaddy division. – 9 p.
Pegu division. – 32 p.
Saguing division. – 27 p.
Magwe division. – 18 p.
Aranak division. – 23 p.

Subject(s): Burma : Antiquities ; Antiquities - Directories

Architectural Council, Buddhist Monuments
Magwe Division : Antiquities
Arakan State : Arts, Buddhist
Pegu : Antiquities
Pegu Division : Antiquities
Irrawaddy Division : Antiquities
Mandalay : Antiquities
Tenasserim : Antiquities

D: B-SBB(OLS Ef SOA bur 770 Potsdam Str.)
Amendments to be moved in committee by the Earl of Lytton. 8th June 1921.

Amendments to the enemy trading (winding up) order 1916. - Rangoon. Govt. Print., Burma for Secy. 1916. 2 p. - Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL(In: I.S.Bu.197/28)  OUL(BOD G Floor 20652 d.21)

SOAS(FNA/698570; FNA.9/156768)

NL: IK(IVf 9)  KITLV(M 3h 416)

F: BNF(8° O2 l.490)  BIULO(AE III 31)

CUL(Oriental Studies H 22 C 1 c)

Amendments of bye-law(s) by / of the ... Municipalit y

Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

An American
The golden Dagon
→Palmer, John Williamson

American and Foreign Bible Society
→heading Bible

A digest of Scripture
→Bible : Selection < T a l a i n g >

God glorified in His servants
→Babcock, Rufus

American Anthropological Association
→Southeast Asian tribes, minorities and nations

American Association of Burma
→Welcome to Burma

American Baptist Board of Foreign Mission
The Holy Bible
→Bible < B u r m e s e : Judson >

American Baptist Board of International Ministries
→Burma news. - Valley Forge, Pa.

American Baptist Mission manual
Catechism and view
Say it in Burmese
What hath god wrought Burma, 1921

American Baptist Foreign Mission Society (A.B.F.M.S.)

Subject(s): Burma : Baptists - Missions : Missionaries ; Missions, American ; Description and travel

US: CU(Kroch Library Rare & Manuscripts Archives 4424)

Annual Burma compendium : a brief account of the American Baptist Burma mission for the year

Baptist episcopacy, as developed in the proceedings of the deputation and executive officers of the ...
A more adequate and integrated program of education for the American Baptist Mission in Burma

- Josif, George Demetrius

The new missionary and his wife

- Harris, Edward Norman

- "Our to-day and yesterday"

Psalms and IHD-SAlah in Lai (Haka) Chin ...

- Bible, O.T. : Psalms < C h i n : L a i, Hakha >

Record ... for ... – Rangoon.

US: YU: 1922 (Mudd, Divinity Bdx Am2b)

- Soul winners in Burma

American Baptist Foreign Mission Society / Burma Mission / Committee on Policy and Program

- Committee on Policy and Program

American Baptist Foreign Mission Society / Burma Mission Conference

- Policy re government grants-in-aid

American Baptist Foreign Mission Society / Kohima, Assam

- The story of the Book of Genesis in Angami Naga

American Baptist Foreign Mission Society / Literature Department

- Burma. – 1914

American Baptist Foreign Mission Society of Burma and Assam


- Burma news

Subject(s): Burma : Missions - Baptists - Periodicals ; Baptists - Periodicals

SG: ISEAS(Microfilm Mfm 961)


(Andover Newton Theol: Mflm. no. 659)


43.1930-44.1931


31.1918-39.1926 43.1930-44.1931 (incompl.)

(Mudd Divinity ZP B927)

American Baptist Historical Society

A guide to manuscript collections in the American Baptist Historical Society / comp. by William H. Brackney ; Susan M. Eltscher. – Valley Forge, Pa.: The Society, 1986.X, 78 p., illus., index.

Subject(s): American Baptist Historical Society : Manuscripts - Catalogs

Burma : Baptists - History - Manuscripts - Catalogs

US: NIU(Judson Baptist Collection BAPTIST. Z7845.B2 G84)


Note: Includes listings of missionary correspondence relating to Burma, South India, Assam, China, Japan, Siam and the Judson correspondence.


American Baptist Mission in Burma

- American Baptist Foreign Mission Society / Burma Mission

The American Baptist Mission Pr., Rangoon, Burma : history, work, deeds

- Phinney, Frank Dennison

American Baptist Mission Press < Rangoon >


Subject(s): American Baptist Mission Press Burma : Baptists - Missions


American Baptist Mission Society

- What hath God wrought Burma, 1921

American Baptist Mission to Burman Empire

An account of the American Baptist Mission to the Burman Empire

- Judson, Ann Haseltine

American Baptist Missionary Union

Astronomy and geography

- Judson, Adoniram

- The Baptist missionary magazine

- heading Bible

The Burman Mission

- Merriam, Edmund Franklin

- The first convert in the Chin hills

The Karen Mission

- Merriam, Edmund Franklin

The life and character of Adoniram Judson, late missionary to Burma

- Hague, William

- Maulmain Missionary Society : Annual report

- The news from the American Baptist missions in Burma and Assam

- Orient pictures of lands, peoples, missions : for use in churches, Sunday schools, young people's societies, mission circles and the home

Our missionary pioneer

- Murdock, John Nelson

A 44
American Baptist missions in Burma, Christ and Buddha

Lazy-man-rest-not

American Baptist Missionary Union / General Board o f Managers / Executive Committee

The way to heaven ... Stereotype ed.

American Baptist Missionary Union / Bassein Mission

The work of the American Baptist Missionary Union in Burma, 1813-1908 : and a report of the proceedings of the Burma Baptist Missionary Conference, held at Rangoon, October 27th, 28th, and 29th, 1908 / [ed. by] H. I. Marshall, W. H. S. Hascall, E. N. Harris. – [S.l., s.n., 1908?] 63 p., illus., ports., charts. – Cover Title: A. B. M. U. Missions in Burma, 1813-1908

Subject(s): Burma : Baptists - Missions - History ; Missions US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1075)


GB: SOAS(CWML B.3/23)

American Baptist Missionary Union / General Board of Managers / Executive Committee

Letters of several missionaries


Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Baptists

US: MeWC NeWiSB TsFs(BV2370 .A45)


Adoniram Judson : a biography

→ Judson, Edward

The appeal of India

→ Robbins, Joseph Chandler

The Burman village in Siam : a missionary narrative

→ Jones, Eliza Grew

Christ and Buddha

→ Cushing, Josiah Nelson

→ The Judson centennial, 1814-1914

Lazy-man-rest-not

→ Case, Brayton Clarke

The life of Adoniram Judson

→ Judson, Edward

Memoirs of Mrs. Eliza G. Jones, missionary to Burmah and Siam

→ Jones, Eliza Grew

Ocean sketches of life in Burmah

→ Ingalls, Marilla Baker

Odds and ends from Pagoda land

→ Griggs, William Charles

The story of the Karen Mission in Bassein ...

→ Brockett, Linus Pierpont

Travels in South-Eastern Asia

→ Malcom, Howard

Twenty-six years in Burmah

→ Binney, Juliette Pattison

Yachow and Burma

→ Upcraft, William M.

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions

An address to the Christian public / prep. and publ. by a committee of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. – [Boston?, 1811.] 7 p.

Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Missions - Theory

US: CBGTU(SFTS Lib BV2360 .A4)

Re-thinking foreign missions ...

→ Laymen’s foreign missions inquiry

American Council of Learned Societies

→ List of the serial publications of foreign governments 1815-1931

Spoken English for Burmans

→ Schmader, Gordon F.

American Council of Learned Societies / Committee on Far Eastern Studies

→ Bulletin of Far Eastern bibliography

American Council of Learned Societies / Intensive Language Program

Spoken Burmese

→ Cornyn, William Stewart

American Council of Learned Societies / Program in Oriental Languages

Burmese chrestomathy

→ Cornyn, William Stewart

Burmese glossary

→ Cornyn, William Stewart

The Burmese writing system

→ Jones, Robert Burton

American doctoral dissertations on Asia

→ Stucki, Curtis W.
American Ethnological Society
Pwo Karen

→Hamilton, James William

American Express Company

→Jewels of the Mekong : Cambodia, Yunnan, China, Lao P.D.R., Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam / American Express

American Express Company / Travel Department

→India & [and] Burma

→India, Burma, Ceylon

American Federation of Astrology
Mahabote, the little key : a manual for Burmese astrology

→Cameron, Barbara

American Federation of Teachers / International Affairs Department

→Burma, the struggle for democracy and freedom : a resource guide for teachers

American Geographical Society < New York > / Around the world program
Burma

→Dunlop, Richard


vol. 13, p. 9469-9485: Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Geography - Bibliography - Catalogs

D: GO-SUB(KS Ea 52)

US: NIUC(Q 016.91 Am3R1962)

YU(SML, Starr Ref.Room Z6009 A5)

ditto. : 1st supplement. – ibd., 1972. 2 v.

GB:BL(LB 31 c 7909) BL-APAC: 12-13 (X 312)

US: HU(Widener Geog 500.115.1.5)

NIUC(Q 016.91 Am3R1962 Sup)

ditto. : 2nd supplement. – ibd., 1978. 2 v.

US: HU(Widener Geog 500.115.1.5)

US: NIUC(Q 016.91 Am3R1962 Sup)

American Institute of Crop Ecology < Washington, D.C. >

Agro-climatic analogues of Southern China in Southeast Asia

→Nuttonson, Michael Y.

Climate, soils and rice culture of Burma

→Nuttonson, Michael Y.

Diseases and pests of economic plants of Burma

→Hanson, Herbert Christian

The physical environment and agriculture of Burma

→Nuttonson, Michael Y.

American Institute of Graphic Arts < New York >

→Printing design and production from seven countries

American Institute of Pacific Relations < New York >

→Books on Southeast Asia : a select bibliography

→The development of self-rule and independence in Burma, Malaya and the Philippines

Empire’s end in Southeast Asia

→Thompson, Virginia McLean

→New forces in Asia

United States relations with Southeast Asia

→Farley, Miriam Southwell

American Institutes for Research in the Behavioral Sciences / Cultural Information Analysis Center

→Minority groups in Thailand


Subject(s): Burma : Societies, etc. - Dictionaries

AU:ANU(Menzies DS1.C57)

F: BNF(8° Pb.10123)


US: CU(Kroch DS1 C74 1961 and Ref.) LC(DS1.C57)

American Library Association

→List of the serial publications of foreign governments

American missions in Burma : with a particular account of their institution and progress during and since the war, in Pegu to which is appended an acknowledgement of donations. – Rangoon : Printed at the Pegu Pr., 1826. 25 p.

Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Missions, American

GB: Edinburgh(New College Lib [Spec.Coll.] P.a.13/12)

American Museum of Natural History < New York >

The first Cretaceous Rhinotermitidae (Isoptera) : a new species, genus, and subfamily in Burmese amber

→Krishna, Kumar

The first Mesozoic Zoraptera (Insecta)

→Engel, Michael S.

Fossil Mammals from Burma in the American Museum of Natural History

→Colbert, Edwin Harris

Fossiliferous Cretaceous amber from Myanmar (Burma) : its rediscovery, biotic diversity, and paleontological significance

→Grimaldi, David A.

The mammals of the Vernay-Hopwood Chindwin Expedition, Northern Burma

→Carter, Thomas Donald

A new primate from the Upper Eocene Pondaung Formation of Burma

→Colbert, Edwin Harris

A new Ruscinomys (Mammalia, Rodentia) from the late Tertiary (Pikermian) of Samos, Greece

→Freudenthal, M.

A new squirrel from Burma

→Tate, George Henry Hamilton
Bibliographical description

New striped tree squirrels from Burma and Thailand

- Moore, Joseph Curtis

On a small collection of fishes from Upper Burma

- Myers, G. S.

On some earthworms from Burma

- Gates, Gordon Enoch

"Paradox lost" : skeletal ontogeny of Indostomus paradoxus and its significance for the phylogenetic relationships of Indostomiidae (Teleostei, Gasterosteiformes)

- Britz, Ralf

The smallest snakefly (Raphidioptera: Mesoraphidiidae) : a new species in Cretaceous amber from Myanmar : with a catalog of fossil snakeflies

- Engel, Michael S.

The species of Hapalomyms (Rodentia, Muridae)

- Musser, Guy G.

Species-limits of Rattus brahma : a murid rodent of northeastern India and northern Burma

- Musser, Guy G.

Termites (Isoptera) of Burma

- Krishna, Kumar

American Oriental Society / Library


D: B-SBB(OLS Ba 3260)

US: CU(Kroch Z7050.A51) HU LC(Z7050.A51)

NYPL YU

American Philosophical Society < Philadelphia >

- Research on early man in Burma

American Russia Institute < San Francisco >

- Bulganin, Nikolai Aleksandrovich

American Sunday School Union

Life of Mrs. Ann H. Judson, late missionary to Burmah

- Knowles, James Davis

American Theological Library Association (ATLA)

ATLA monograph preservation program. – Evanston, Ill.: American Theological Library Association

ATLA fiche

- Freeman, John Haskell

An oriental land of the free : or, life and mission work among the Laos of Siam, Burma, China and Indo-China

1986-0258

- Cochrane, Henry Park

Among the Burmans : a record of fifteen years of work and its fruitage

1986-0505

- Johnston, Julia Harriette

The life of Adoniram Judson : missionary to Burmah, 1813-1850

1986-0671

- Judson, Edward

Adoniram Judson : a biography

1986-0672

- Judson, Edward

The life of Adoniram Judson

1986-1240

- Mason, Francis

The Karen apostle : or, Memoir of Ko Thah-Byu, the first Karen convert ; with notices concerning his nation

1988-0267

- Cowan, Minna Galbraith

The education of the women of India

1990-1165

- Marks, John Ebenezer

Forty years in Burma

1991-2187

- McLean, Archibald <1850-1920>

A circuit of the globe : a series of letters of travel across the American continent, through the Hawaiian Republic, Japan, China, the Straits settlements, Burma, India, Ceylon, Australia, Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Scandinavia, France and England

1991-2931

- Judson centennial celebrations in Burma : 1813 to 1913

1991-2947

- Eddy, Daniel Clarke

A sketch of Adoniram Judson, D.D., the Burman apostle

1991-3094

- Judson, Ann Hasseltine

A particular relation of the American Baptist mission to the Burman empire : in a series of letters, addressed to Joseph Butterworth ...

ATLA film

B00632

- Middleditch, Robert Thomas

Records of the life, character, and achievements of Adoniram Judson : Burmah’s great missionary

1995-0140

- Fielding-Hall, Harold

The inward light

1995-0165

- Judson, Ann Hasseltine

An account of the American Baptist Mission to the Burman empire : in a series of letters, addressed to a gentleman in London

1995-0238

- Geil, William Edgar

A yankee on the Yangtze : being a narrative of a journey from Shanghai through the central kingdom to Burma

1995-0253

- Griggs, William Charles

Odds and ends from Pagoda land

1995-0259

- Bigandet, Paul Ambrose

The life or legend of Gaudama, the Buddha of the Burmese : with annotations. The ways to Neibban, and Notice on the Phongyies or Burmese monks. 4th ed.

1995-0488

- The Christian endeavour manual for India, Burma, and Ceylon

1995-0488
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American Tract Society
Astronomy and geography
→ Judson, Adoniram

The Burman slave girl: and other books for children and youth
→ Judson, Adoniram

The catechism: transl. from the Sgau
→ Chronology ...

The creation
→ Judson, Adoniram

A father’s advice
→ Boardman, George Dana

Heaven and hell. 5th ed.
→ Comstock, Grover S.

The investigator. – 11th ed.
→ Wade, Jonathan

Repentance
→ Gallaudet, Thomas Hopkins

The ten commandments ...
→ Bible, O.T.: Exodus : Selection < B u r m e s e >

The way to heaven ... 4th ed.
→ Comstock, Grover S.

The white foreigners from over the water
→ Moffat, Robert

American Universities Field Staff (AUFS)
Burma’s new deal from the army
→ Ravenholt, Albert

Progressive, productive, patriotic Burma
→ Hanna, Willard Anderson

Re-reviving a revolution
→ Hanna, Willard Anderson

American University < Washington, D.C. > / Foreign Area Studies (FAS)
→ Area handbook for Burma

→ Burma: a country study

American Women’s Association of Burma
→ Welcome to Burma

Amersfoort, J. van
→ Van Amersfoort, J.

Amery, Leopold Charles Maurice Stennett <1873-1955>
→ Advisory Tribunal on a Financial Settlement between India and Burma: Report

→ Tribunal Appointed to Advise on the Formulation of a Financial Settlement between India and Burma in the Event of separation: Report

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Ames, Carleton Cecil <b. 1905>
Subject(s): Burma: British; History <1824-1948>; Politics and government <1824-1948>; Dissertations, Academic – History
US: LC(Microfilm 2368 DS)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm DS530 .A5471981)
UCLA(MicroServ Microfilm DS 530 A513i)
WU(Memorial Lib Theses Basement North AW AM361)

Amherst, J. H. <1776-1851>
The Burmese war: a grand naval and military melodrama in three acts / by J. H. Amherst. – London: John Duncombe, [1826?]. 44 p., [1] l. of plates, illus. – The only edition extant correctly marked with the stage business, situations, and directions as it is performed at Astley’s Royal Amphitheatre.
Subject(s): Burmese War, 1824-1826 - Drama
GB: CUL(Microprint.Ser.4E.AMHER)
US: HU(Microforms (Lamont) Microfiche W 2653)
UCD(Shields PN6111 .E63 mp Microcopy Coll.)
UCLA(YR SpCol PR5022 .R44 1828)

Amherst, William Pitt <Earl Amherst of Arakan, 1773 to 1857>
Brief narrative of an embassy from the Governor-General of India to the King of Ava, in 1826-27
→ Crawford, John

Amherst District
→ Burma gazetteer

Amherst town in the Tenasserim Provinces
→ Helfer, Johann Wilhelm
Report on the Tenasserim Provinces: 1

Amherst-Siam Boundary Commission
GB: BL-APAC(W 2611 ; X 339)

Amin, Hassan M.
Technical co-operation and comparative models of development: lessons drawn from the UDNP experience in Egypt and Burma / by Hassan M. Amin. – Brighton: Institute of Development Studies at the Univ. of Sussex, 1977. I, 37 p., bibliogr. ref. – (Discussion paper / Institute of Development Studies, ISSN 0308-5864 ; 111)
Herbert 593
Subject(s): United Nations: Development Programme; Technical assistance
Burma: Technical assistance - United Nations; Technological development; Cooperation between developed & developing countries
AU:ANU(Chifley large book HC59.7.U6 no.111)
GB: BL(X 615/1986)
OUL(BOD L Floor 232311 d.300/111)
IRL:TCD(PX-4-943)
SG: NUS(HC59.7 SID)
US: LC(HC60.A544)
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Amioka, Shiro  
Subject(s): Burma : Universities and colleges - Administration  

Amir, Jacob  
Studies on wheat growing problems in Namsang-Burma : 1962/63 dry season report / by Jacob Amir ; U Hla Bow. – (Pamphlet / National and Univ. Institute Agriculture, Rehovot, Israel ; 10) – At head of title: Tropical agriculture : selected chapters  
D: KI-ZBW(C 32,023)

Amirthanayagam, Guy  
Contains: George Orwell's Burmese Days (ch. 8)  
Subject(s): Orwell, George - Burmese Days  

Ammar Siamwalla  
Subject(s): Burma : Rice - Case studies - Irrawaddy ; Rice workers  
Irrawaddy Delta : Rice  
US: WU(Memorial Lib. HD9066 A79 A47 1972)

Amnesty International (AI) / International Secretariat  
Amnesty International report : Burma. – London  
D: GO-SUB:  
1981-1982 (MC 84-1020 : 28)  
1983 (MC 84-1020 : 106)  
1984 (MC 84-1020 : 164)  
1985 (MC 84-1020 : 250)  
1986 (MC 84-1020 : 288)  
1987 (MC 89-27 : 1)  
HD-MPI(VR: XV Fl: 12) TU-UB(ZA 5988)

→Burma : extrajudicial execution and torture of members of ethnic minorities  
→Burma : extrajudicial execution, torture and political imprisonment of members of the Shan and other ethnic minorities  
→Burma : mass arrests/fear of torture  
→Burma : six death sentences in Burma  
→Fundamental rights at work : Amnesty International's concerns to the International Labour Conference (4-20 June 2002, Geneva)  
→The Kayin State in the Union of Myanmar (formerly the Karen State in the Union of Burma) : allegations of ill-treatment and unlawful killings of suspected political opponents and porters seized since 18 September 1988  
→Myanmar : a challenge for the international community  
→Myanmar : appeal cases  
→Myanmar : atrocities in the Shan State  
→Myanmar : Aung San Suu Kyi  
→Myanmar : conditions in prisons and labour camps  
→Myanmar : ethnic minorities ; targets of repression  
→Myanmar : ethnic minority rights under attack  
→Myanmar : exodus from the Shan State  
→Myanmar : human rights still denied  
→Myanmar : human rights violations against ethnic minorities  
→Myanmar : intimidation and imprisonment September to December 1996  
→Myanmar : Kayin (Karen) State ; the killings continue  
→Myanmar : lack of security in counter-insurgency areas  
→Myanmar : Min Ko Naing ; student leader and prisoner of conscience  
→Myanmar : over 200 activists still held  
→Myanmar [ : prisoners of conscience ; torture ; extrajudicial execution]  
→Myanmar : prisoners of political repression  
→Myanmar : recent development related to human rights  
→Myanmar : renewed repression  
→Myanmar : scores of activists detained  
→Myanmar : September-December 1996  
→Myanmar : the administration of justice ; grave and abiding concerns  
→Myanmar : the climate of fear continues, members of ethnic minorities and political prisoners still targeted  
→Myanmar : the institution of torture  
→Myanmar : torture of ethnic minority women  
→Myanmar : U Win Tin ; journalist and prisoner of conscience  
→Myanmar : update of the Shan State  
→Myanmar : update on political arrests and trials  
→Myanmar / Bangladesh : Rohingyas, the search for safety  
→Myanmar, Birmanie : la democratique pietine  
→Myanmar (Burma) : call for dissemination and enforcement of international standards on the use of force  
→Myanmar (Burma) : continuing killings and illtreatment of minority peoples  
→Myanmar (Burma) : new martial law provisions allowing summary or arbitrary executions and recent death sentences imposed under these provisions  
→Myanmar (Burma) : unfair political trials  
→Some concerns about the ill-treatment, torture and killing of members of indigenous populations  
→Thailand : concerns about treatment of Burmese refugees  
→Thailand : two Burmese asylum-seekers still detained  
→Union of Myanmar (Burma) : a long-term human rights crisis  
→Union of Myanmar (Burma) : arrests and trials of political prisoners
Among the lions: a story of mission work in Burmah by C. J. L.

Amos, Roy Clayton <b. 1942>
Subject(s): Theravada Buddhism ; Merit (Buddhism)
US: CU(Kroch BQ7170 .A52)

An`` Khan`
Subject(s): Burma : Building ; Architecture

Anagari Sugatānanda
Story, Francis

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.95/2)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.52/12)*

Subject(s): Burma : Public works ; Building - Estimates
US: LC(TH435.B8814)

J: TNR

Subject(s): Burma : Public health - Statistics
US: NIU(SEA RA530.S5 .A521977)

Subject(s): Burma : Constitutional law - Congresses ; Constitutional conventions - History ; Politics and government

An analysis of the situation of children and Women in Myanmar
Children and women in Myanmar : a situation analysis. – 1995
A situation analysis of children and Women in Myanmar. – 1990

Ananda, Peter
Analysis of Southeast Asian materials at the University of California, Berkeley
University of California < Berkeley, Calif. > / Library
Bibliographical description

South and Southeast Asia: doctoral dissertations and masters’ theses completed at the University of California at Berkeley, 1906-1968

→ University of California < Berkeley, Calif. >

Ananda M

→ Ananda Maitréya < Bhikkhu >

Ananda Maitréya < Bhikkhu, 1872-1923 >


D: B-SBB(Uo 6361/65-4 Potsdamer Str.)
R-UB(EB 8520 M575)

Animism and law / by Ananda Maitriya. – Rangoon: Hanthawaddy Pr., 2446 [=1903]. 18 p. – (Publications of the Buddhhasasana Samagama ; 4)

D: B-SBB(Uo 6361/65-4 Potsdamer Str.)
F: BNF(8° O2 k.1175(4))
GB: BL-APAC


US: NYPL(OLWF p.v.3 no.4)

→ Buddhism: an illustrated review

Die drei Merkmale : ein Vortrag gehalten vor der Buddhismistischen Vereinigung zu Rangoon. – Breslau: Markgraf, 1911. 43 S.

D: B-SBB(Uo 6599/290 Potsdamer Str.)
R-UB(EB 8520 M575)

Extension of the empire of righteousness to Western lands : address of Bhikkhu Ananda Metteyya at ... the sixth Annual Convention of the International Buddhist Society. December 27, 1908. – Mandalay, 1909. 16 p.

GB: BL-APAC


GB: BL-APAC(Tr 908)*
US: UoC(Regenstein BL1475.O8A6)

The four noble truths : being a paper on Buddhism / by Allan MacGregor, now Bhikkhu Ananda Maitriya. Read before the Hope Lodge of the T. S. at Colombo in Ceylon, in July 1901. – Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Pr., 2446 [=1903]. 15 p. – (Publications of the Buddhhasasana Samagama ; 3)

D: B-SBB(Uo 6361/65-3 Potsdamer Str.)
F: (8° O2 k.1175(3))
GB: BL(AC 2092(3))* BL-APAC(T 50847)


Subject(s): Rangoon : Shwe Dagon pagoda

Burma : Buddhism ; Monasticism and religious orders, Buddhist ; Nationalism and progress - Buddhism ; Pagoda - Rangoon

D: HD-SAI(320 rel 78/826)*

ditto. – Leipzig: Buddhistischer Verlag, 1908. III, 86 S. – (Bilder aus der buddhistischen Kulturwelt ; 1)

D: B-SBB(Uo 6361/88-1 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
EI-UB(EB 8509 M595 ; RR 52814 M595)
US: CS(II-BQ438 .A5)

ditto. – München-Neuiberg: Oskar Schloss, [1924]. 86 p. – (Benares-Bücherei ; 7)
A: ÖNB(719404-B 7 Neu Mag)

In the shadow of Shwe Dagon / Bhikkhu Ananda Metteyya ; uit het Duitsch door A. van de Linde. – Amersfoort: Schoonderbeek, 1911. 91 p.

NL: KITLV(M ss 8 N)


GB: BL-APAC(OW 1986 a 1951)


D: B-SBB(Uo 6361/65-2 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
F: BNF(8° O2 k.1175(2))
GB: BL(AC 2092(2))* BL-APAC(T 50846)
SOAS(GB377/64649* Cover missing)

An outline of Buddhism : or, religion of Burma / by Bhikkhu Ananda M. – Rangoon : The International Buddhist Society, [1911]. 54 p. – Repr. with introductory note, from The Theosophist of April and May 1911

Subject(s): Burma : Buddha (The concept) ; Buddhism
F: BIULO(QQ.VIII.35)
GB: CUL(9100.c.1113) BL-APAC
SOAS(A294.3/3533)*

SG: RUBC(294.3 ANA)

LC(BL1445.B95A5)
NNUT(Burke Union Stacks ON71 A533) UCB
UC(NRLF BL1445.B95 A5 1911 B 3 177 230) YU(LSF-Request Mya451 An14)


Subject(s): Burma : Buddha (The concept) ; Buddhism ; Religion

AU: NLA(940.5425 A427)
D: B-SBB(Up 4915/385 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
UC(LA4504 f 4 ; 20018 a 15)
OLL(IND Burma 11 d 1)
NIU(SEA BQ422 .B9551929) UoC
NYPL(*OLWL) YU(SML BL1443.1 A52 (LC))

Ref: BiP

ditto. Microform. – Chicago : Univ. of Chicago Library, 1998. 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. – (History of religions preservation project ; MN 40132.8)
US: UoC(Regenstein Microforms microfm 40132.8)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): *Burma* : Religion


Anatta-lakkhana sutta

Anawrahta of Burma

Anatitaparicchedasa sutta

Ancient Buddhist art from Burma

Ancient proverbs and maxims from Burmese sources

Anatitaparicchedasa sutta

Anattalakkhana sutta

Anatta-lakkhana sutta

Anada Maitriya

Ananda Metteyya

Ananda Rajah

Anatriello, Pasquale

Anritti, Jh. – [ed.] – Kolomby, Jh. – Alei, B. – (Bibliothèque nationale de Belgique ; 310) – Transl. of: An outline of Buddhism : or, religion of Burma


D: GO-SUB(A 2001 A 35629) 
US: NIU(SpecCol PN6519.B8 G71960ZA)

GB: SOAS(GB293.5/459677)* 

D: EF-UB(NK 3700 S727-2) 
GB: BL(YC.2001.a.17447) CUL(C200.c.2143) 
IRL:TCD(HL-241-421) 

Andel, S. 
FAO MFN 349477. 
Subject(s): Burma : Forest inventories 
US: WU(Steenbock Documents FAO fiche 349477) 

Anders, Leslie 
→Anders, Ray Leslie 

Anders, Ray Leslie <b. 1922> 
DissAb 152.2, 1955, 256-257. - Shulman 373. – UMI RBB00-10097 
Subject(s): Stillwell Road 

Burma : Military roads ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns 
United States : Army - World War <1939-1945> - Corps of Engineers 
US: CSit(Green MFILM N.S. 1732) CU(Krofch Film 10016) 
MoU(MU Depository 378.7M71 Y1954 An22) 

The Ledo Road : General Joseph W. Stilwell's highway to China / by Leslie Anders. 1st ed. – Norman, Okl.: Univ. of Oklahoma Pr., c1965. XV, 255 p., maps, illus., ports., bibliogr. footnotes. – Herbert 254 
Subject(s): Stilwell, Joseph Warren <1883-1946> 

Stilwell Road 
Burma : World War <1939-1945> 
D: HD-SA1(reg 60 D 701)* 
GB: BL(X 631/403) BL-DSS(X27/3062) 
OUL(BOD Bookstock 22833 d.48) SOAS(G949/193138 ; E Coll 3 F/44) 
SG: NUS(940.535An22) 
US: CU(Kroch & Ursi: D767.6 A53) 
HU(Widener: HB 1316.2) LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) & NIU(SEA) & UCSD(SSH) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : D767.6.A65 NNC(Offsite D767.6.An22) NYPL(Humanities-Genrl R E 12-3509) 
UC(NRLF D767.6. A6 B 4 078 933 ; SRLF A0001203157) YU(LSF-Request D767.6 A53) 

Andersen, A. 
Birma og Birmanerne : reiseerindringer / af A. Andersen. – København: Gad, 1905. 111 p., illus., map. 
D: HD-SA1(322 ltd 90/134)* 
GB: BL-DSS(F13/7929) 
N: UBB(HF XII 1585) NBR(DEP) 

Andersen, Kirsten Ewers 
Davong Guu, en karénlandsby i Thailand / Kirsten Ewers. – København: Nationalmuseet, c1979. 126 p., illus., map. – ISBN 87-480-0191-0 
Subject(s): Karen 
Thailand, North : Karen 
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.8223) 
US: CU(Kroch DS570.K37 A62x 1979) 

Anderson, Gerald H. 

Anderson, Charles Röbert <b.1943> 
http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS33137 
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns 
US: CU(Kroch D767.7 .A54 1995) 
HU(Documents (Lamont)) & UC(SRLF) & UCD(Shields DOC) & UC(Langson) & UCR(GovPub) & UCSD(SSH) & UCBS & UCSC(McHenry) & YU(MUDD Gov. Docs .Ctr.) : D 114.7/5:EA 7 
LC(D743 .U55 [22] 1992) 
UCB(D767.7 A63 1995)
Anderson, Courtney
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850>
Burma : Missionaries - Biography ; Biography - Missionaries
AU:NL(A)(286 AND)
D: B-SBB(616 939 Potsdamer Str.) – TU-UB(28 A 18866)
HD-SA(606 M 101)* – PA-UB(55/RR 51977 A545)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.37009)
GB: CUL(CASE Main 920 J93A54) – CASE(MCS 920 J93A54)
US: CBGTU(SFTS Lib) & HU(Andover-Harv. Theol) & LC & UCD(Shields) & UCLA(URL) & UCSB(MainLib) : BV3271.J7 A5 1956
CU(Annex BV3271 J93A54) – NYPL(D-10 568)
GB: BL(X 950/12915) – SOAS(L.G016/219906)
US: CU(Kroch Z7757 .A83 A54+)
SG: NUS(Z7757 Asi.A)
J: TYB(B-539)
Anderson, Cuthbert William Berry
BL(0840.785 v.31)
GB: SOAS(L.G016/219906)
BL-SA(100 inf 83/487)*
A short vocabulary of the Aka language / by J. D. Anderson. – Comp. in 1893. – Shillong: Assam Secretariat Print. Off., 1896.
BL(0840.785 v.31)
GB: SOAS(L.G016/219906)
MIU(Widener Ind 8390.10)
NII(SEA Z7757.A85 A75)
SOAS(L.G016/219906)
US: BL-SA(100 inf 83/487)*
Anderson, Edward F. <b. 1932>
D: B-SBB(1 B 39897 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: BL(LC994 b 4673) – SOAS(L.G0581.61/713056)
SG: NUS(GN635 Tha.An)
US: LC(GN635.T4 A53 1993)
Anderson, Gerald Harry
→Christ and crisis in Southeast Asia
Anderson, George Lincoln <b. 1920>
Anderson, Richard Vincent
Anderson, George Lincoln <b. 1920>
Anderson, George Lincoln <b. 1920>
Anderson, George Lincoln <b. 1920>
Anderson, George Lincoln <b. 1920>
Anderson, George Lincoln <b. 1920>
Anderson, George Lincoln <b. 1920>
Anderson, George Lincoln <b. 1920>
Anderson, Richard Vincent
Anderson, Richard Vincent
Anderson, Richard Vincent
Anderson, Richard Vincent
Anderson, Johanna
A thrilling story. – Boston: Pinkham, [189-?]. 15 p. – Caption title: A Karen missionary meeting.
Subject(s): Karen ; Missions
Burma : Missions to Karens ; Missions - Baptists
US: MeWC

Anderson, John <1833-1900>
Anatomical and zoological researches : comprising an account of the two expeditions to Western Yunnan in 1868 and 1875 ; and a monograph of the two cetacean genera, platani- sta and orcella. – London : Quaritch, 1878. 2 vols. (2nd vol. plates) – Herbert 33
Subject(s): China - Yunnan Sheng - Zoology
GB: BL(1824 c 10)


ditto. – Bangkok: Chalermnit, 1981. XIII, 455 p., map, index. – (The nineteenth century : books on China ; 7.1.407)
HK: HKU(Spec.Coll Microfiche MPT 2600429)

A report on the expedition to Western Yunnan via Bhamô / by John Anderson. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., 1871. 3, XII, 458 p., 5 tables, 5 app., 2 maps, index.
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel - Discovery and exploration - British Irrawaddy : Description and travel
Yunnan <China, Province> - Description and travel
Burma : Discovery and exploration - British
AU: NLA(Luce 741 ; McN 1057/63)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 S 1)*
GB: BL(10055 f 21)*   BL-APAC(V 9873 ; IOR/V/27/69/32)
SOAS(CC915.1043/308011)*

Report on the Podophthalmous Crustacea of the Mergui Archipelago, collected for the Trustees of the Indian Museum, Calcutta, by Dr. John Anderson
→ Man, Johannes Govertus de

The Selungs
→ Contributions to the fauna of Mergui and its archipelago

The Selungs of the Mergui archipelago / by John Anderson ; with four plates. – London : Trübner, 1890. 47 p., 4 plates, app., index.
Subject: Moken
Mergui Archipelago : Moken
GB: SOAS(BG572/68979)*

UC(NRLF DS793.Y8 A72 $C 44 754)
NIU(SEA DS577 .A54)
UCD(Shields) : Asian) & OAU(Alden SE Asia x) & UCB(Main) & UC(NRLF DS793.Y8 A72 $C 44 754)
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Anderson, John Gottberg
Burma
→ Klein, Wilhelm
Anderson, Kirsten Ewers  
Darvong Guu, en karenslanosty i Thailand. – København: Nationalmusei, c1979. 126 p., illus.  

Andersen, Michael Iwan  
Subject(s): Burma; Social conditions  
Rangoon: Economic conditions  
US: WaU(Suzallo/Allem Stacks 910 Th12790; Auxiliary Stacks Thesis 12790)

Anderson, Michael Marchmont  
Eifelian brachiopods from Padawpin, Northern Shan States, Burma / by M. M. Anderson; A. J. Boucot and J. G. John-  
son. – London: British Museum (Natural History), 1969. p. 108-163. – (Bulletin of the British Museum (Natural History): Geology; 18.4)  
D: B-SBB(Ser. 3545-18,4; Zsn 6287 Potsdamer Str.)  
GB: BL(8436 f 44)*  
Subject(s): Anderson  
Anderson  
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.53/24)*  
Anderson  
US: CU(Annex Q161 Th12790; Auxiliary Stacks Thesis 12790)

Anderson, R. C.  
Table of drainage areas: from 1 acre to 2,000 square miles, calculated up to M3/4 in which M = drainage area in square miles / by R. C. Anderson. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (P. W. S.), 1902. fol.  
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.53/24)*

Andersson, Roy K.  
Subject(s): Burma; Narcotic habit  
GB: BL(8436 f 44)*  
BL-APAC(T 13182)  
US: LC(QE1.B65 18.4)  
NSy(UQE1.B65 v.18 1969)

Andersson, Lars G.  
Batrachians from Burma: collected by Dr. R. Malaise, and from Bolivia and Ecuador collected by Dr. C. Hammerlund /  
(Arkiv for zoologi; 30A, no. 23)  
D: BO-UB(ZSB 33,30)*  
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 7672)

Anumrū: the atom / by E. N. da C. Andrade and Julian Huxley. – Rangoon: Burma Translation Society, 1951. 431 p. – ([Enlightenment series; 27])  
Part I: Simple science  
GB: BL(14302 aaa 57)*  
US: CU(Olin Q161.H98)  
UC(NRLF) & UCB: Q162.A53 1951  
Simple science / by E. N. da C. Andrade and Julian Huxley. [Transl. by U Kyaw Tint. Part I.] – Rangoon: Burma Trans-  
lation Society, 1950. 325 p. – ([Enlightenment series; 17]) – Added title and text in Burmese  
Part I: Science and life  
GB: BL(14302 aaa 62)*  
SOAS(GPC507/62211)*  
US: CU(Olin Q161.H98)

Andreasen, Bjarne <b. 1971>  
→Osten strejftog

Andresen, Rolf  
Gutachterliche Stellungnahme zum Projekt Analyse der Schulsport situation des Schulsports (Schwerpunkt Primarbereich)  
D: BT-UB(99/ZX 7200 A561)  
Kompaktstudium Birma 1984/85: Abschlußbericht über die einjährige Ausbildung zum Sportlehrer an der Universität  
D: BA-UB(10 und 99/ZX 3700 A561)  
WUUB(28/Z 40.7 (28))

Andrew, E. J. L.  
Indian labour in Rangoon / by E. J. L. Andrew. – [Calcutta:] Oxford Univ. Pr., 1933. XXXIII, 300 p., 13 app., tab., graph., fold. map, diagr. – Herbert 437  
Subject(s): Rangoon; Labor; Working class; Labor movement; Alien labor  
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 1 1)*  
F: BIULO(AD III 83)  
GB: BL(20017 cc 17)  
BL-DSS(331.8(54))  
US: CU(Kroch HV5840.B8 A54; Film 12193 reel 16,1)  
HU(Widener Soc 4792.322)  
ICJ(LC(HV5840.1A478) NYPL PPC}

Andrew, George Percy  
Report on the revision settlement operations in the Amherst District: season 1906-07  
→Settlement <Amherst> 1906-07  
Report on the revision settlement operations in the Thaton District, season 1907-08  
→Settlement <Thaton> 1907-08

Andrews, George Percy  
Mergui District  
→Burma gazetteer
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Andrewes, Herbert Edward
Coleoptera : Carabidae / by H. E. Andrews. – London : Taylor and Francis. – (The fauna of British India : including Ceylon and Burmah)
1. Carabidae. – 1929. XVIII, 431 p., figs., tables, map, index.
2. Harpalinae. – 1935. XVI, 323 p., figs., plates, map, gloss., index.
Subject(s): World war <1939-1945> - Fiction
GB: BL(NNN 12548)*
GB: BL(WP 12745/1542)
GB: BL(NNN 8290)*

Andrews

Andrews, Ernest
Subject(s): Burma : Teak ; Lumber trade ; History <1824-1948>.
GB: SOAS(ED93.7/631534)

Andrews, Gary R.
World Health Organization Regional Office for Southeast Asia collaborative study on social and health aspects of aging in Burma …
→ World Health Organization / Regional Office for South-East Asia

Andrews, Laurie Wilfred <b. 1919>
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> - Fiction
US: CU(PR6001.N35 D2)

Subject(s): World war <1939-1945> - Fiction
US: CU(Kroch PR6001 N35 O3)

ditto. – ibd. 1959. 252 p., gloss.
GB: BL(NNN 12548)*

ditto. – London : Transworld Publ., 1960. 286 p. – (Corgi books ; GB 763)
GB: BL(WP 12745/738)

ditto. – ibd., 1960. – (Corgi books ; GB 1069)
GB: BL(WP 12745/1542)

Subject(s): World war <1939-1945> - Fiction
GB: BL(NNN 8290)*

De patrouille. Uit het Engels bew. door Ton Stam. – Hoorn, [1956]. 206 p. – Transl. of: The patrol

ditto. – ibd., 1957. 221 p. – (Corgi books ; T407) – Originally publ. under the title: The patrol
GB: BL(WP 12745/388)*

Subject(s): World war <1939-1945> - Fiction
GB: BL(NNN 10083)*

ditto. – London : Transworld Publ., 1958. 254 p. – (Corgi books ; S556)
GB: BL(WP 12745/518)*

Andrews, Roy Chapman <1884-1960>
Note: The object of this book is to present a popular narrative of the Asiatic Zoological Expedition of the American Museum of Natural History to China in 1916-17. - Travels include border areas with Tibet and Burma and the Mekong Valley. - Parts of the book have been publ. as separate articles in the American Museum Journal, Harper's Magazine, and Asia. - Pref.
Subject(s): Andrews, Roy Chapman <1884-1960>
Andries, Charles
L'enseignement de Lédi Sayadaw
→ Lédi Sayadaw

Andrus, James Russell <b. 1902>
Basic problems of relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction in Southeast Asia / by J. Russell Andrus. This study is submitted by the International Secretariat of the I. P. R. as a document for the ninth conference of the I. P. R. to be held in January 1945. – New York : International Secretariat, Institute of Pacific Relations, [1945]. 44 l. – (Secretariat paper ; 3)
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Subject(s): Burma : Reconstruction <1939-1951 ; Economic conditions.

GB: SOAS(LG330/23332)*
US: CoU CSt-H LC(HC412.A6 1945) ViU

dition. / by J. Russell Andrus, 1st publ. – New Delhi : Indian Council of World Affairs ; Bombay: Oxford Univ. Pr., 1946. 74 p., app. – Presented as a data paper to the Pacific Relations Conference, Jan. 1945

AU: NLA(YY 330.959 A576)

US: NBuU UC(SRLF) UCSB YU

Ref.: IBiP

An economic survey of Burma / by J. Russell Andrus, Far Eastern Unit, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. – [Washington, D.C.], 1943. VII, 207 p., fold. maps. – Prep. for Division of Economic Studies, Dept. of State. – Confidential

AN: ANU(Chifley HC422.A53 xerocopy 1976)

UC(NRLF) & UCLA(YRL HN 690 B8A57)

YU(Divinity MU14 An29r)

→The Far East in modern times

An introduction to the political economy of Burma

Furnivall, John Sydenham

Rural reconstruction in Burma / by J. Russell Andrus ; with a forew. by Ba Maw. – Bombay [etc.]: Oxford Univ. Pr., 1936. XX, 145 p., front., plates. Subject(s): Burma : Villages ; Social conditions

US: CU(HC437.B8 A57)

UC(Burke MRL Day Rare Lr3 An 576) UC(SRLF) UCLA(YRL HC437 B8 A53)

YU(Nc96 I36 943a)

→Andrus, John Russell

Andrus, John Russell

→Andrus, James Russell
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The anecdotes of Sayagyi U Ba Khin: real accounts of the teachers: Saya U Tint Yee, IMC Rangoon; Saya U Ba Pho, IMC Rangoon; Saya U Chit Tin, IMC UK; Saya John Coleman, IMC UK / comp. by Saya U Chit Tin, WKH. – Heddington: The Sayagyi U Ba Khin Memorial Trust, UK, 1982. 74 p., app. – (Dhammaj automobiles series ; 1) – The first of the International Meditation Centre's pamphlets on 'Real accounts of the teachers'. – Herbert 477
Subject(s): Theravāda Buddhism
D: HD-SAI(rel 52 B 96/1169 Kp)*
GB: BL(2227 d 1)   BL-APAC(T 750)  BL-DSS(W31/0677)  BL-APAC(V Tr 11/1 ; Bur B 665)
ditto. – ibd. 1887. 191 p.
GB: BL(12902 aaaa 23(6))*
US: OCI

Anek Laothamatas
→Democratization in Southeast and East Asia

Ang, Chin Geok <b. 1942>
GB: BL(YK 1994 a 1302)

Aung San Suu Kyi
Burma: Women political activists - Biography ; Women political prisoners - Biography ; Politics and government <1948–>
GB: SOAS(GB959.105092/761.406 ; 790.442)*
TH: CU(959.105092 A926A)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.53 A85A58)
US: NBiSU(SpecColl Haggerty KNS14 1887)

Angell, Charles L.
→Support to special plan for prawn and shrimp farming : site selection towards sustainable shrimp aquaculture in Myanmar

Anglo-Burma Conference <1944, Simla>
→Towards a greater Burma

Anglo-Burman advocate. (1885) – Rangoon

GB: BL-APAC(T 6920)*
GB: SOAS(GPC418/11630)
GB: BL(14302 h 7(4))*

Anglo-Burmese hand-book, or Guide to a practical knowledge of the Burmese language
→Chase, Dormer Augustus

Anglo-Burmese hitopadesa
→Hitopadesa

The Anglo-Burmese ninety-nine stories : being a collection of instructive and entertaining tales from Chambers' and other works / comp. and transl. by Stephen M. McKertich ... – Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Pr., 1885. 198 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(V Tr 11/1 ; Bur B 665)
ditto. – ibd. 1887. 191 p.
GB: BL(14302 a 1)*
US: OCI

GB: BL(12902 aaaa 23(6))*

GB: BL-APAC(T 6852)*

Anglo-Indian and Domiciled Community of India and Burma
Memorandum relative to the deputation ... to the Right Hon. the Secretary of State for India, July 30th, 1925. – 1925. 39 p.
Subject(s): Burma : Race relations
GB: LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets ; Folio FHT/28, Special)


Anglo-Karen dictionary
→Blackwell, George E.

An Anglo-Karen vocabulary
→Bennett, Cephas

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.116/13)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/860/73)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.116/13)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/860/74)
US: UC

Anglo-vernacular grammar for beginners. – Bassein: Sgau Karen Pr., 1885. 15 p.
GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 335)

Anglo-vernacular monosyllabic speller for primary schools. – Akyab: Akyab Pr.
1. – 2nd ed. – 1885. 32 p.
GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 235/1)

2. – 1879, 84 p.
3. – 1880. 120 p.
GB: BL: 2-3 6 (14302 h 4)*

ditto. 2nd rev. and enl. ed. – Bassein: Bassein: St. Peter’s Institute Pr. ; Rangoon : American Mission Pr.
1. – 1880. 40 p.
2. – 1881, 84 p.
3. – 1880. 120 p.
GB: BL: 1 (14302 h 4)* BL-APAC: 1 (Bur B 240/1) 2-3 (Bur B 245/2,3)

GB: BL(14302 h 19(4))*

GB: BL(12907 bb 45)*

Angus, Joseph <1816-1902>
The earnest man
→Conant, Hannah O’Brien Chaplin
The elements of moral science
→Wayland, Francis

Animal Health and Production Legislation, Myanmar
Report to the government of Myanmar on animal health legislation
→Christy, Lawrence C.

Animals and their young ... – [Ran’ kun’:] Bha sa pRan’ Ca pe A san’”, [1951]. 36 p. illus. – (Sippam ca cañ’, 5) – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Zoology -Juvenile literature
GB:OU/ILO/28420
US:CU(Kroch Pamphlet Q28) UCB(NrLF QL49.T5 1951) YU(SML Fxa1 T35 5)

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Animals of the seashore ... – Rangoon : Burma Translation Society, 1954. 43 p., illus. – (Sippam ca cañ’: 31) – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Seashore biology ; Marine animals - Juvenile literature
GB:BL(14302 b 64(2))
US:CU(Kroch Pamphlet Q78)
NIU(SEA QL49.B3 F354 1951)

Animals of yesterday ... – Ran’ kun’: Bha sā pran’ Cā pe A san’”, [1953]. 62 p., illus. (Sippam ca cañ’ ; 14)
Subject(s): Burma : Paleontology - Juvenile literature
US:CU(Kroch Pamphlet Q44)

Animals that live together. – Ran’ kun’: Bha sā pran’ Cā pe A san’”, 1951. 37 p., illus. (Sippam ca cañ’ ; 7)
Subject(s): Burma : Animal behavior
US:CU(Kroch Pamphlet Q31)

Animals we know ... – Rangoon : Burma Translation Society, 1954. 66 p., illus. – (Sippam ca cañ : 6) – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Zoology - Juvenile literature
GB:BL(14302 aaaa 77(1))*
US:CU(Kroch Pamphlet Q 25)
NIU(SEA QL49 .A3231954)

Ann Judson
→McKenzie, Frederic A.

Annadurai, Conjeevaram Nataraja
ISBN: 2-7169-0210-0 [2-7169-0210-6 (incorrect)]
Subject(s): Rangoon : Femmes tamoules - Romans
D: B-SBB(818 899 Potsdam St.)
F: BNF(Impr. 6-Z-16874(38)
BSG(8-Y SUP-38827)

D: HD-SAI(320 ldk 95/2408 Kp)*

Anne Judson
→McKenzie, Frederic A.

Annam, Kofi
Following meetings in Myanmar, Secretary-General’s Special Envoy stresses need for all parties to turn over new page[: statement, 5 March 2004 / by the Spokesman for the Secretary-General]. – New York : UN Dept. of Public Information. 5 Mar. 2004. [1] p. – UN Document Symbol: [ST/DP/PRESS/]SG/SM/9183

Subject(s): Razali, Ismail ; Aung San Suu Kyi ; National League for Democracy < Myanmar > ; UN - Special envoy of the Secretar-Genera to Myanmar Burma : Democratization

US: UNDHL(ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/9183)


Note: Gives an account of the discussions that the Secretary-General and his Special Envoy have had separately with the Myanmar authorities during the reporting period, which focused on the issue of how the UN can be of assistance in facilitating the national reconciliation process in Myanmar. Refers to the events of 30 May 2003 in northern Myanmar, which resulted in the detention of Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and other leaders of the National League for Democracy, and appeals to the leaders of the State Peace and Development Council to release Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and commence substantive political dialogue with her immediately, so that national reconciliation and democratization in Myanmar can be achieved at an early date, with the participation of all the interested parties concerned.

Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; National League for Democracy < Myanmar > ; UN - Special envoy of the Secretar-Genera to Myanmar ASEAN

Burma : Human Rights ; Human rights violations ; Civil and political rights ; Political Prisoners ; Freedom Movement ; Ethnic and racial groups

US: UNDHL(A/58/325)


US: UNDHL(A/58/325/Add.1)


Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi

UN. Special envoy of the Secretar-Genera to Myanmar US: UNDHL(ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/8703)


Note: Reports on good offices efforts undertaken during 2002 by the Secretary-General and his Special Envoy for Myanmar, Razali Ismail, in facilitating national reconciliation and democratization in Myanmar.

Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; UN - Special envoy of the Secretar-Genera to Myanmar ASEAN

Burma : Human rights ; Democratization ; Political parties ; Good offices ; Political prisoners

US: UNDHL(E/CN.4/2003/33)


Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; National League for Democracy < Myanmar >

Burma : Constitutions ; Political Parties

US: UNDHL(ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/9237)


Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; National League for Democracy < Myanmar > ; UN - Special envoy of the Secretar-Genera to Myanmar

Burma : Human rights ; Negotiation

US: UNDHL(ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/8729)


Subject(s): National League for Democracy < Myanmar > ; UN - Special envoy of the Secretar-Genera to Myanmar

Burma : Political prisoners ; Negotiation

US: UNDHL(ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/8601)


Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; UN - Special envoy of the Secretar-Genera to Myanmar ; Burma : Detained persons

US: UNDHL(ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/8783)


Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; National League for Democracy < Myanmar > ; UN - Special envoy of the Secretar-Genera to Myanmar ; Razali, Ismail

Burma : Democratization

US: UNDHL(ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/9089)
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Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; UN : Special envoy of the Secretary-General to Myanmar
Burma : Detained persons ; Negotiation
US: UNDHL(ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/8760)

Secretary-General reiterates that Myanmar's national convention must be all-inclusive to be credible : [statement, 17 May 2004 / by the Spokesman for the Secretary-General]. – New York : UN Dept. of Public Information, 17 May 2004. [1] p. – UN Document Symbol: [ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/9309

Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; National League for Democracy < Myanmar >
Burma : Negotiation ; Political parties
US: UNDHL(ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/9309)


Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; National League for Democracy < Myanmar >
Burma : Negotiation
US: UNDHL(ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/8747

Secretary-General welcomes report from Myanmar Envoy that Daw Aung San Suu Kyi is uninjured; urges her release [: statement, 10 June 2003 / by the Spokesman for the Secretary-General]. – New York : UN Dept. of Public Information, 10 June 2003. [1] p. – UN Document Symbol: [ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/8747

Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; National League for Democracy < Myanmar >
Burma : Detained persons
US: UNDHL(ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/8747


Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; National League for Democracy < Myanmar > ; UN : Special envoy of the Secretary-General to Myanmar
Burma : Negotiation
US: UNDHL(ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/8733


Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; National League for Democracy < Myanmar > ; UN : Special envoy of the Secretary-General to Myanmar , Razali, Ismail
Burma : Negotiation , Political Prisoners
US: UNDHL(ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/8887


Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; UN : Special envoy of the Secretary-General to Myanmar
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Burma : Detained persons , Negotiation
US: UNDHL(ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/8738


Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; National League for Democracy < Myanmar > ; UN : Special envoy of the Secretary-General to Myanmar , Razali, Ismail
Burma : Negotiation , Democratization
US: UNDHL(ST/DPI/PRESS/SG/SM/8915

Situation of human rights in Myanmar : note / by the Secretary-General. – 5 Aug. 2003

→Pinheiro, Paulo Sérgio

Interim report of the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights on the situation of human rights in Myanmar


Note: Reports on good offices efforts undertaken during 2003 by the Secretary-General and his Special Envoy, Razali Ismail, in facilitating national reconciliation and democratization in Myanmar, in accordance with General Assembly resolution 58/247.

Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; National League for Democracy < Myanmar >
Burma : Human rights , Democratization , Political Parties , Political participation , Good Offices

Annandale, Nelson <1876-1924>

→Fauna of the Inle Lake

Freshwater sponges, Hydroids and Polypoza / by N. Annandale. – London etc.: Taylor and Francis etc., 1911. VIII, 251 p., plates, figs., index. – (The fauna of British India: including Ceylon and Burma) – Each plate preceded by leaf with descriptive letterpress

Subject(s): Burma : Freshwater fauna , Sponges , Bryozoa , Hydrozoa

Burma : Fresh-water fauna , Sponges , Bryozoa , Hydrozoa
D: B-SBB(Lv 12910 Potsdam Str. NILS)
F: BNF(8e 7,125) MNHN
GB: B-L(BlFQ 555/501847006)+ BL-DS(L60/637)
CUL(384:5.c.85.44) BL-APAC(V7584)
OUL(RSL Stack 189941 d. 2a)
IRL:TCD(29 a.)
SG:NUS-SC(Closed Stacks QL309 Faus)
US:CU(Entomology & Annex) & UCD(Shields) QL141

A61
HU(Museum Comp Zoology: T-IA-B) LC & UCB(Biosci) & UCSD(Scripps) : QL141.A6
NYPL(QGW) YU(KLINE QL372.5 IS A56 1911)

Miscellanea ethnographica, III., with notes by G. H. Meer- warth and H. G. Graves. – Calcutta, 1917. 196-205 p., illus. – Repr. from: Memoirs / Asiatic Society, Calcutta ; 5.5, 195-205

Contents: Weighing apparatus from the southern Shan States. - The "Bismer" in Russia. - Note on the elementary mechanics of balances and steelyards.
Subject(s): Weighing instruments

Shan State. Weights and measures

US: MnU(TC Wilson Ames Folio DS1 .M46x v.5.5)

UCLA(YR * GN635.B9 A61 URLSTAX-* Stacks)


Subject(s): Southern Shan States : Fisheries , Agriculture

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.16/4)* BL-APAC(10/V/27/550/25)*

Annett, E. A.

Our Indian Sunday schools ... – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1912. 101 p. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen

GB:BL-APAC(Karen B.54)

Annez, Philippe


Subject(s): Loxley Public Company Ltd.

Burma : Cellular telephones

GB:OUL(QEH Main Libr Working paper (Antwerp...))

Anniversary Armed Forces Day commemorative book : literary and art

→Anniversary Armed Forces Day commemorative book : prize winning articles, poems, essays & stories

Anniversary Armed Forces Day commemorative book : painting and sculpture

→Anniversary Armed Forces Day commemorative book : painting and sculpture

Anniversary Armed Forces Day photo contest

→Anniversary Armed Forces Day photo contest

Anniversary Conference

→Burma Research Society

Fiftieth anniversary publications : 1

Annotated bibliography of Burma

→Grimes, Annie E.


1. 1981-85 / Daw Hla Kyi and Daw Nyunt Nyunt Swe

2. 1986-87 / Daw Hla Kyi

3. 1981-85 / Daw Hla Kyi and Daw Nyunt Nyunt Swe


[Pen-name of U Thein Maung]

→Soe Soe Aung

An annotated bibliography of material concerning Southeast Asia from Pettermann’s Geographische Mitteilungen, 1855-1956

→Sternstein, Larry

Annotated bibliography of medical literature on Burma

→Khin Thet Htar
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An annotated bibliography of theses and dissertations on Asia accepted at Syracuse University
→University < Syracuse, N.Y. > / Library

Annotated bibliography on mosquito borne diseases in Southeast Asia (till 1985: Asia) and Sri Lanka / Museum and Reference Centre SEAMEO-TROPMED National Centre of Thailand, Faculty of Tropical Medicine, Mahidol Univ., Bangkok, Thailand. – Bangkok: The Centre.
D: HD-TG(2 F 38) S-UB(K 680)
SG: NUS(MD RA640 Ann 1989)
US: CU: 1-3 (Kroch +Z6664.M8A61) LC

Annotated bibliography on Southeast Asia
→Fireside, Harvey F.

The annotated law reporter ... Rangoon section : containing all the reportable decisions of the Rangoon High Court ... – Lahore: The Law Reporter. – Other authors: Khanna, A. N., ed.; Vyasa, Veda, ed.
Subject(s): Burma : Law reports, digests, etc.

Annual statistical yearbook for Asia and the Pacific
→Statistical yearbook for Asia and the Pacific

The annual bibliography of Oriental studies ... 1964- . – Kyoto: Kyoto Univ., Research Institute for Humanistic Studies. – Title also: Bibliography of Oriental studies. – Added title and text in Japanese
US: LC(Z3001.K85)

Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Baptists - Missions
US: CBGU(BV3270.A66 1930)
CU(Annex BV3270.A51)

Annual Burma Technical Education Conference
→Burma Technical Education Conference

The annual digest of income tax cases, 1936- : being a summary of the cases on Indian income tax decided by the Privy council and the High courts of India and Burma and reported in the year 1935- . – Madras: Company Law Institu-
tion. – Other authors: Aiyar, A. N.
Subject(s): Burma : Income tax - Law ; Law reports, digests
US: LC(HJ4761.A6)

Annual financial statement of the Government of Burma for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for F.D.)
D: HD-SAI: 1938/39-1940/41 (reg 60 F 10)
GB: BL: 1937/38 (L.S.Bu.111/4)*
BL-APAC: 1937/38 (ST 420)
1937/38-1940/41 (IOR/V/16/493-497)
SOAS: 1938/39 (GB 336/472.405)*
US: UC

Annual financial statement of the Shan States Federation
→Burma < Shan States>

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.144)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/24/2099)

Annual health report ...
→Burma < Union > / Directorate of Health Services

Annual lists and general index of the parliamentary papers relating to the East Indies
→Great Britain / Parliament

Annual magazine of an institution
→under the institution

The annual of the East : "the world's foremost annual publication” dealing with travel, trade, industry, and adventure in the Near & Middle East, India, Burma, Ceylon, British Malaya, Siam, French Indo-China, Dutch East Indies, China & Japan. 1.1930- . – Cape Town: H. F. Knapp. – Other title: Knapp's annual of the East
Subject(s): Burma : Periodicals
NNC: 4:1938
NYPL: 1930-1939/40 (incompl.) (Res BEA+)
YU: 3.1935 (SML Yale Class. Bj1 058)

< Police report, British Burma
> Report on police administration
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.143)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/24/3234)

Annual prize distribution of the Moulmein Volunteer Rifle Corps
→Moulmein Volunteer Rifle Corps

Annual report for ... on development assistance to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma / Office of the Resident Representative, UNDP. -1978. – Rangoon
> Annual report on development co-operation for ... to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma
Subject(s): United Nations : Economic assistance - Periodicals ; Technical assistance - Periodicals.
Burma : Economic assistance - Periodicals ; Technical assistance - Periodicals
SG: ISEAS(Microform (0) 94/63404)
US: CU: 1977-1978 (Kroch Fiche 887 (o) 94 63404)
LC: 1977-1978 (HC422.A1A56 ; Microfiche (o) 94/63404)

Annual report of / on an institution
→under the Institution

A 64

Siegfried M. Schwertner
Annual report of the English and vernacular newspapers and periodicals published in Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. – Annual
US: SRL(SAMP Serials Microfilm Neg. MF-3066 1923 reels 1-7 1925 1930 Neg. MF-at lab)

Annual report of the trustees for the development of the City of Rangoon on the working of the Rangoon Development Trust for the year ... – Rangoon : Burma Art Pr. [etc.]
< Rangoon Development Trust
Annual report on the working of the Rangoon Development Trust
GB: BL: 1924/25-18.1937/38
20.1939/40-21.1940/41 (I.S.Bu.33/3)*
1925/26-1933/34 (IOR/V/24/1963)
1934/35-1937/38 (IOR/V/24/1964)
1938/39-1940/41 (IOR/V/24/1965)
US: BL: 1924/25-1931/32
(Hidden Design Oversize NAC 6952 Run)
NCC(Offsite 352.054 R163)

Annual report of the working of co-operative credit societies in Burma
→ Annual report on the working of the co-operative credit societies in Burma

Annual report on an institution
→ under the Institution

Annual report on criminal and civil justice (civil and criminal justice) in the courts of the recorders and in the small cause courts of Rangoon and Maimain during ... / British Burma, Home Department (Judicial). – Rangoon : British Burma Pr.
> Report on criminal and civil justice
GB: BL: 1868-1869 (I.S.Bu.139/3)*
BL-APAC: 1868-1869 (IOR/V/24/2244)

Annual report on development co-operation for 1979 [to 1986?] to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma / Office of the Resident Representative, UNDP. – Rangoon, 1980- . – Some issues have title: Annual report on development cooperation with the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma
< Annual report for ... on development assistance to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma
> Development co-operation, Burma ... report
Subject(s): United Nations : Economic assistance - Periodicals:
Technical assistance - Periodicals.
Burma : Economic assistance - Periodicals ; Technical assistance - Periodicals
AU: NLA: 1979- (mc 297 fiche (o) 94/63405)
YU: 1983 (SSL, Economic Growth Coll. 9A (HC422 A1 A58)

Annual report on development cooperation with the Socialist-Republic of the Union of Burma
→ Annual report on development co-operation for ... to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma

Annual report on game preservation in Burma (including a note as to the position in the Federated Shan States) for the year ending 31st March ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for C. of F., W. P. C.)
GB: BL: 1929 (I.S.Bu.194)*
BL-APAC: 1928/19-1939/40 (IOR/V/24/1702)
OU/L(INB. Burma FF. 5)
IN: NL: 1929-1941
US: CU: 1928/29 1931/32 1933/34 1934/35
LC(SK555.B8A3)
NYPL: 1928/29- (MYD) UC
YU: 1928/29-1939/40 (Mudd Uzn85.I3 A3)

Annual report on hospitals and dispensaries in Burma for the year ... (and triennial review). – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for I. G. of C. H.)
1934 and 1937 containing Triennial report
< Triennial report on hospitals and dispensaries in Burma
< Notes and statistics on hospitals and dispensaries in Burma
> Annual report on the hospitals and dispensaries in Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Hospitals - Statistics - Periodicals ; Dispensaries - Statistics - Periodicals
D: B-SBB: 1932 1934(=1932/34) 1937(=1935/37)
(J 18278/11 U.d.L. NL/S)
1935-1936 (J 18278/11 Potsdamer Str. NL/S)
Well: 1934 1935 1939 (WX28.JM9 B96)
MY: DMRL: 1940 1951
SG: ISEAS/SCR RA312.5 B96
US: UC(LA990.BBB86a)

Annual report on lock hospitals in British Burma for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Pr.
< Report on lock hospitals in British Burma
Subject(s): Psychiatric hospitals
GB: BL: 1875-1877 (I.S.Bu.141)*
BL-APAC: 1932-1939 (IOR/V/24/778-779)
Well: 1934 1935 1939 (WX28.JM9 B96)

Annual report on mental hospitals in Burma for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma
< Note on the mental hospitals in Burma
Subject(s): Psychiatric hospitals
GB: BL-APAC: 1878-1890 (IOR/V/24/1734)
1891-1911 (IOR/V/24/1735)
1912-1931 1933 (IOR/V/24/1736)
OU/L(INB. Burma Ya. 6)
LC: 1950

Annual report on public instruction in Burma for the year 1922/23- . – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. P. I.) – Every 5th year the Annual report is replaced by a Quinquennial report on ...
< Report(s) on public instruction in Burma
Annual report on the working of the Co-operative credit societies act in Burma for the year ending 30th June ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for R. C. C. S.)

Annual report on the working of the Co-operative credit societies act in Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Cooperative societies ; Agricultural co-operative credit associations

GB: BL-APAC: 1907-1911 (I.S.Bu.11)*
BL-APAC: 1906-1934 (IOR/V/24/609-612)
OUL: 1906- (IND IB. Burma DDa. 1)

US: HU: (Law School)
LC(HG2031.I5B8)

YU: 1907/08 1909/10-1910/11 1918/19
(Mudd Ngf19 I36 +A11)

Annual report on the working of the Explosives act (IV of 1884) and Petroleum act (XXX of 1934) in Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print.

GB: BL-APAC: 1937-1940 (IOR/V/24/1230)
OUL: 1937- (IND IB. Burma Xa.14)

Annual report on the working of the Factories act (XXV of 1934) in Burma for the year 1935- . – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma

< Annual report on the working of the Indian factories act, 1911, in Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Factory inspection ; Labor bureaus ; Serial publications

GB: BL: 1913-1917 1923, in Burma

OUL: 1924- (IND IB. Burma X.2)

US: LC(HG2031.I5B8)

NYPL: 1937- (TDV) UC

YU: 1935-1940 (Mudd Ndj26 I36 A12)

Annual report on the working of the Income-tax act, II of 1886, in Burma for the year ending 31st March ... (from 1894/95) : for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for F. C.)

> Report on the working of the Income-tax act in Burma for the triennium ...

> Note on income-tax in Burma

GB: BL: 1889-1893 1894/95-1899/1900 (I.S.Bu.28)*
BL-APAC: 1889-1900 (IOR/V/24/1769)

US: LC(HJ66.B85B3)

NYPL: 1897/98-1899/1900 (TIB)
YU: 1888/89-1899/1900 (Mudd Nj66 B9 +A65)

Annual report on the working of the Indian boilers act, 1923, in Burma for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. C.)

GB: BL-APAC: 1923-1929 1930/31, in Burma

OUL: 1924- (IND IB. Burma X.2)

Annual report on the working of the Indian companies act, 1913 in Burma for the year ... – Delhi: Govt. of India Pr., (for Regr. of SCBurma)

Subject(s): Burma : Indian Companies Act, 1913 ; Commerce Periodicals.

D: HD-SA: 1930/31 1933/34 (322 jur 88/1071)*

(Annex DS527 .A62)

Resolution on the reports on the working of the Indian factories act in Lower Burma

Annual report on the working of the Factories act, 1934, in Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Indian Factories Act, 1911 ; Factory laws and legislation ; Industries - Periodicals.


Annual review of the working of the Indian factories act, 1921/23 (I.S.Bu.30/2)*

Annual sanitary report for Rangoon for the year ending the 31 December 1893. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Supdtng Engr., Fourth Circle), 1894. 21, 13, 6, 6, 8 p.

Annual sanitary report for Rangoon for the year ... / Health Officer. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma


Annual report on the Mines act in Burma, 1921/22-1923/24 (IOR/V/23/3091)

Annual report on the Mines act in Burma, 1921/22-1923/24 (IOR/V/23/3091)

Annual review of the working of the Indian factories act, 1921/23 (I.S.Bu.30/2)*

Annual report on working plans and silviculture in Burma for the year 1930/31-... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. of C.) ; Calcutta : Govt. of India, Central Publ. Board. – Publ. suspended 1924-1927?

Annual report on working plans and silviculture in Burma for the year 1930/31-... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. of C.) ; Calcutta : Govt. of India, Central Publ. Board. – Publ. suspended 1924-1927?

Annual statement of the sea-borne trade and navigation in Lower Burma.

Annual statement of the sea-borne trade and navigation in Lower Burma.


Annual statement of the sea-borne trade and navigation, Bassein.

Annual statement of the sea-borne trade and navigation, Moulmein.

Annual report on working plans and silviculture in Burma

Annual report on working plans and silviculture in Burma

Annual report on working plans and silviculture in Burma

Annual report on working plans and silviculture in Burma

Annual report on working plans and silviculture in Burma

Annual report on working plans and silviculture in Burma

Annual report on working plans and silviculture in Burma

Annual report on working plans and silviculture in Burma
Annual statement of the sea-borne trade and navigation of Lower Burma. – Rangoon

<Annual statement(s) of the commerce>

D: B-SBB: 1886,1-2 (4° Up 49815/31 Potsdamer Str.)

Annual statement of the trade and navigation of Burma for the fiscal year ending September 30th ... / comp. in the Office of the Collector of Customs. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for C. F.)

<Annual statement of the sea-borne trade and navigation of Burma>

D: HD-SAI: 1945/46 (322 rei 83/615 GF)*

GB: BL: 1909/10-1936/37 (OP.1200.382.03)*

LSE: 1867/68-1874/75 (14302 bbb 4)*

BL-APAC: 1868/69-1872/73 (1874)

SOAS: 1945/46/74 (1L.GB 382/90.128)*

J: MKK: 1935/36-1937/38

MJK: 1935-36/37/38

MY: RUED: 1874-1939 (Microfilm reel 15, 29)

SOAS: 1936/37 (L.GB 382/90.134)*

CUL: 1903/04-1923/24 (OP.1200.382.03)

SOAS: 1946/47 (L.GB 382/90.134)*


<Survey of manufactures>

Subject(s): Burma : Manufactures - Statistics

D: KI-ZBW(Q1 1096)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.220/12)*

SOAS(L.GB310/156634)*

SG: ISEAS(Microfilm 72)

Annual vital statistics report

→ Vital statistics report

Annual volume of trade and navigation of the Province of British Burma (having a sea-borne trade) ... – Calcutta: Govt. Print., Burma (for C. F.)

cf. Annual statement of the trade and navigation of the Province of British Burma

< Tabular statement of the commerce and shipping of the ports of Rangoon, Bassein, Monfmein, Tavoy, Nergul, Kyouk Phyoo and Akyab

Annual statement of the sea-borne trade and navigation

GB: BL-APAC: 1868/69-1869/70 (IOR/V/17)

US: LC(HF240.B8A24)

Anno, Stephen

New Testament and Psalms in Akha

→ Bible, O.T.: Psalms < A k h a >

→ Bible, N.T. < A k h a >

Die Ansätze zur Verwaltungsreform in Birma

→ Kövary, Reinhard


Subject(s): Burma : International Monetary Fund ; Economic conditions <1948-> ; Economic conditions <1948-> - Statistics

US: CU(Kroch ++HC422.A69 1987a)


Burma: Literature - Collection, Civilization

AU: ANU(Menzies microform PL3983.K9 1976)

GB: BL: 1-4 (14302 bbh 4)*

SOAS(GPC880/18694)*

BL-APAC: 1 (Bur D 1590/1)

1-4 (Bur D 1301/1-4)

US: CS: 2 (SAL 895.8 .D897 V.2)

CU(Kroch v.1-2 Film 3447 ; v.3 Film 3348)

OCI YU(Fxa7 An86)


F: BIULO(GEN.I.344)

Annual vital statistics report

→ Vital statistics report

Annual volume of trade and navigation of the Province of British Burma (having a sea-borne trade) ... – Calcutta : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. F.)

Annual statement of the trade and navigation of Burma ...

Kövary, Reinhard
US: CU(Kroch PL3983 M98 1953 ; Film 11052 Reel 603 no.1).  
LC(PL3983.M9 1953 Orien Bur)

ditto. Rev. ed. – ibd.

ditto. Rev. ed. – ibd.

GB: OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. d.60)

US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0960)

Anthony, Harold Elnor <1890-1970>  
Mammals collected by the Vernay-Cutting Burma Expedition. – Chicago, Ill.: Field Museum of Natural History, 1941. 86 p. illus. – (Papers on Mammalogy / Field Museum of Natural History, Zoological Series ; 27)  
GB:BL:(Ac 1738/5)
US: LC(QL.F4 vol. 27)   NNM

Anthropological Survey of India  
Nagaland

Anthropometric data from Burma / Ethnographic Survey of India. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., India, 1906. 235 p., tables.  
D: B-SBB(La 574)
GB:BL(010055 f 21)*  BL-APAC(V 7487(c))
OUL(IND IB. Ind. M 2)
MY: DMR
NL: KITTL(r 482)
SG: NUS(GN58 Bur.1)
US: CU(Annex GN58 B8139)  
NCC(Butler 302.3 In22) YU

Anticipating repatriation. – Bangkok: Burma Issues, [1998]. 47 p., illus., maps, bibliogr. ref.  
Subject(s): Burma : Refugees ; Repatriation ; Return migration
GB:OUL(IND)
US: CU(Kroch +HV640.5.B93 A58 1998)

Anti-Fascist People Free League Convention <1947, Rangoon>
The amended resolution as passed by the Convention of the Anti-Fascist Peoples' Freedom League in its plenary session on Friday, the 23rd May 1947, at Jubilee Hall, Rangoon, and the Constitution for the independent sovereign Republic of Burma as adopted by the convention / Office of the Constituent Assembly, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for B. L. C.), 1947. 29 p. – Other titles: Constitution for the Independent Sovereign Republic of Burma as adopted by the Convention.  
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/261/23)*
SG:ISEAS(SCR JQ443 A5B961 ; Microfiche 96/63571)
US:CRL(FICHE 96/63571 (K))
CU(Kroch Fiche 887 96 63571)

Subject(s): Burma : Political parties
US:CU(Kroch JQ459.A5 A62 + ; Asia Rare JQ459.A5 A62 +)

→The new Burma in the new world

The Pyidaungsu policy

→Nu < U; Thakin>

Anti-Fascist Peoples Freedom League / All-Burma Congress  
Translation of speech delivered by the President of the A.F.P.F.L. on January 29, 1958, at the A.F.P.F.L.  
→Nu < U; Thakin > ; Speech <1958.1.29>

Anti-Fascist Peoples Freedom League / Burma National Congress  
Presidential address (20th January 1946)  
→Aung San

Anti-Fascist Peoples Freedom League / Supreme Council  
Presidential address (16th May 1946)  
→Aung San

Anti-Malarial Conference < 1909, Simla >  
Information supplied for the Simla Anti-Malarial Conference of 1909  
→King, Walter Gawen

Antislandel. C. B.  
GB:BL-APAC(Lahu B.2)

Anti-Slavery International  
Ethnic groups in Burma  
→Smith, Martin < journalist>
Anti-war action : monthly newsletter of AICD. – Sydney: Association for International Cooperation and Disarmament

Anti-war action newsletter / AICD. – Sydney: Association for International Cooperation and Disarmament

Anti-war action newsletter / AICD. – Sydney: Association for International Cooperation and Disarmament

Antonule, Vlado

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 34 Kp)*


D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 35 Kp)*

US: NNC(Offsite (Avery) AA9251 An88)

YU(LSF-Request HT169 B9 A57 (LC)+)

Antweiler, Christoph
Southeast Asia: a bibliography on societies and cultures (including CD-ROM) = Südostasien : eine Bibliographie zu Gesellschaften und Kulturen (mit CD-ROM) / Christoph Antweiler. – Münster: Lit ; Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 2004. 113 p., 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.). – (Southeast Asian dynamics ; 3) – Publications listed in this bibliography are mainly in the English and German languages. Added are some titles in other languages, especially in French – Pref.

ISBN 382587706X (Lit) ; 9812302727 (ISEAS)

Subject(s): Burmese : City planning

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 35 Kp)*

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. DS522.5.A68 1995)

NIU(SEA DS522.6 .A684 1995)

Anuruddha Bhikkhu
→ Pulley, William Sande

Aoyagi, Kenji

ISBN 1569310890

Note:: "When Myanmar (formerly Burma) opened its borders in 1992, the last obstacle to traversing the entire length of the Southeast Asian Mekong River fell, and photographer Kenji Aoyagi was finally able to complete his decade-long odyssey down this immense, fabled waterway. His photographs provide a breathtaking paean to the magnificent Mekong in its pristine state and the age-old cultures of the ethnic minorities who live along its banks. "In Southeast Asia, the gradual resolution of political conflicts has brought about explosive economic growth, and with it the ravages of industrialization and pollution. This photographic collection is the first - and will probably be the last - record of the unspoiled beauty of the Mekong and its people. Mekong, The Last River provides a final glimpse into the traditions of the indigenous peoples whose ways of life, so intimately linked to the river, will soon be irrevocably changed forever." – Book jacket.

Subject(s): Mekong River : Description and travel

Burma : Description and travel

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. DS522.5.A68 1995)

NIU(SEA DS522.6 .A684 1995)

APCWD
→ Asian and Pacific Centre for Women and Development
< Bangkok >

Aplin, Stephen Lushing
Report on the settlement operations in the fourth and fifth divisions of the town of Moulmein

→ Settlement < Amherst : Moulmein >

Apor, Eve

F: BNF(16° Q.1193 ; Mss. 8° Imp. or. 6603)

The appeal of T.R.C. to the democratic nations about inhumane acting upon Shan State peoples

→ Thailand Revolutionary Council

The appeal of the Mong Tai people to the world concerning inhuman actions against them [/ People’s Action Committee.], – 1987. 11 p., illus. – Caption title

Subject(s): Shan : Economic conditions

Burma : Dichlorophenoxycetic acid - Environmental aspects ; Herbicides - Environmental aspects

Keng Tong : Economic conditions

US: CU(Kroch DS528.2.S5P42)

A 70
Appel, Wolfgang
Subject(s): Burma : Foreign relations ; Politics and government
D: HD-SAII(300 pol 69/67)*
GB: SOAS(G327/146.700)
NL: KITLV(M 3b 53 N)
US: CU(Kroch DS518.1 .A79)
HU(Widener Ind 8330.35) LC(DS518.1.A65)

Appendices relating to the report on government steamers, vessels and launches in Burma
→ Report on government steamers, vessels and launches in Burma

Appendices to Burma jail manual
→ The Burma jail manual

Appendix A to the Burma sea customs manual
→ The Burma Sea customs manual : Appendix A

Appendix to Burma hand-book of rural self-government
→ Burma hand-book of rural self-government

Appendix II to the report on the evacuation of the northern and eastern districts of Burma : by routes leading to Northern Assam by Administrator, Refugee Areas, (North) Assam ; diaries and reports. – Simla: Govt. of India Pr., 1942. 132 p., map.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/281/37)*

Apple, Betsy
Subject(s): Burma : Rape ; Human rights ; Armed Forces ; Soldiers - Sexual behavior
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1999.a.1255) OUL(IND)
OAU(Alden SE Asia HV6569.B93 A665 1998x)

Applegarth, Margaret Tyson <b. 1886>
Merry-go-round : a pilgrim’s progress around the world / by Margaret T. Applegarth ... ; with decorations by the author. – Philadelphia : Boston [etc.]: Judson Pr., 1925. 295 p., illus. p. 175-217: The Merry-go-round lingers in Burma
US: LC(BV2090.A6)

Appleton, George <b. 1902>
Subject(s): Burma : English language - Dictionaries - Burmese
GB: SOAS(GPC413/327.177)*
US: LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) & NIU(SEA) & OAU(Alden SE Asia Re) : PL3957.A6
UC(NRLF PL3957 .A77 SB 142 135)

Buddhism in Burma / by G. Appleton ; with 4 illus. and 1 map. – London ; New York : Longmans, Green, 1943. 49 p., [4] l. of plates. – (Burma pamphlets ; 3)

HRAF(AP 1-5)
Subject(s): Burma : Buddhism ; Buddha (The concept) ; Religion
D: B-SBB(Ser.5901-3 Potsdamer Str. NI LS)
HD-SAII(reg 60 M 1 Kp)*
F: BIULO(GEN,IV,11483)
GB:BL(010048 m 29/3)*
BL-DSS(W8/1874)
LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets ; B640, Special)
BL-APAC(P/3 3040)
SAS((591):308 ; Scott, C. Box 1 (Archive papers))
SOAS(GB293/232.550* ; 787154 ; E Coll 3 I /5)
MY: BRS
NL: IK(IF 23)
SG: NRL+RUBC(294.309591 APP)
US: CU(Olin Ref. Microfiche 887 AP1, Burma 5)
HU(Widener Ind 8119.44 vol.3) IaU
LC(BL1445.B95 A6 ; Microfilm 2028) MoU
MnU(TC Wilson Library 959.2 B927 No.3)
NIU(SEA BQ418 .A61943)
NYPL(Humanities-Asian&ME Div *OY 96-8450)
OAU(Alden SE Asia BL1445.B95 A6 1943x)
UC(NRLF BQ418 .A6 1943 B 4 167 871)
UCLA(YRL DS485.B79 B9 no.3)
UCSB(Main Lib BQ418 .A6 1943)
WU(Memorial Lib. DS485 B79 B28 no.3)
YU(SML Yale Class. Bj35 12 3)

ditto. Repr. – ibd., 1944. 49 p. – (Burma pamphlets ; 3)
F: BNF(16° O2 k.2312(3))
GB: SOAS(GB293/232.550)* FOL(LD 294/18.503)
SG: NUS(DS530.7 Bur 3)
US: CU(Kroch DS485.B79 P18 no.3)
LC(BL1445.B95A6) NcD PPT PPULC

Note: Author was Archdeacon of Rangoon and Director of Public Relations Government of Burma, 1944-46. He summarises the Japanese invasion and the recapture of Burma with emphasis on the role of the Christian Church.
Subject(s): Burma
GB:BL(W.P.1322/1)*
BL-DSS(P(M.136) *1*)
COL(BV 3270)
SG: RUBC(959.1 APP)
US: CU(Kroch DS485.B79 P18 no.3)
LC(BL1445.B95A6) NcD PPT PPULC

GB:BL(3054 f 8/1 ; X.108/3062*)
SG: NUS(DS530.7 Bur 3)
US: CU(Kroch DS485.B79 P18 no.3)
LC(BL1445.B95A6) NcD PPT PPULC


Three months’ hard labour / by G. Appleton. – Simla: Pearn (Govt. of Burma, Director of Public Relations), 1944. 63 p.

A 71
Subject(s): Burmese language - Conversation and phrase books; Burmese language - Textbooks for foreign speakers; Self-instruction; Burmese language

GB:BL(12908 bbb 9)
BL-APAC(T 2899)*
US:CU(Kroch PL3933 .A69 ; Film 11052 Reel 644 #7)
LC(PL3933.A6) PPULC: FU
NIU/SEA PL3933 .A61940(Z)
OAU(Alden SE Asia PL3933 .A6)


GB:BL-APAC(T 13522)*
US:CU(Kroch PL3933 .A69 1945)
NYPL(Humanities-Asian&ME Div *OY)
UC(SRLF) YU(LSF-Request Fxa3 Ap53)

An applied research program for Burma

Appraisal of a second Ports Project, Burma.

Application for the loan of K 5,000,000 from the Development Loan Fund / submitted by Pe Shain Dockyard & Workshop, Bassein, Burma. – [Bassein: The Workshop, 1960.] 1 v. (var. pags.) – Also includes answers with supplement to the questionnaires regarding loan from the Development Loan Fund for expansion, reconditioning & modernization of Pe Shain Dockyard at Bassein. Accompanied by: The prospectus and relative papers of Pe Shain Dockyard and Workshop, Bassein.

Subject(s): Burma : Government lending - Bassein ; Docks - Bassein - Conservation and restoration - Finance - Bassein : Docks - Conservation and restoration

GB:NIU(SEA Oversize HE559.B93 A665)

Appraisal of a second Ports Project, Burma.

Appraisal of the Lower Burma Paddyland Development Project

Appraisal of the Pump Irrigation and Area Development Project in the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma.

Appraisal of the second Fisheries Development Project in the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma.

Appraisal of the second Rice Processing Industries Project in the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma.

Appraisal of the second Rice Processing Industries Project in the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma.

Barthel, Christopher Ernest

Appraisal of a second Ports Project, Burma.


Subject(s): Burma : Railroads

GB:BL(HE559.B93 A6681976)

Appraisal of the Lower Burma Paddyland Development Project

Appraisal of the Pump Irrigation and Area Development Project in the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma.

Appraisal of the second Fisheries Development Project in the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma.

Application for the loan of K 5,000,000 project


GB:BL-DSS(3865.589F v.XF8442385)


GB:BL-I.S.Bu.138/5(5)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/322/130)

Appraisers’ and wharf manual: containing orders relating to the duties of appraisers and tariff rulings / comp. by order of the Chief Collector of Customs, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. of C.), 1917. 2, XVIII, 199 p., app. – At head of title: Burma customs

GB:BL-I.S.Bu.138/5(5)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/322/127)

Appraisers’ and wharf manual: containing orders relating to the duties of appraisers and tariff rulings / comp. by order of the Chief Collector of Customs, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. of C.), 1917. 2, XVIII, 199 p., app. – At head of title: Burma customs

Appraisers’ and wharf manual: containing orders relating to the duties of appraisers and tariff rulings / comp. by order of the Chief Collector of Customs, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. of C.), 1917. 2, XVIII, 199 p., app. – At head of title: Burma customs

GB:BL-I.S.Bu.138/5(5)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/322/128)

Appropiarrion reports of the Defence Service, Burma, and the audit report. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. Subject(s): Burma : Appropriations and expenditures - Statistics - Periodicals ; Auditing - Periodicals

GB:BL-APAC: 1939-1941 (IOR/V/16)
US:MnU(TC Wilson Ames HJ64.8 A23x)


< Appropriation report on the accounts of the Government of Burma

Provisional report of the results of the Census of the Union of Burma, 1981.
GB: BL-APAC: 1926/27-1929/30 (IOR/V/16/566)*
1930/31-1934/35 (IOR/V/16/567)
1935/36-1936/37 (IOR/V/16/568)
1937/38-1939/40 (IOR/V/16/569)

Approval report on the accounts of Burma for ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for A.-G.)

Approval of large-scale UNDP assistance to a project of the
Governments of Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Burma ...
Subject(s): Regional Meineral Resources Development Centre : Technical Co-operation
Burma : Mineral resources ; Technical cooperation
US: UNDHL(DP/PROJECTS/1605)

Subject(s): Burma : Postal services ; Technical cooperation
US: UNDHL(DP/PROJECTS/1741)

Subject(s): Burma : Merchant Marine ; Technical cooperation
US: UNDHL(DP/PROJECTS/1869)

Subject(s): Burma : Air Transport ; Technical Cooperation ; Training Programmes
US: UNDHL(DP/PROJECTS/2296)

Subject(s): Burma : Development Assistance ; Popular participation
US: UNDHL(DP/PROJECTS/2367)

Subject(s): Burma : Primary Health Care ; Public Health ; Technical Cooperation ; Training Programmes
US: UNDHL(DP/PROJECTS/2365)

Subject(s): Asia-Pacific Institute for Broadcasting Development

Burma : Television Broadcasting ; Training Programmes
US: UNDHL(DP/PROJECTS/2331)

Approval of large-scale UNDP assistance to a project of the Governments of Burma, Colombia ... – New York : UN, 29 Oct. 1978. 2 p. – UN Document Symbol: DP/PROJECTS/1941. - WHO Expanded Programme on Immunization - quality control of vaccines (Phase II) (INT/77/020)
Subject(s): Burma : Public health ; Quality mcontrol ; Technical cooperation ; Vaccines
US: UNDHL(DP/PROJECTS/1941)

Subject(s): Burma : Cotton
US: UNDHL(DP/PROJECTS/2570)

Subject(s): Burma : Rubber industry
US: UNDHL(DP/PROJECTS/2574)

Note: Pilot plant for pulp and paper research and training on tropical raw materials (Burma)
Subject(s): Burma : Pulp and paper industry
US: UNDNL(DP/PROJECTS/2454)

Subject(s): Burma : Livestock
US: UNDNL(DP/PROJECTS/2437)

Subject(s): Rangoon Institute of Technology
Burma : Vocational Training
US: UNDNL(DP/PROJECTS/2440)


Subject(s): United States : Burmese Freedom and Democracy Act of 2003 ; Foreign economic relations

Burma : Economic sanctions, American ; Foreign economic relations - United States.

http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=108%5FCong%5FReports&docid=f:sr281.108.pdf

US: CoDU(Govt.Doc# & Microfiche Docs ) & CSL(State Lib) & UCSC(McHenry US) & WU(Law Libr. U.S.Docs.) : 2ndFL-FML) & NNC(US Govt.Docs.) & NYPL(SIBL) & BL(I.S.Bu.154/5)*

GB: BL(9057 g 22)* BL-APAC(9538.b.37)


GB:BL-APAC(Karen D.7)


GB:Liverpool(SJL Store 3 POV N989.3.40)


GB:BL-APAC(Bur D 359/1)

The Arakan nights reader in easy and simple Burmese: designed for school and home reading / [transl.] by Y. Oon Tin. – Rangoon : Chong Hoe, [1906]. [4], 80 p., plates. – (Crown Burma series) – Added title-page and text in Burmese

US:OCL(Ref. book 385.3Bur Y28)


ISSN 1022-565X

Subject(s): Burma : Periodicals

F.BNF(F-Coll. Patrimoniales: 3.1,1990-4.4,1991

(4-Jo-69916)

US: CU 3.1.2 4-1.5(Annex +DS527.A65) LC

Arakan [: an account of the archaeological discoveries]

→Forchhammer, Emanuel.

Arakan: its present "status quo" condition, with suggestion for its development and improvement by connection by railway, and also by government with Chittagong ; and its separation from British Burmah: being reprint of articles from the Arakan news ; in continuation of the "Friend and our railway". – Calcutta : Calcutta Central Pr., 1878. 63 p. – Inserted: manuscript letter "To the editor, Allens Indian mail, London", signed, J. O. Hay.

→Forchhammer, Emanuel.

Arakan: where rivers speak of the Manobo's living dreams / [narrated by the Manobos of Arakan ; recorded by Kaliwat Theatre Collective ; book text consolidation, Nestor Horfilla ... [et al.] ; principal writer, Nestor Horfilla ; text editing, Geejay Arriola. – Davao City: Kaliwat Theatre Collective, 1996. XXXII, 232 p., illus., map.

J: Waseda Univ. Libr.

Arakan assignment : the story of the 82nd West African Division. – New Delhi : P R Services, [194-?] 43 p., illus., folded map.

Subject(s): Great Britain : Army


Arakan : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 D /14)

The Arakan campaign of the Twenty-fifth Indian Division, March 1944-March 1945 / forew. by G. N. Wood. – [s.l., 1946.] 131 p., [10] l. of plates, 7 maps, app. – Major Maitland Emmet the editing of all material and the authorship of the finished production.

Subject(s): Great Britain : Army - World War <1939-1945> - Indian Division, 25th

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Operations - Indian Division, 25th

GB:BL(9057 g 22)* OUL(9538.b.37)

OUL(IND Retind ; BOD G Floor 222833 d.13)

IRL:TCD(58.cc.84)

US:CU(Kroch Rare D767.6 .A65+)

Arakan folktales. – [s.l., s.n., 196-?]

GB:BL-APAC(SEA 1986 b 102)

The Arakan operations, 1942-1945

→Madan, N. N.


ditto. 2nd ed. – ibid., (for Secy.), 1915. 103 p.

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.154/5)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/751/146)*

ditto. : containing the Burma outports act, 1914 (II of 1914), and a collection of rules and orders specially concerning the port of Akyab and other ports in the Arakan Division. 3rd ed. – ibid., Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for R. D.), 1931. 31 p., index.

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.154/5)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/751/148)*

Arakan Revolutionary Force

The manifesto of Arakan Revolutionary Force : a free transl.from the Arakanese origin. – [1973?] 2, 4 l.

1-4 (2d set): Arakanese history in brief

Subject(s): Arakan : Politics and government


US:CU(Kroch + Pamphlet DS Burma 41)

Arakan Rohingya Islamic Front

→Arakan
Armed Forces Day commemorative book : prize winning articles, poems, essays & stories. – [Yangon:] Print. at the Print. and Publ. Enterprise, on behalf of ... Anniversary Armed Forces Day Commemorative (Literary and Arts) Competition Committee. – Transl. from Burmese

< Armed Forces Day commemorative book : literary and art


Note: Translations of the prize winning Burmese poems, essays, and short stories presented at the competition held on the occasion of the … anniversary of the Armed Forces Day, …

Subject(s): Burmese literature - 20th century - Translations into English
SG: ISEAS: 53 54 55 (PL3971 A72)
US: CU: 50 (Kroch PL3983.5.E5 A17z 1997)
51 (Kroch PL3983.5.E5 A14 1998)
52 (Kroch PL3983.5.E5 A141 1999)
56 (Kroch PL3983.5.E5 A141 2002)


Note: Reproduction of photographs submitted for the contest.

Subject(s): Burma : Photography. Artistic - Awards - Exhibitions ; Architectural photography - Exhibitions ; Photography of women - Exhibitions ; Social life and customs - Exhibitions
SG: ISEAS (DS527.4 K45)
US: LC (TR646.B93 A15 1994 Bur)

Armed Forces Institute <Madison, Wisc.>
→ Armed Forces Institute <Madison, Wisc.>


Herbert 559
p. 49-107: Burma
AU: ANU (Menzes DS526.7.A75 1984)
D: HD-SAI (300 pol 86/142)*
SG: NUS (JC491 Arm)
US: CU (Kroch & Uris DS526.7.A72)
LC (DS526.7.A75 1984)

Armes, Roy
US: LC (PN1993.5.D44A76 1987)

Armour Research Foundation < Chicago >
An applied research program for Burma
→ Barthel, Christopher Ernest

→ Union of Burma Applied Research Institute
Final report for ...

Armour-Hileman, Victoria <b. 1958>
ISBN 0-8203-2358-6 (hd.) – 0-520-05667-1 ; 0-520-05690-6 (pbk.) – Herbert 773

Contains: Blessings: in the rain - Flying Buddha - Florence Nightingale - Mothers and sons - Beyond risk - A soldier in the jungle - A basket of prayers - Dancing with the hurricane - Death railway - A letter from prison - Selling death - Misunderstandings - Where our sympathies lie - Safe - The sound of the prison gate - A true friend - The stories we tell - Where the poor search for justice - Snowy river - Crossing borders - Presidents and kings - When Monland is free - One step forward - Singing to the dead - The face of God - A strange reception - A case of stomachache - The lion and the dragon.

Note: "It is 1992, and the Burmese government's current war on its indigenous people runs into its fourth year. In neighboring Thailand, a small band of Buddhist monks harbors refugees from Burma inside their modest temple in the slums of Bangkok. The monks and refugees are all natives of the Burmese Mon State. All have the same residential status in Thailand: illegal. Under surveillance, and overwhelmed by the needs of their charges, the monks reach out to international aid agencies in Bangkok for help in ministering to the tortured, the wounded, the diseased, and the orphaned."

"Singing to the Dead recalls a Catholic lay missioner's work alongside the Mon Buddhist monks of Bangkok. For more than two years, Victoria Armour-Hileman was a go-between for the monks, interceding with the world outside their temple walls for everything from a cornea transplant for a land mine victim to money to buy shoes for barefoot orphans. Singing to the Dead details an aid worker's ongoing education: how to weave through an embassy bureaucracy, how to stave off burnout, how to pull money out of thin air at the eleventh hour, when to trust and when to be cautious, when to kowtow, when to pray."
"As the centuries-old conflict between Burma and its Mon people worsens, police raids on the temple in Bangkok increase. Refugees have never been safe, but now even the monks' unofficial immunity seems tenuous. When one of the monks is threatened with repatriation to Burma and possible imprisonment and torture, Armour-Hileman begins the desperate race to secure a new home country for him. She knows that these final efforts are as selfish as they are humanitarian, for what kind of God, and what kind of universe, will she believe in if she fails?" – Book jacket.

Subject(s): Armour-Hileman, Victoria <b. 1958>

Mon: Bangkok

Bibliographical description

Author: The

Burma: Refugess

The arms act : being act XI of 1878 ; with up-to-date amendments and almost all the important and recent decisions of the high courts in India and Burma / by D. E. Cranenburgh. 8th ed. – Calcutta : T. R. Mitra at the Cranenburgh Law Publ. Pr., 1935. 33 p., index.

GB:BL(05318 eee 49)*

The arms act : The arms (temporary amendment) act ; The unlawful associations act. – [Rangoon : Govt. Print. Pr., 1999.] 30 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese

US: LC(Microfiche 2000/63409 (K)

Subject(s): Burma : Firearms - Law and legislation

US: SOAS(GPC418/606.691)

A thousand miles up the Irrawaddy

Author: W, F.


Subject(s): Burma : Missions

US: NIU(SEA DS528.2.K3 A76 1997)

The mineral resources of Burma

Author: Penzer, Norman Mosley

Armstrong, Oliver Carlton

Note: Phoneticised Burmese text with parallel English translations.

Subject(s): Burmese language : Readers ; Phonetic transcriptions ; Pronunciation ; Textbooks for foreign speakers - English.

UK: NL(A(Luce 327 ; SI MON 770)

D: B-SBB(Zw 20079/79)

F: BIULO(AV 298 ; AL VIII 107)

GB: BL(012902 r 3/10)*

BL-APAC(T 7021)

BL-DSS(XS/9582)

SOAS(GPC418/63.067 ;* 183.128 ;* 232.775 ;* GPC418(606.691)

OUL(IND Main Libr 59 A 41 502457575)

IRL: TCD(125.g.84)

J: KYU

US: CU(Kroch PL3933.A73)

EIN

HU(Widener 1286.50.15 ; Linguistics CoPh 95.104)

InU LC & OAU(Alden SE Asia) : PL3933.A7

NYPL(*OY)

SIUC(2nd fl-Humanities stacks 495.815 A736B)

UC(NRLF PL3933.A7 1925 B 4 0212 241 ; SRLF A006921456) UoC YU

ditto. 3rd ed. – ibd., 1932. XII, 89 p.

GB:SOAS(GPC421.5/32.871)


US: NIU(SEA PL3933.A71961)

Armstrong, Ruth M.


Subject(s): Burma : Missions

US: NIU(SEA PL3933.A71961)

Armstrong, Steve

Mahāsī Sayadaw’s analysis of today’s vipassana techniques

→Sobhana < Mahāthera >

Army and Navy Co-operative Society < Great Britain >

A thousand miles up the Irrawaddy

→Barker, C. Arundel

Army Language School < United States >

→Burmese : exercises with military terrain tables


SG: NRL(RUBC 355.309591 BUR)

A 79
Burma Bibliographical Project

Arnould, Georges-Jean
A: ÖNB(962.330-B)

Arnison, Nancy
→ Health and human rights in Burma (Myanmar)

Arnold, E. P.
Thailand
→ Natalaya, Prinya

Arnold, Edwin <1832-1904>
The Marquis of Dalhousie’s administration of British India / by Edwin Arnold. 2 vols. – London : Saunders, Otley
1. Containing the acquisition and administration of the Punjab. – 1862. VIII, 430 p., app.
2. Containing the Annexation of Pegu, Nagpore and Oudh, and a general view of Lord Dalhousie’s rule in India. – 1865. VIII, 391 p.

Subject(s):
Pegu: History - British occupation
D: GO-SUB(8 H As II, 2461)
US: LC(D883 .A77 1991)

Arnold, Edwin A.

Subject(s):
Burma: Economic conditions
US: NIU(SEA HC447 .A862)

Arnold, George Frederick
Monograph on cotton fabrics and the cotton industry in Burma / by G. F. Arnold. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1897. 20 p., plates.

Subject(s):
Burma: Trades and industries; Cotton industry
GB: BL(YC.1995.b.3010)   BL-DSS(97/21921)
CUL(507:1.c.95.70)   LSE(BLPES D843 A75)   OUL(BOD L Floor M97.G1644)

Arnold, Ralph <b. 1906>

Subject(s):
Burma: War <1939-1945> - Operations, British; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British.

GB: BL-DSS( W13/2501)   CUL(539:1 c600.64)
OUL(BOD 222831 e.389)   SOAS(E Coll 3 M /5)
IRL: TCD(Santry 181.g.121)
US: LC(D811 .A732)
Ref.: OCLC 01500442

Arnold, Sue

Subject(s):
Burma: Description and travel; Genealogy; Social life; Women journalists, British; Biography

AU: ANU(Menzies DS527.7.A76 1996)
NLA(YY 959.1040922 S758)
GB: CUL(632:1.c.95.19)   OUL(IND 30 C 264)
SOAS(E Coll 3 I/8)
SG: ISEAS(DS528.3 A75)
US: CU(Kroeh CT788.A7 A3 1996z)
HU(Widener Harv. Depos, CT788.A7 A3 1996)
YU(SML CT788 A7 A3 1996 (LC))

ARNOULD, Guy

Contains: Pt. V. Civil wars: ideological ... Burma: endless insurgency

Subject(s):
Burma: Wars - History; History, Military; World politics - 1945; Conflict, history; International relations
GB: BL(YK.1995.b.3010)   BL-DSS(97/21921)
CUL(507:1.c.95.70)   LSE(BLPES D843 A75)   OUL(BOD L Floor M97.G1644)
IRL: TCD(HL-140-375)
US: LC(D883 .A77 1991)

ARNOULD-FORESTER, Frances Egerton <b. 1857>

Contents: Intro. - India & Burmah - Buddhism; China & Japan - Mahometanism & Africa - South Seas - N. America - S. America - Concluding chapters.

Subject(s):
Burma: Missions - Juvenile literature; Missionaries
GB: SOAS(CWML J14)

Arnott, David <b. 1943>
→ Letters to United Nations Secretary General: Burma

Where’s Burma? – 1995. 4 p.; map. – Signed: David Arnott
Subject(s):
Burma: Politics and government <1988->
US: CU(Kroeh DS530.65 .A76 1995+)
Ref.: OCLC 53108911

Around the World Program
→ American Geographical Society

A 80
Subject(s): Burma : Currency question

Arrangements with respect to the relations between the monetary systems of India and Burma in the event of the separation of Burma from India / presented by the Secretary of State for India to Parliament by command of His Majesty. May 1935. – London: H. M. S. O., 1935. 8 p. – ([[Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;] Cmd. 4901) – At head of title: East India (constitutional reforms) – Parl. pap. 1934/35, VIII, 179
Subject(s): Burma : Currency question


Arrow, Gilbert John <1873-1948>
Coleoptera : Clavicornia ; Erotylidae, Languriidae, and En-cis, 1925. XV, 416 p., indexes. – (The fauna of British India : including Ceylon and Burma)
Subject(s): Burma : Beetles ; Insects - Classification ; Insects - India

Arrectsion

Arseneault, Wayne David <b. 1954>

Asial, Maud Girard-Geslan ; Marijke J. Klokke ; Albert Le Bonheur ... [et al.] ; préf. d’Albert Le Bonheur. – Paris: Citadelles & Mazenod, 1994. 635 p., illus. – (L’art et les grandes civilisations, ISSN 0066-7951 ; 24)

Asia

Asian and Pacific Regional Centre for Labour Administration

Arretration


Arrentsion

Arrestsion

Arrestion

Arrestion


Subject(s): Burma : Art ; Art, Burmese - Exhibitions

US: CRL GenColl FICHE 98/63408 (N) ; S. Asian FICHE 98/63408 (N) SAMP

LC(Microfiche 98/63408 (N))

Ref.: OCLC 40632601

The art of Burma : new studies / ed. by Donald M. Stadtner. – [Mumbai:] Marg Publ., on behalf of the National Centre for the Performing Arts, June 1999. 128 p., illus. (some col.), index, bibliogr. ref. – (Marg ; 50.4) – ISBN 81-85026-44-0

Contents:

Introduction / Donald M. Stadtner
The art of the Pyu and Mon / John Guy
Vishnu in Burma / Pamela Gutman
Between India and Burma : the "Andagu" stelae / Claude Bautze-Picon
Pagan bronzes : fresh observations / Donald M. Stadtner
A distinctive technical achievement : the vaults and arches of Pagan / Pierre Pichard
Fragmentary cloth paintings from early Pagan and their relations with Indo-Tibetan traditions / Pratapaditya Pal
Burmese Court manuscripts / Patricia Herbert
Scarlet, gold, and black : the lacquer traditions of Burma / T. Richard Blurton
Burmese jewellery from the collection of the V&A / Choodamani Nandagopal.

Subject(s): Burma : Art ; Burmese - Cultural history ; Art ; Artifacts ; Myanmar ; collective volume

Note: Southeast Asia, that immense region stretching from India to the Far East, encompasses Indochina (Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Myanmar - the former Burma - and Thailand), Malaysia, Indonesia, and the Philippines. Each country is endowed with its own national artistic identity and its own cultural heritage. At the same time, all gain strength from their common Asian identity. In a series of essays, a group of highly regarded scholars examine the mix of significant influences that have shaped the region's art. Of various nationalities, most have traveled, lived, and taught in Asia and are fluent in one or more Asian languages. Both the educated reader and the expert will find much that is new in these pages.

Subject(s): Burma : Art - History

GB: BL-DSS(98/0220)

SOAS(FN.L/717610)

SG: NUS(CLBR N7311 Art)

US: CU(Kroch x) & LC & NIU(SEA Oversize) & UCB(Art Hist) & UCD(Shields) & UCI(Langson) & UCLA(Arts) & UCSD(Arts & Arch) & UCSD(Arts) & UCSC(McHenry) : N7311 A7613 1998

FU(Hi Art FA490.301.10 Folio)

The art of East Asia / Gabriele Fahr-Becker (editor). English ed. – Cologne : Könemann, c1999. 2 v., chiefly col. illus., col. maps, index, bibliogr. ref. – Transl. from German; editor of the English ed.: Chris Murray. – ISBN 3829017456

1. China - Calligraphy - Jade - Indonesia - The Champa Kingdoms / Sabine Hesemann, Michael Dunn, Sri Kuhn-Saptodewo

Subject(s): Burma : Art ; Art - History

GB: OUL(HER Main Libr Q 29.1/FAH)

SOAS(FB.L/788742)

IRL:TCD(Arts 709.5 N9)

US: Mn(UC TC Wilson Library Folio N7336 .A77x 1999)


US: LC(N7336 .A77 1999)

O(FIN Oversize 2nd Floor N7336 .A77 1999)


GB: BL-APAC(Bur 446/1)

Article 19 < Organization >

Acts of oppression : censorship and the law in Burma

⇒Iyer, Venkat

Burma

⇒Venkateswaran, K. S.

Burma : beyond the law

⇒Venkateswaran, K. S.
Censorship prevails : political deadlock and economic transition in Burma

Smith, Martin John

Fatal silence? : freedom of expression and the right to health in Burma

Smith, Martin

International Centre on Censorship – Article 19

Item 12 question of the violation of human rights and fundamental freedoms in any part of the world : oral intervention

Bauer, Jan

Our heads are bloody but unbowed : suppression of educational freedoms in Burma

Smith, Martin

State of fear : censorship in Burma (Myanmar)

Arts and Science University

Articles of association with memorandum of association of the Bombay Burmah Trading Corporation, Limited, late the Burmah Trading Company, Limited

Bombay Burmah Trading Corporation

Paradise lost? : the suppression of environmental rights and freedom of expression in Burma

Smith, Martin

State of fear : censorship in Burma (Myanmar)

Arts and Science University

Articles of association with memorandum of association of the Bombay Burmah Trading Corporation, Limited, late the Burmah Trading Company, Limited

Bombay Burmah Trading Corporation

The arts and crafts of Nagaland

– Alembicha, M.

Arts and Science University < Mandalay > / History Department

History of Mizo in Burma

– Lalithangiana, B.

Arts and Science University < Rangoon > / Department of Burmese

Catalogue of books published in Burma, 1941 to 1962

Arts and Science University < Rangoon > / Higher Education Department

The minami organ

– Tatsuro, Izumiya

Arts of Asia. 1.1971-. – Kowloon, Hong Kong: Arts of Asia Publ. – Bimonthly. – ISSN 0004-4083 – Herbert 803

D: B-SBB: 8.1978- (Zsn 50451 Potsdamer Str.)

GB:BL:YL.1989.b.112

BL-APAC(BUR.C.19 ; V 20823)

SOAS(GB338.2728/385.768)*

NL: KITLV(M ss-113-N)

SG: ISEAS(DS501 I596 no.3)

Ref.: OCLC03235483

Subject(s): Burma : Petroleum industry and trade - History: Petroleum industry and trade - Government policy - History


D: B-SBB(4° Ser.25 768-3 Potsdamer Str.)

GB:BL:YL.1989.b.112

BL-APAC(BUR.C.19 ; V 20823)

SOAS(GB338.2728/385.768)*

US: CRL(78-940967)

CU(Kroch HD9576 B82A79+)

LC & OAU(Alden SE Asia x) & UCBB(Main) & UCLA(YRL) & UCSD(SSH) : HD9576.B82 A78

NIU(SEA HD9577.B9 A795)

NNC(Offsite HD9576.B9 A7) NYPL

WU(Memorial Lib. HC412 f no.3) UCSD

YU(SML HD9576 B9 A78 (LC)+)

Ref.: OCLC03235483

Arunachal Pradesh / Director of Information and Public Relations

The Singphos and their religion

Baruah, Tapan Kumar M.

Arunatilaka, Ahungalle


Subject(s): Burma : Theravada Buddhism ; Relations - Sri Lanka

GB:BL-APAC(OR.W.2000.a.1818)

Arya, Gothom

Gothom Arya

Asah, Lik Smin

Lik Smin Asah

Asch, Hannah


Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel.

D: B-SBB(Up 4915/461 H.1 ; Up 4915/461 H.2)

HD-SAI(320 ldk 85/579)*


Ref.: OCLC03235483

ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

ASEAN and Japanese perspectives on industrial development and reforms in Myanmar : a survey of selected firms / ed. by Minoru Kiryu. – Minato-ku, Japan: Sasakawa Southeast Asia Cooperation Fund ; [Bangkok:] Chulalongkorn Univ. Print. House, c1998. 1 v. (various pagings), illus., incl. bibliogr. ref. – In 1997 SSACF initiated a 2-year project entitled Symposium on Industrial Reform in Myanmar - Forew.

Table of Contents:

ASEAN enlargement: an introductory overview / Carolyn L. Gates and Mya Than

ASEAN's enlargement: political, security, and institutional perspectives / Dewi Fortuna Anwar

Impact and implications of ASEAN enlargement on trade / Nattapong Thongpakde

ASEAN enlargement and foreign direct investment / Nick J. Freeman

European Union enlargement: lessons for ASEAN / Rolf J. Langhammer

The Greater Mekong Subregion: co-operation in infrastructure and finance / Mya Than and George Abonyi

Cambodia's accession to AFTA: impact, challenges, and policy implications / Toshihiro Kudo

Implications of joining ASEAN/AFTA for Cambodia / You Ay

Economic effects of joining AFTA: the case of the Lao PDR / Emiko Fukase and Will Martin

ASEAN enlargement and Myanmar / Tin Maung Maung Than and Mya Than

ASEAN enlargement: economic and financial implications for Myanmar / Khin Oth Than

Vietnam's integration into AFTA: theoretical and empirical perspectives / Carolyn L. Gates

The ASEAN economic model and Vietnam's economic transformation: adjustment, adaptation and convergence / Carolyn L. Gates.

Subject(s): Investments, Foreign - ASEAN countries - Congresses

Free trade - ASEAN countries - Congresses

ASEAN countries: Economic integration - Congresses

ASEAN, Indochina: Foreign economic relations - Congresses

ASEAN enlargement and foreign direct investment

ASEAN enlargement: impacts and implications

ASEAN's constructive engagement policy: a boost to increased militarization and human rights abuse in Burma

ASEAN masterworks

ASEAN Transition Ecolnomies Roundtable

ASEF

Asia-Europe Foundation

Ashin Parama

Panahāna: meditation on mindfulness of breaths to free from repeated births and deaths

Ashin Teiksu Myat Paya Galay

Private affairs / by H.R.H. the Fourth Princess, daughter of the late H.M. King Thi Baw and His Crowned Queen of Burma.
Ashmore, William

Bibliographical description

Subject(s): Ashin Teik Su Myat Paya Galay, Princess, daughter of Thi Baw, King of Burma: Anecdotes

Burma: History.
US: CU(DS528.5.A84 1931)
Ref.: OCLC 52173948

Ashmore, Stephen Richard

→ Report on the manufacture of salt in Burma

Ashton, Frederick

→ Burma: the struggle for independence

SG: ISEAS(CD2291 B9A82)

Sources for Burma

→ India Office Records < London >

I. set 8: India, Burma & Ceylon
GB: BL-DSS
IRL: TCD(Santry PAM Ug.1 no.11)

I: – FE-Bibl. della Facoltà di lettere e filosofia Amleto Bassi dell'Univ. degli studi di Ferrara
ditto. – Milano: Fabbri Editori. 5: L'Indonesia, la Malaysia, Singapore, la Thaidlandia, il Laos, la Cambogia, il Viet Nam, la Birmania, le Filippine, la Cina, Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan (Formosa), la Corea, il Giappone. 2. ed., rist. – 1988. 299 p., illus.
I: – BR-Biblioteca provinciale CN-Biblioteca civica - Bra

p. 5-6: Burma. – (11 titles)
D: HD-SAI(inf 40 A 665)*
US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet Z31)

p. 35-36: Burma. – (9 titles)
D: HD-SAI(inf 40 A 664)*
p. 57-59: Burma
D: HD-SAI(inf 40 A 664a)*
GB: BL(2771 eb 4) SOAS(R.A016.95/219.814)*
US: HU-Ed LC(Z3001.A79 1968) MiDW

63-72: Burma
AU: ANU(Menzies DS5.A89)
ANU(Hope Store Bliss LYU P828)
GB: BL(010055 ee 52)*
US: CU(Kroch DS5.A82)
D: HD-SAI(195 ldk 65/547)*

Asia and Oceania: a guide to archival and manuscript sources in the United States / ed. by Godfrey R. Nunn; with contributions from Albert Freidus; Walter Pierson and the Center for Asian and Pacific Studies, Univ. of Hawaii. – London and New York: Mansell, 1985.
ISBN 0-7201-1713-5 – Herbert 794
ISBN 0-7201-1762-3
ISBN 0-7201-1763-1
ISBN 0-7201-1765-8

Subject(s): Burma: Archival resources - United States - Directories

D: BA-UB(55/NC 5600 DT 9383)
HH-SUB HH-UBW GÖ-SUB(85 B 15852)
M-BSB(4 Orient.85.158)
PA-UB(55/RN 10003 N972)
GB: BL(1500 f 12) SOAS(RR:LR A016.95/494.888)
US: HU(Widener WID-LC DS5.Z99 A74x 1985)
I.C & UCLA(Ref.) & UCSD(McHenry) & OAU(Alden SEA Ref) & UCLA(YRL) & UCSF & UCSC(McHenry)
Asia and the Far East Seminar on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders  

Subject(s): Burma : Prisons ; Criminals, Juvenile ; Prisons - Congresses, International ; Criminals, Juvenile - AU:ANU(Menzies OD U.N. DOC ST/TAA/SER. C/22)
D: B-SBB(1 B 71933 Potsdamer Str.)


Subject(s): Burma : Prisons ; Criminals, Juvenile ; Prisons - Congresses, International ; Criminals, Juvenile - AU:ANU(Menzies OD U.N. DOC ST/TAA/SER. C/22)
D: B-SBB(1 B 71933 Potsdamer Str.)

Asia and the Pacific

→The conservation atlas of tropical forests

Asia Business Forum

→Conference on Banking and Finance in the Greater Mekong Sub-Region <1995, Bangkok >: [papers]

Asia commercial directory  

Asia Foundation  
< San Francisco, Calif. >

An advisory report on educational problems in Burma

→Michaelis, John Udell

Asia Foundation in Burma

→Seth, Andrew

Myanmar : the anomalies of politics and economics

→Steinberg, David Idoel

Preliminary report on a study relating to Rangoon University Recreation Centre

→Winsor, Sterling S.

The Asia Foundation in Burma. – Rangoon : Asia Found-
dation

Subject(s): Burma : Technical assistance
D: HD-SAI: 1957/58 1959/60 (reg 60 K 2 Kp)*

D: M-BSB(95.5045-1) M-UB(0001/8 N 65357(1))

Asia House Gallery

→Asian art : selections from the Collection of Mr. and Mrs. John D. Rockefeller 3rd, part II.

The last empire : photography in British India, 1855 to 1911

→Worswick, Clark

Asia Least-cost Greenhouse Gas Abatement Strategy  

Subject(s): Burma : Greenhouse gas mitigation ; Greenhouse gases - Economic aspects ; Greenhouse gases - Environmental aspects
D: B-SBB(1 B 71933 Potsdamer Str.)
HH-WWI(C 216849)
GB:LSE(BLPS, IntergovtOrganis. ADB (302) 5)
S: Luan(Inst196)
SG:ISEAS(TD885.5 G73 A835 1998e)
US:CU(Kroch +) & NIU(SEA) & UCB & UCD(Shields)
TD885.5.G73 A85 1998e
LC & YU(SSL EGCC 9L [v.5]) : TD885.5.G73 A85 1998
Ref.: OCLC 42271186 ; 42752916 ; 49185564

The Asia magazine. 1.1961-. . – Hong Kong: Asia Maga-zins Ltd. – Issued as a weekly supplement to the Guardian of Burma and numerous other Asian newspapers. ISSN 0004-44784
SG:NUS: 1.1961- (Bnd periodical DS1 AM)
US:CU(Kroch and Annex +DS1 .A723)

<s South East Asia monitor
v.1 Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar.
v.2 Indonesia, Philippines and Singapore.
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions - Periodicals ; Politics and government - Periodicals ; Commerce - Periodicals
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Bibliographical description

OUL(BOD K Floor P.C03585)
HK: HKU: 11.8.2000- (Serials S 330.959 S7)
UCLA(Online Resources HC441.A1)
Ref.: OCLC 49954523

Subject(s): Burma: Population - Statistics
US: NIU(SEA HB4570 .7 .A7531983

Asia orientale ed estremo oriente - Milano RCS Quotidiani - Novara: De Agostini, Istituto Geografico De Agostini, c2005. 413 p., illus. - (Le grandi iniziative del Corriere della Sera)
Subject(s): Burma: Geography
I: SGRC(910 ENC)
ditto.: Cambogia, Cina, Corea del Nord, Corea del Sud, Giappone, Laos, Mongolia, Myanmar, Taiwan, Thailandia, Vietnam. - Milano: Corriere della Sera ; Novara: De Agostini, c2005. 415 p., illus. - (Le grandi iniziative del Corriere della Sera)
I: BCUD

Asia Pacific arts directory
- Doling, Tim

Asia Pacific Center for Justice and Peace < Washington, D.C. >
Special report
- Fleeing from the land of terror: women from Burma; their lives as migrants and refugees in Thailand and Bangladesh

Asia Pacific Cultural Centre for Unesco
- National Workshop on Development of Strategies for Promoting Continuing Education Through Community Learning Centres in Myanmar < 1999, Rangoon >
Final report

Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation / Human Resources Development Working Group: Forecasting and Strengthening the APEC Labor Market
Thailand's migration situation and its relations with APEC members and other countries in Southeast Asia
- Stern, Aaron

Asia Pacific School of Economics and Management < Australian National University, Canberra >
The UNHCR and its mandate on refugee management: the case of Bangladeshi and Myanmar refugees
- Halder, Nomita

Asia Society < New York >
- American institutions and organizations interested in Asia
  - Asia: a guide to books for children
  - Asia: a guide to paperbacks

Asia Society guides ... - New York : Arno Pr., 1975. 557 p. in var. pag. - (The Asia Society reprint collection)
US: LC(Z3001.A814)

- Asian art: selections from the Collection of Mr. and Mrs. John D. Rockefeller 3rd, part II.
- Burma newsletter
- Peacemaker from Pantanaw

Asia Society / Performing Arts Program
Burmese hHD-SAing and anyein
- Garfias, Robert

Burmese music and dance
- Garfias, Robert

Asia Watch Committee < United States >
- Abuses against Burmese refugees in Thailand
  - Burma: time for sanctions
  - Burma: rape, forced labor and religious persecution in Northern Arakan
- Changes in Burma?
- Congressional Human Rights Caucus
- Couaouette, Therese M.
  Human rights in Burma (Myanmar)
- Goldston, James A.
- Human rights in Burma (Myanmar) in 1991
- Massive crackdown in Burma (Myanmar)
- A modern form of slavery

GB: BL(RR)
ditto. 1958. 2nd ed. - 1958. XII, 852 p., index.
p. 7-38: Burma
Ref.: Bernot

Ref.: Bernot

< Far Eastern economic review yearbook
- Herbert 821
D: - B-SBB: 1973- (Zsn 20068 Potsdamer Str.)
  M-BSB(4 A or 3802 q) KI-ZBW(Y 17068)
  HD-SAI: 1973- (wvw P III 39)
  GB-SOAS(Per 651/148991)
  BL-SRL(Holborn (B)AA654 Business 164935002)

Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF) / Young Parliamentarians Meeting
< 1, 1998, Cebu City, Philippines >
First ASEF Young Parliamentarians Meeting, Mactan Island,
Subject(s): ASEAN: Congresses
  European Union: Burma - Congresses
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Burma : Economic policy <1988-> ; Congresses ; International cooperation - Congresses ; Foreign Relations - Asia, Southeastern - Congresses ; Military government - Congresses ; Politics and government <1948-> - Congresses ; Politics and government <1988-> - Congresses

US: LC(DD525.9.B93 A74 1998) OAU(Alden SE Asia x) & UCB & WU(Memorial Lib.) ; JQ33 A844 1999
NIU(SEA 1A35.5 .A744 1998) UCLA(YRL * JQ33 .A74 1999 Stacks Oversize*)
YU(SML DS525.9 B93 A64 1999+)

Asian and Pacific Centre for Women and Development < Bangkok > (APCWD)

→Selected country papers presented at the APCWD expert group meeting on the identification of the basic needs of women of Asia and the Pacific ...

Asian and Pacific Regional Centre for Labour Administration (ARPLA)

ARPLA Regional Training Seminar on Use of Computers in Labour Administration < 1988, Pattaya, Thailand >

→Use of computers in labour administration


Subject(s): Rockefeller, John D. <b. 1906> : Art collections
Burma : Art, Burmese - Exhibitions - New York
US: NU(Sea HD9156.J18 B9361982)

Asian avenues. – Singapore: Resources Venture. – Resources Venture publication.

Subject(s): Burma : Investments, Foreign ; Economic conditions
SG: ISEAS
US: OAU(Alden SE Asia HC412 .A7278 1996x)
Ref.: OCLC 37461981

Asian Development Bank (ADB) < Manila >

ADB backs heavily criticised gas project in Burma

→Thompson, Steve

→Appraisal of the Pump Irrigation and Area Development Project in the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma

→Appraisal of the second Fisheries Development Project in the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma

→Appraisal of the second Rice Processing Industries Project in the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma

→Asia Least-cost Greenhouse Gas Abatement Strategy

→Country assistance plan

→Country economic report : Myanmar

→Economic cooperation in the Greater Mekong subregion

→Economic memorandum on Burma

Economic memorandum on the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma

Economic report on Myanmar, November 1995

Economic report on the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma

Economic survey on Burma

Forestry research : Myanmar

→Than Myint

→From centrally planned to market economies

→Greater Mekong subregion : atlas of the environment

How can Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, and Viet Nam cope with revenue lost due to AFTA tariff reductions?

→Lao-Araya, Kanokpan

→Inception Meetings of the Subregional Transport Forum and the Subregional Electric Power Forum

→Preinvestment study for the Greater Mekong Subregion East-West Economic Corridor


Subject(s): Burma : Economic development projects - Auditing ; Jute industry - Auditing.
US: NU(Sea HD9156.J8 B9361982)

→Promoting subregional cooperation among Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Thailand, Viet Nam and Yunnan Province of the People's Republic of China

Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors and appraisal report on a proposed loan to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma on a second crop intensification program. – [S.L.:] Asian Development Bank, [1983]. V, 121 p., illus., col. map, incl. bibliogr. ref. – RRP/AP-608 : BUR(SF) - Restricted. - 31 August 1983

Subject(s): Burma : Agricultural development projects ; Economic development projects ; Agriculture - Economic aspects
US: NU(Sea HD2065.7.R4251983)

Report and recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors on a proposed loan and technical assistance grant to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma for the second rice processing industries project. – [s.l.:] Asian Development Bank, [1979]. – RRP: 378.BUR. - 3 August 1979. - Restricted

Subject(s): Burma : Economic development projects ; Rice - Processing
US: NU(Sea TS2159.R5 R4661979)


Subject(s): Burma : Economic development projects ; Irrigation projects
US: NU(Sea S616.B93 R4671981)
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Subject(s): Burma : Economic development projects : Fisheries - Economic aspects

US: NIU(SEA SH307.B8 R4661978)

Southeast Asia’s economy : development policies in the 1970s

→Hla Myint

→Southeast Asia’s economy in the 1970s

→Subregional economic cooperation

→Subregional economic cooperation : initial possibilities for Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Thailand, Viet Nam and Yunnan Province of the People’s Republic of China

→Subregional economic cooperation among Cambodia, People’s Republic of China, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Myanmar, Thailand, and Viet Nam

→Subregional economic cooperation as a stimulant to growth and competitiveness

→Subregional energy sector study for Asian Development Bank : draft final report

→Technical assistance for promoting subregional cooperation among Cambodia, People’s Republic of China, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Myanmar, Thailand, and Viet Nam

→Technical assistance to the Greater Mekong Subregion for the mitigation of nonphysical barriers to cross-border movement of goods and people

→Technical assistance to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma for a forest industries project

→Technical assistance to the Greater Mekong Subregion for the mitigation of nonphysical barriers to cross-border movement of goods and people

→Technical assistance to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma for the Myanmar Economic Bank project

Asian Development Bank < Manila > / Economics and Development Resource Center

Reforms in the transitional economies of Asia

→Rana, Pradunma Bickram

Asian Development Bank / Economics and Research Department (ERD) < Manila >

How can Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, and Viet Nam cope with revenue lost due to AFTA tariff reductions?

→Lao-Araya, Kanokpan

Asian Dialogue Society

→Quality of partnership : Myanmar, ASEAN and the world community


Subject(s): Burma : Forest products industry - Directories ; Lumber trade - Directories ; Furniture industry and trade - Directories


Asian Forum for Human Rights and Development (Forum-Asia)

→Alternative Asean Network on Burma

→One step forward and two steps backward

Asian Human Rights Commission

→Voice of the hungry nation

Asian Human Rights Commission / Burma Campaign


Subject(s): Burma : Human rights

US: YU(Divinity, Special Coll. HR946)

Asian Institute of Technology < Bangkok >

→Sectoral energy demand in Myanmar

Asian Institute of Technology < Bangkok > / Study Group for Ecodevelopment of Burma

Searching the role of NGO in the country of Myanmar : its possible direction in development process

→Win Myo Thu

Asian labour laws / International Labour Office, Indian Branch. – New Delhi, 1951. IX, 267, 1283 p., app., index, notes. p. 20-119: Burma

D: KI-ZBW(III 8941)

HD-SAI(100 jur 83/790)*

Asian language notes : some likely areas of difficulty for Asian learners of English. – Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service. – At head of title: Commonwealth Department of Education

1. Burmese, Chinese, Khmer, Vietnamese

Asian libraries and librarianship

→Nunn, Godfrey Raymond

Asian Library < Manila >

→Ramon Magsaysay Award Foundation / Asian Library

Asian literature in English

→Anderson, George Lincoln

Asian mass communications

→Lent, John A.

Asian P.E.N.


US: LC(PJ409.A8)
Asian PEN anthology : poetry and fiction from Australia, Burma, Ceylon, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines, Thailand, Taiwan, Vietnam / ed. by F. Sionil Jose. – Manila: Solidaridad, c1966. XV, 350 p.
AU: NLA(895.A832as)

Asian pocket book : being a complete record of racing in India and Burma during the season ... – Calcutta : Thacker, Spink, 1878-1908. – Incorporates: Indian racing guide 1883/84
GB: BL-APAC: 2.1879/80-10.1887/88

Asian Relations Organisation, 1948. 314 p., illus., app.

Asian Regional Workshop on "Minorities in Buddhist Polities : Sri Lanka, Burma and Thailand" < 1985, Bangkok >

Asian relations : being report of the proceedings and documentation of the first Asian Relations Conference, New Delhi, March-April, 1947. – New Delhi : Asian Relations Organisation, 1948. 314 p., illus., app.
GB: BL(08023 dd 78)*

Asian Relations Conference < 1.1947, New Delhi >

Asian relations

Books on Asia

→ Baqai, I. H.

→ Burmese culture

Education in Asia

→ Narasimhaya, P.

Health problems of Burma

→ Sein

→ Problems of education in Burma

Asian Relations Conference : report of the University members of the Burmese delegation, New Delhi, March-April 1947. – [Rangoon :] Univ. of Rangoon, 1947. 1 v. (var. pags.)
SG: ISEAS(SCR DS2 A83 ; Microfiche Mfm A1284)

Science and development of Burma

Asian Relations Organisation

→ Asia and Africa in the modern world

→ Asian relations

Asian Research Center for Migration < Bangkok >

→ Institute of Asian Studies < Bangkok > / Asian Research Center for Migration

Asian Research Service < Hong Kong >

A bibliography of Japanese works on the overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia, 1914-1945

→ Hicks, George L.

Asian rice problems and the cold war. – [Washington, D.C.:] 1956. 9 p. – (Intelligence report / U.S. Department of State, Office of Intelligence Research; 7087) – in: O. S. S., State Department : Intelligence and research reports ; Pt. VIII reel 1(0497)

p. 5-7: Burma’s rice trade with the Sino-Soviet bloc
D: GO-SUB(MA 82-112.72)*
GB: SOAS(M 5494)
US: LC(UB250.U33 no. 7087)


< Southern Asia social science bibliography

D: B-SBB: 1966-1969 (OLS CC 130)
HD-SAI: 1966-1969 (inf 40 A 655)
GB: BL(I.S.409/18) – BL-APAC(V 26928)
NL: KITLV(M 31 169 N)

Asian Socialist Conference

→ Socialist Asia

Asian Socialist Conference < 1, 1953, Rangoon>

Subject(s): Burma : Socialism
US: CU(Annex ++HX13 A822 1953)

Subject(s): Socialism ; Economic conditions
US: CU(Annex HX13 A821+ 1953)

Economic bulletin. 1, June 1955- . – Rangoon
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm 72)

Subject(s): Burma : Socialism ; Nationalism
US: CU(Kroch HX13.A82 1953)

Nationalism and internationalism

→ Sjahrir < Soetan>

Subject(s): Burma : Socialism - Congresses
D: HD-SAI(100 pol 90/2743)*
SG: ISEAS(HX381 A83)
US: CU(Kroch) & MiU(Buhr) : HX376.A6 R43 1953
HU(Widener Harv.Depos.)
LC(HX384.A75 193)
WU(Memorial Lib. J0.1 A8327)
Ref.: OCLC 00363844 ; 52436565

Contents:
1. Resolutions of the First Asian Socialist Conference
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I. Joint statement of the colonial parties of Burma, India and Indonesia.
Subject(s): Burma : Socialism - Congresses
D: HD-SAI(190 pol 88/776 Kp)*
SG: ISEAS(DOC 1594)
US: CU(Kroch HX13 .A823 1953) UCB
NNC(Offsite HX385.3 A85 1953g)
Asian Socialist Conference < 1957, Feb.-March >

II. Joint statement of the socialist parties of Burma, India and Indonesia.
Subject(s): Burma : Socialism - Congresses
D: HD-SAI(190 pol 88/776 Kp)*
SG: ISEAS(DOC 1594)
US: CU(Kroch HX13 .A823 1953) UCB
NNC(Offsite HX385.3 A85 1953g)
Asian Socialist Conference < 1957, Feb.-March >

→ A short account of the land nationalization programme in Burma

Asian Socialist Conference / Anti-Colonial Bureau
Subject(s): Burma : World politics - Periodicals
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm 72)
US: CU: 1.1954-11,24-25.1957 (Kroch Film 9854)
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm 72)
US: NIU(SEA) & UCB :
SG: ISEAS(JX4231 D7 A8)

Asian Studies Center < Washington, D.C, Heritage Foundation >

→ U.S. and Asia statistical handbook
Asian survey. 1, 1961/62- . – Berkeley, Calif.: Univ. of California Pr. – Monthly. – Herbert 804
D: HD-SAI: 1.1961/62- (inf Zs 34)
F: BNF
GB:BL BL-SRL
SG: SOAS: 1.1961- (Per 34/158.652)
US:CU(Uris+Kroch DS1.A775)
NL: KITLV(TS 3447 [46E-G])
SOAS: 1.1961- (Per 34/158.652)

Asian Technical Conference on Vocational Training for Industry < 1955, Rangoon >
Subject(s): International Labour Organisation : Congresses Burma : Vocational education - Congresses ; Industries - Congresses.
CH: ILO(280 1955 V87d / 99794)
Asian timber : the magazine of the Asian timber industry; logging, processing, trading. [1.1.,] 1982-. – London : Benn Herbert 629
GB:BL(P 843/206)

Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee
Session <5th, 1962, Rangoon>
Subject(s): Burma : Dual nationality - Congresses
SG: ISEAS(JX4231 D7 A8)
US: NIU(SEA) & UCB : JX4231.D7 A8 1963

Asian-Pacific literature
→ Harstad, James
Asian-Pacific Cultural Centre for UNESCO < Tokyo > (ACCU)

→ Capacity Building for Trainers of NFE Facilitators in Asia and the Pacific

→ National Workshop on Development of Strategies for Promoting Continuing Education Through Community Learning Centres in Myanmar <1999, Rangoon > : Final report

Asia-Pacific Forestry Commission
→ Food and Agriculture Organization / Asia-Pacific Forestry Commission

Asian-Pacific Tax and Investment Research Centre < Singapore >
Taxation in the Asian-Pacific region
→ Siong, Jap Kim

Asiatic Society of Bengal
Catalogue of the coins
→ Indian Museum < Calcutta >
Dictionary of the Lushai language
→ Lorrain, James Herbert
Lisu (Yawyin) tribes of the Burma-China frontier
→ Rose, Archibald
Miscellanea ethnographica, III
→ Annandale, Nelson

Asiatic Society of Pakistan
Tribemen of the Chittagong Hill Tracts
→ Besaid Aliguet, Pierre

Subject(s): Burma : Géographie ; History
F: Avignon-BU Centrale

Asie : Inde, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Népal, Tibet, Sri Lanka, Birmanie, Thaïlande, Laos, Cambodge, Indonésie, Champa, Viêt-Nam, les gestes du Buddha, Chine, Corée, Japon
→ La grammaire des formes et des styles : Asie ...

L’Asie du Sud-Est / par François Cayrac-Blanchard ... – Paris : Sirey. – (L’histoire du XXe siècle)
Subject(s): Burma : History
D: HD-SAI(300 his 71/412)*
F: BL(959 CAYR a2)
US: CU(Kroch DS518.1.A85 1953)

Birmanie: p. 42-46
F: BNF(4° Gw.1120(29))
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Subject(s):
Asirvatham, Ignatius Deivanayagam <b. 1896>

Note: A travelogue based on the part played by Indians in the British conquest, administration, control and development of Burma, and the terrible sufferings endured by the Indians when the British withdrew from Burma during the Japanese advance.

Subject(s): East Indians : Burma.
Bangla : History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>
GB:BL-APAC(T 50181) OUL(IND 30 A 300)
US:CU(Kroch X) & IU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & NNC(Butler) & UCB(Main) & UCLAyRLY & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS528.2 E27A85 1985

Asia Society

→Passmore, Jacki

Asirvatham, Ignatius Deivanayagam <b. 1896>

Note: A travelogue based on the part played by Indians in the British conquest, administration, control and development of Burma, and the terrible sufferings endured by the Indians when the British withdrew from Burma during the Japanese advance.

Subject(s): East Indians : Burma.


Subject(s): Asirvatham, Ignatius Deivanayagam <b. 1896>

Note: A travelogue based on the part played by Indians in the British conquest, administration, control and development of Burma, and the terrible sufferings endured by the Indians when the British withdrew from Burma during the Japanese advance.

Subject(s): East Indians : Burma.
Bangla : History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>
GB:BL-APAC(T 50181) OUL(IND 30 A 300)
US:CU(Kroch X) & IU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & NNC(Butler) & UCB(Main) & UCLAyRLY & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS528.2 E27A85 1985

Asoka Society

→Burmese folk-songs

Burmese history before 1287

→Htin Aung

When at nights I strive to sleep

→Myint Thein


D: HD-SAI(reg 96 E 144 SD)*

Assam / Government

The Angami Nagas

→Hutton, John Henry

The Ao Nagas

→Mills, James Philip

The Lakhers

→Parry, Nevill Edward

The Lhota Nagas

→Mills, James Philip

The Rengma Nagas

→Mills, James Philip

Assam / Department of Historical and Antiquarian Studies

Grammar and dictionary of the Lakher or Mara language

→Lorrain, Reginald Arthur

Assam / Department of Historical and Antiquarian Studies

/ Narayani Handiqui Historical Institute

→Narayani Handiqui Historical Institute <Gauhati>

Assam District gazetteers. – Calcutta [etc.]


→Allen, Basil Copleston


→Allen, Basil Copleston

Gazetteer of the Khasi and Jaintia Hills ...


D: HD-SAI: 9 (inf 3 A 700)

BL-010056 i

BL-APAC(OIH915.416 D.G.Assam ; IOR/V/27/61/20-23)

Assavarulhakarn, Prapod


DAI A 52.4, 1991, 1378. - UM 9126470

Subject(s): Burma : Buddhism ; Theravada Buddhism ; Religion - History

AUS:ANU(Menzies BQ410.P73 1990)

D: HD-SAI(300 rel 96/1080)*

F: BNF

SG: NUS(BL1405*UMI 3)

US: NIU(Microforms MIFILM. BQ408 .A7721990)

Assessment of BCG vaccination in seven countries of Asia : Burma, Cambodia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand, Viet Nam / World Health Organization, Tuberculosis Research Office. – Copenhagen, 1956. 77 p., diagrs., tables, bibliogr. footnotes.

Subject(s): Burma : BCG vaccination ; Tuberculosis - Preventive inocula


Subject(s): Burma : Intravenous drug abuse ; HIV infections - Rangoon

Rangoon : Psychological aspects ; Narcotic addicts - Psychology ; HIV infections ; Risk-taking (Psychology)

US:NIU(SEA HV5840.B93 A873)

An assessment of the contraceptive method mix in Myanmar / Ministry of Health, The Union of Myanmar and WHO's Strategic Programme Component on Technology Introduction and Transfer. – Geneva: World Health Organization, 1997. 82 p., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref. – (Expanding options in reproductive health)

Subject(s): Burma : Birth control

GB:BL-APAC(ORW.2000.a.1836)


Subject(s): Burma : Water resources development ; Water consumption ; Water supply

AU:ANU(Menzies BQ410.P73 1990)

US: NIU(SEA HV5840.B93 A873)
Bibliographical description

GB: SOAS (L.GB.333.912/736.235)
Warwick (HP 8185.A8)
SG: ISEAS (TD313 B9A84)
US: CU (Kroch + HD1698.B93 A84 1996)
LC (HD1698.B93)
NIU (GovPub UN ST/ESCAP1573)
UCB (WRCA GS54.N5)
UCD (Shields) & UCSB (Main Lib Sci-Eng) &
UCI (Main Lib TC513.B8 A88 1995 GovInformInt.)
UCR (GovPub UN ST/ESCAP1573)

Subject(s): Burma : Agricultural colleges ; Agriculture - Study and teaching
US: DNAL (SS35.B9F5)

Associates to Develop Democratic Burma < Canada >
Addressing the challenge of Burma / Myanmar : the Bosnia of Asia ; an action agenda for the 48th United Nations General Assembly
→ Diller, Janelle M.
→ Burma alert

Association for Akha Education and Culture in Thailand (AFECT)
→ Hill area peoples' food and nutrition : research report

Association for Asian Studies < United States >
→ Bibliography of Asian Studies

Burmese Sit-tàns 1764-1826
→ Trager, Frank Newton

→ Doctoral dissertations on Asia
→ A historical atlas of South Asia
→ Military rule in Burma since 1962
Who can compete against the world? : power-protection and Buddhism in Shan worldview
→ Tannenbaum, Nicola Beth

Association for Asian Studies < United States >/ Annual Meeting
< 1988, San Francisco, Calif. >
→ Independent Burma at forty years

Association for Asian Studies < United States >/ Burma Studies Group
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Burmese philology
US: LC (Microfiche 99/63417 (D))
Bulletin of the Burma Studies Group. 1979- . – Cobleskill, N.Y. [etc.]: Burma Studies Group, Southeast Asia Council, Association for Asian Studies, – Three times per year
ISSN 1050-2785
< Burma Studies Group newsletter
> Newsletter of the Burma Studies Group
Herbert 806
Subject(s): Burma : Periodicals
AU: ANU: 45,1991- (Menzies serial DS527.B75)
NLA: 28,Nov.1984- (Sq 959.1 BUL)
D: HD-SAI: 61.1998- (inf z 1176)
GB: BL: 1979- (14301.a.29)
BL-APAC: 1980- (SV 687)
OUL (IND Per Burma gen d 11)
SG: ISEAS(DS527 B93)
US: CU (Kroch DS527.B94+) LC(DS527.B84)
H(U(Widener WID-LC DS527.B783x)
NIU(SEA Per-DS527.B825)
Ref.: OCLC 21462389 ; 6068496 ; 22148373

Bibliography of the Burma Studies Group

Burma Studies Group newsletter. March 23, 1973- . – Bloomington, Ind. [etc.]: Burma Studies Group. – Title varies slightly
> Bulletin of the Burma Studies Group
Subject(s): Burma : Periodicals
Burma Bibliographical Project

(Annex +DS527 .B94)

→ Independent Burma at forty years
→ The journal of Burma studies

ISSN 1050-3277
< Burma Studies Group newsletter
> Bulletin of the Burma Studies Group
Subject(s): Burma : Periodicals.
US: CU: 1978,Sept. (Kroch DS527 B94+) LC
YU: 1978,Sept. (SML DS527 B94+)
Ref.: OCLC 6068611

→ Summary of Working people’s daily

Association for Asian Studies < United States > / Interuniversity Southeast Asia Committee
→ Interuniversity Southeast Asia Committee

Association for Asian Studies < United States > / Southeast Asia Council / Burma Studies Group
→ Association for Asian Studies < United States > / Burma Studies Group

Association for International Cooperation and Disarmament (AICD) < Australia >
AICD newsletter : anti-war action. (v.2, no.3, June 1972.) – Sydney, N.S.W.: Association for International Cooperation and Disarmament
< Anti-war action
> Anti-war action newsletter
Subject(s): International cooperation - Periodicals ; Peace - Periodicals.

Asia, Southeastern – Periodicals.
AU:NLA: 9,1981-16,1982 (Nq 172.405 ASS)

→ Anti-war action
→ Anti-war action newsletter

Association for International Research < United States >
→ Peoples of Burma
→ Religion, education and public information in Burma

Association for the Propagation of the Development of Clear Insight
→ Gotama the Buddha : is there a God?

Association France-Birmanie
→ Birmanies

Association Française pour le Recherche sur l’Asie du Sud-Est (A.F.R.A.S.E)
→ Charras, Muriel

Association of Baptists for World Evangelism
In Judson's footsteps : National Christian workers in Burma today are the result of the work of American missionaries of yesterday
→ Chaney, Elsie Northrup

Association of College and Research Libraries
Southeast Asia : bibliographic directions in a complex area
→ Bixler, Paul Howard

Association of Cricket Statisticians and Historians
European cricketers in India, Ceylon and Burma
→ Thorn, Philip

Association of Evangelicals of Africa and Madagascar / Theological Commission
– An AEAM Theological Commission text. Crace [sic] and Fred Holland. - Cover. – In Karen
Subject(s): Karen language : Texts.

Worship
US: NUI(SEA BV10.2 .A3341980Z)

Association of Indian Engineering Industry (AIEI)
D: B-SBB(4° 615229 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: BL-DSS(85/35167)
US: CRL

Fisheries Consultative Group
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) / Secretariat
Outline of Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar Working Group policy recommendation, Phnom Penh, 23 August 1996
→ Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar Working Group Meeting < 5.1996, Phnom Penh, Cambodia >

→ Preparations for the membership of Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar

→ Protocol for the Accession of the Union of Myanmar to the Ministerial Understanding on ASEAN Cooperation Finance

Association Suisse-Birmanie
→ Birmanie : mode d'emploi

Nationalisme et littérature en Birmanie
→ Aung San Suu Kyi

Astor, Gerald <b. 1926>

Note: A dramatic account of the Allies' grueling drive to push the Japanese out of Southeast Asia The CBI (China-
Burma-India) was World War II's most colorful and unconventional theater, a chaotic zone of separate commands, local troops, and specialized units such as Claire Chennault's Flying Tigers, Orde Wingate's Chindits, and Frank Merrill's Marauders. From the pell-mell retreats early on to the airlift of supplies over the punishing "hump" of the Himalayas through the first B29 missions and the fierce battles on the India-Burma border, Gerald Astor captures the oversized egos, unorthodox tactics, wild gambles, and political intrigue that made CBI combat unique. Built on many eyewitness accounts, this is a riveting narrative. Gerald Astor (Scarsdale, NY) is the author of eight books on World War II, including A Blood-Dimmed Tide; June 1944; The Mighty Eighth; and The Greatest War.

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

Asylum < Mandalay >

Danks, Eric.
Mandalay Asylum : Upper Burma


Subject(s): Burma : Gold mines and mining - Kachin State ; Gold industry - Kachin State

Kachin State : Gold mines and mining : Gold industry


Atkins, A. G.

The Charterhouse program of religious education

Atkins, David <b. 1916>

Subject(s): Atkins, David

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

GB: BL(YC 1989 a 2077) CUL(9002.c.9362)
BL-APAC(ORW 1989 a 1276)
OUL(BOD Nuneham M91.F08353)
SOAS(GB499.092/574.748*, E Coll 3 E /4)

IRL:TCD(HL-117-290)
US: CU(Kroch D767.6.A93 F7)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) NYPL
UCSB(Main Lib D767.6.A87 1989)
YU(SML D767.6.A89 1989)


Subject(s): Atkins, David

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

GB: BL(YC 1986 a 2562)* CUL(3.932)
BL-APAC(T 49086)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 222833 e.411)
SOAS(GB499.092/574.749 , E Coll 3 E /3)

IRL:TCD(HL- 86-735)
US: CU(Kroch D767.6 A93)
HU(Widener WID-LC ) & LC : D767.6 .A9 1986
WU(Memorial Lib. D767.6 A83 1986)

ditto. 2nd ed. – ibd., 1986. XII, 113 p., plates, illus., maps, ports.

US: D-SAI(322 mil 95/2001)*

Atkins, John


Note: The War in Burma is all too frequently forgotten as a source of relevant military experience. Admittedly it did not have the strategic importance of other theatres such as the Pacific or North West Europe, but it did witness some of the hardest and most bitter fighting of the War. Because of the nature of the terrain, limited allied resources and the type of dispersed operations conducted by the enemy. Allied forces were forced to adapt a new method of warfighting to counter these difficulties. The aircraft and the radio revolutionised the way that the campaign was to be conducted. It was discovered for the first time that formations could be dispersed across the battlespace and could fight independently of a ground line of communication.
The first formation to prove that approach was possible was the 77th Brigade, later to earn the title of "Chindits" and commanded by Brigadier Orde Wingate. Employing Wingate's theories of "Long Range Penetration" for the first time, the Chindits travelled hundreds of miles behind the enemy's forward positions and attacked his rear areas and lines of communication. Throughout the operation, they received all their supply requirements from transport aircraft and were never in physical contact with friendly forces. The Chindits conducted a truly joint, mobile, nonlinear and noncontiguous operation. Within a year, conventional brigades, divisions and corps of the British Fourteenth Army and the American/Chinese forces in northern Burma were conducting similar operations, this time supported by many more aircraft for both logistic sustenance and fires. Field Marshall William Slim called it a "new way of fighting" and suggested that four elements contributed to the new concept: joint operations, the use of mission command, the reduction of the "logistic footprint" of the force to increase tempo, and the conduct of operations by dispersed forces which are tactically independent but focused on operational-level objectives. Although they are not new, nonlinear and noncontiguous operations have only recently become a part of US Joint and Army Doctrine, appearing in FM 3-0 for the first time in 2001. Two examples of nonlinear, noncontiguous warfighting operations are provided in FM 3-0. Operation JUST CAUSE in 1989 and the last 36 hours of the ground campaign of Operation DESERT SHIELD in 1991. A brief study of these operations suggests that they are not ideal examples for modern commanders and planners, nor do they comply fully with the description of nonlinear, noncontiguous operations provided in FM 3-0. Both JUST CAUSE and DESERT SHIELD were concluded very quickly against exceptionally weak opposition. Neither operation employed large-scale aerial resupply operations. More importantly, the forces employed in these operations did not undergo any radical alterations in their organisation, concepts or logistic support structures. The research revealed that the Burma campaign provides a more relevant example for commanders and planners of a mobile, joint, nonlinear, noncontiguous operation.

Subject(s): Burma : World War II <1939-1945> Burma India Theater Combined operations (Military science) Field Marshall William Slim; Nonlinear Noncontiguous operations; Chindits US: Combined Arms Research Libr. (Internet Resource) Ref.: OCLC 56561947

Atkinson, Denis Jackson Insect damage to the timber of teak (Tectona grandis) / by D. J. Atkinson. Publ. under the order of the Chief Conservator of Forests, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. F. W. P. C.), 1931. 13 p., 12 plates. – (Burma forest bulletin : 26 : Zoological series ; 2, publ. in 1931)

Subject(s): Burma : Forest insects GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/650/81)* US: NYPL(VQO) YU(Mudd Uze14 136 A13 26)


Subject(s): Burma : Forest insects GB:BL(I.S.252/9) BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/560/29-33)

A survey of the damage to teak timber by the beehole borer, Xyleutes Ceramica Wlk., throughout the main teak-bearing forest of Burma. Lepidoptera-cossidae. – Delhi: Govt. Print., India, 1936. 98 p., maps. – ([The Indian forest records : New series, Entomology ; 2,1])

GB:BL(I.S.151/8)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/560/82)

A working plan for the Insein Forest Division for the period 1937-38 to 1946-47

→ Working plan < Insein >


Subject(s): Burma : Forest insects GB:SOAS(Ms 225724)*

→ Atlas of the environment

→ Greater Mekong subregion

Atlas of the environment


D: B-SBB(2° Kart. E 8343 Ni(L)

US: CU(Kroch G2285 .A2 1923 ++)

UoC LC(G2285.B95 1923 (G&M))

An atlas of the southern part of India : including plans of all the principal towns & cantonments, reduced from the grand trigonometrical survey of India, showing also the Tenasserim provinces. – Madras: Pharaoh ; London : Engraved by J. & C. Walker, [1854]. [2] l., 67 (i.e. 68) maps. – ([Atlas of the southern part of India])

→ Also A gazetteer of Southern India

Subject(s): Tenasserim Division : Maps

AU:NUA(Map Ra 137)

A 96
The Attitude of certain Asian and Australian countries towards SEATO / prep. by Division of Research for Far East, Off. of Intelligence Research. – [Washington, D.C.,] March 1, 1956. IV, 26 p. – (OIR report ; 5448 ) – in: O. S. S., State Department : Intelligence and research reports ; Pt. VIII reel 7(0209)

p. 11-12: Burma
D: GÖ-SUB(MA 82-112:78)*
GB: SOAS(M 5949)
US: LC(UB250.U33 no.5448)

Atwool, D. C.
Jungle folk

→West, George Algernon

Aubertin, Nanta
Hilltribe health and family planning : results of a survey of Hmong (Meeo) and Karen households in Northern Thailand

→Peerasit Kamnuansila

Aubertin, Daphne
Family Calliphoridae

→Diptera : 6

Auberton, John James <1818-1900>
Wanderings and wonderings : India, Burma, Kashmir, Ceylon, Singapore, Java, Siam, Japan, Manila, Formosa, Korea, China, Cambodia, Australia, New Zealand, Alaska, the States / by J. J. Aubertin. With illus. – London : Paul, Trench, Trübner, 1892. VIII, 448 p., front., 7 pl., fold. map. Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel

AU: NLA(910.4 A889)
GB: BL(10025 de 2)
CUL(NE.5.22)
BL-APAC(ORW 1986 a 2759)
IRL: TCD(23.p.39)
NL: KB(529 J 15)
US: C CU(Kroch DS507 .A87)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Geo 4218.92.15)
LC(DS507.A88) UC(NRLF B 83 941)

Auboyer, Jeanne

F: BNF(16° V.7185) Paris4-BU Clignancourt (Q 77)
US: CU(Kroch N5343 .A89 1964)
IU(Main Stacks 709.5 AU1A1964)

ditto. 4e éd. mise à jour par Louis Frédéric. – ibd., 1949, 125 p., figs., cartes. – (Que HD-SAIs-je?, ISSN 0768-0066 ; 77)

F: BAA(8 M 14 (77) tes)

Les arts de l’Extrême-Orient / par Jeanne Auboyer. – Paris: Pr. Universitaires de France, 1942. 126 p., figs., carte. – (Que HD-SAIs-je?, ISSN 0768-0066 ; 77)

Birmanie: p. 45-50
Subject(s): Burma : Art ; Antiquities
F: BNF(8° Z. 28960(77)) BAA(8 M 14(77))

Attitude in Southeast Asia toward Japan and Japanese / US: CU(Kroch Film 3449 ; Annex Film N 3449)
Ref.: OCLC 51362890

Attitude in Southeast Asia toward Japan and Japanese / US: CU(Kroch Film 10934 no.3)

A 97

search : 7151) – in: O. S. S., State Department : Intelligence and research reports ; Pt. VIII reel 7(0209)

Atomic Energy Center < Rangoon >

Burma < Union > / Atomic Energy Center < Rangoon >

Atand Chand<br. 1939>

Subject(s): Attar Chand
Ref.: OCLC 51362890

Atlas of tides and tidal streams : coast of Burma and northern approaches to Malacca strait / prep. by The Hydrographic Department of the Admiralty, under the Superintendence of ... John Edgell. – o.O., 1945. 11 p., 5 maps. – (H.D. 398)

D: B-SBB(gr. 2° Kart. 3518 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)

Diptera ;

Ref.: OCLC 15145436

Aubertin, Daphne
Family Calliphoridae

→Diptera : 6

Aubertin, John James <1818-1900>
Wanderings and wonderings : India, Burma, Kashmir, Ceylon, Singapore, Java, Siam, Japan, Manila, Formosa, Korea, China, Cambodia, Australia, New Zealand, Alaska, the States / by J. J. Aubertin. With illus. – London : Paul, Trench, Trübner, 1892. VIII, 448 p., front., 7 pl., fold. map. Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel

AU: NLA(910.4 A889)
GB: BL(10025 de 2)
CUL(NE.5.22)
BL-APAC(ORW 1986 a 2759)
IRL: TCD(23.p.39)
NL: KB(529 J 15)
US: C CU(Kroch DS507 .A87)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Geo 4218.92.15)
LC(DS507.A88) UC(NRLF B 83 941)

ditto.

Atwool, Nanta
Hilltribe health and family planning : results of a survey of Hmong (Meeo) and Karen households in Northern Thailand

→Peerasit Kamnuansila

Attitudes of certain Asian and Australian countries towards SEATO / prep. by Division of Research for Far East ... – [Washington, D.C.,] March 1, 1956. IV, 26 p. – (Intelligence report / Department of State, Off. of Intelligence Re-
Indien und Südostasien

→ Härtl, Herbert

→ Oriental art

The Oriental world:
India and South-East Asia / Jeannine Auboyer; China, Korea, and Japan / Roger Goepper. – New York, McGraw-Hill [1967]. 176 p., illus., maps (on lining papers), col. plates, bibliogr. p. [171]-172. – (Landmarks of the world’s art)
US: ICharE(M-N - 4000 South N7260 .A82)

The temples and sculptures of Southeast Asia

→ Frédéric, Louis

Aubrey, Melbourn Evans
GB: BL(4716 a 14/3)*
US: NYPL(ZDV)

Auchinleck, Claude John Eyre <Sir, b. 1884>
A roll of honour

→ Elliott, James Gordon

→ Operations in the Indo-Burma Theatre based on India, from 21st June, 1943 to 15th November, 1943

Auckland, Reginald George <b. 1920>
Subject(s): Burma : Leaflets dropped from aircraft – Catalogs ; World War <1939-1945> - Aerial operations, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Propaganda, British
OU(L(BOD L Floor M92.G01696)
SOAS(Pam.SEAsia 38/64874 ; E Coll 3 I /9)
IRL:TCD(PL-193-788)

Auction catalogues

→ Christie, Manson and Woods

Audit code. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1941. II, III, 146, XXIV, 4 p. – 1st ed. publ. by the Audit Dept. of Burma
Subject(s): Burma : Finance, Public - Accounting
US: LC(Law)

US: HU(Wider Harv.Depos. KQB0.14.B8 B87x1957)
LC(LAW <Burma (Union) 4 Audit> ; <Burma (Union) 4 Finance 1957>)

Audit manual / Rangoon Custom House

→ Custom House < Rangoon >

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.154/9)*

Auf der Straße der Hoffnung von Vietnam nach Birma

→ Asia highway ; 1

Aufricht, Hans

→ Central banking legislature

AUFS

→ American Universities Field Staff

Augé, Jean-Claude <b. 1940>
Subject(s): Burma : Travel Narrative
US: CU(Kroch DS5277.7 .A91 2004)
Ref.: OCLC 55737083

La mal-aimée

→ Ma Ma Lay

Subject(s): Burma : Travel Narrative - Short Stories
Ref.: LC


ISBN 2-7384-3574-2
F: BIULO(GEN.III.54948)
US: MB(Copley Jordan fr fre 36324)

Aung < Hsaya >
Maha bhutta tika : the commentary of the four elements – basic of the alchemical science. – [Rangoon :) Shwei Ti Sa Pei Taik, 1978. 302 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Alchemy
GB: SOAS(GPC540.112/498026)
US: UC(MB(Copley Jordan fr fre 36324)

Aung, A. Maung
Aid to Burmese spelling / by A. Mg. Aung. – Mandalay: Irrawaddi Pr., 1915. 54 p.
GB: BL(14302 h 36(2))*
SOAS(GPC411/13074)*

Aung, Pearl

→ Pearl Aung

Aung Aung Taik <b. 1948>
The best of Burmese cooking : under the golden pagoda / Aung Aung Taik ; design and illus. by Clare Kossmann. – San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 1993. 220 p., illus., index. – Spine title: Burmese cooking.
Subject(s): Burma : Cookery
GB: BL(YK.1995.a.5214)
US: ANU(Hancock TX724.5.B93.T35 1998)
D: PA-UB(55/RR 51989 T129)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.54942)
GB: BL(YK.1995.a.5214)
NL: KB
SG: ISEAS(TX724.5 B9A92)
US: CU(TX724.5.B93 T35x 1993)
HU(Schlesinger 641.695 T129b)
LC(TX724.5.B93T35 1993) OU
UCSD(SpecColl TX724.5.B93 T35 1993 AIWF)
Under the golden pagoda

→ The best of Burmese cooking

Subject(s): Aung Aung Taik (b. 1948).
Burma: Painters - Biography ; Biography - Painters; Social life and customs
AU: ANU(Chifley ND1012.3.T35.A2 1989)
D: PA-UB(55/R51974 A926)
HD-SAI(325 biog 89/2546)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.4026)
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1991.a.41) & SOAS(FNA/604.594)
SG: ISEAS(ND1012.3.A92A2)
US: MCM(Archives 3 Thesis C.E. 1956 M.S.)

Aung Baw
Southern Shin primer /.../ prep. by Samo Aung Baw ; Samo Po HD-SAIng ; E. Carrol Condict. – Rangoon: American Baptist Mission Pr., 1926. 48 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Chin languages : Readers
US: CU(Kroch DS530.4 .A89 1998)

Aung Chin Win Aung
Subject(s): Burma: History <1824-1948> ; History <1948->
: Politics and government
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson Dig. ref. p. 211)
NIU(SEA DS530.4 .A87 1994)

Subject(s): Ne Win’’’ <b. 1911>
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & NNC(Lehman) :
NIU(SEA DS530.4 .A86 1995)

Subject(s): Burma: History <1824-1948> ; History <1948->
: Politics and government
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson Dig. ref. p. 211)
NIU(SEA DS530.4 .A87 1994)

Subject(s): Burma: History <1824-1948> ; History <1948->
: Politics and government
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson Dig. ref. p. 211)
NIU(SEA DS530.4 .A87 1994)

Subject(s): Burma: History <1824-1948> ; History <1948->
: Politics and government
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson Dig. ref. p. 211)
NIU(SEA DS530.4 .A87 1994)

Subject(s): Burma: History <1824-1948> ; History <1948->
: Politics and government
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson Dig. ref. p. 211)
NIU(SEA DS530.4 .A87 1994)

Subject(s): Burma: History <1824-1948> ; History <1948->
: Politics and government
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson Dig. ref. p. 211)
NIU(SEA DS530.4 .A87 1994)

Subject(s): Burma: History <1824-1948> ; History <1948->
: Politics and government
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson Dig. ref. p. 211)
NIU(SEA DS530.4 .A87 1994)

Subject(s): Burma: History <1824-1948> ; History <1948->
: Politics and government
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson Dig. ref. p. 211)
NIU(SEA DS530.4 .A87 1994)

Subject(s): Burma: History <1824-1948> ; History <1948->
: Politics and government
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson Dig. ref. p. 211)
NIU(SEA DS530.4 .A87 1994)

Subject(s): Burma: History <1824-1948> ; History <1948->
: Politics and government
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson Dig. ref. p. 211)
NIU(SEA DS530.4 .A87 1994)
Aung Hla
Subject(s): University of Maryland (College Park, Md.), College of Journalism.
Ref.: CU

Aung Hmat
New English course vocabulary bank. – [197-?] 48 p.

Aung Khaing
Subject(s): University of Maryland (College Park, Md.), Univ. of Maryland, College of Journalism, M.A. thesis 1998

Aung Khaing

Aung Khin
<1921-1996>

Aung Khin
Pearl of the East : a guide to Burma and its people

Aung Kó
“On’ Kui”

Aung Kyaw Myat
Tree volume equations for Myanmar

Aung Kyaw Myint

Aung Kyaw Sein

Aung Kyaw San

Aung Kyaw Soe
Myanma Spirulina … / Aung Kyaw Soe. – Sunday Post, 1997. 77 p., col. illus., bibliogr. p. 77. – Added title and text in Burmese

Aung Li, Paul
Narcotic problem in Burma / by Paul Aung Li. – [s.l.]: NGO, 1993. 9 l. – Papers presented at NGO Conference in Vienna, 1993

Aung Lwin

Siegfried M. Schwertner

→ Tree volume equations for Myanmar

→Aung Kyaw Myint

→Aung Kyaw San

→Aung Kyaw Soe

→Aung Li, Paul

→Aung Lwin
D: MSULB(2H 4662) HD-SAI(325 agr 94/6285 Kp)*

**Aung Moe**

Writings of Burma / by Aung Moe. – [Ran’ Kun’, 1990?] a-o, 237 l.
Subject(s): Burmese Authors, Burmese - Biography
GB: BL-APAC(1499: OIJ895.8)
SG: ISEAS(Ref PL3794 A92)
US: CU(Kroch ++PL3794.O58)

**Aung Moe Htet**

Letters to a dictator
~ Aung Shwe

**Aung Myint**

Low-rent housing scheme, Thamaing, Burma / Aung Myint. – Rotterdam: Bouwcentrum International Education, 1978?; 68 p., illus., maps, bibliogr. p. 68. = (BIE bulletin ; 7)
Subject(s): Housing policy - Rangoon - Theses
GB: Edinburgh(Folio HD7287.96.B93 Myi)

**Aung Myint**

US: MCM(Archives 3 Thesis Arch 1956 B.Arch)

**Aung Myint**

Bu Phaya and the fable of Pyu Saw Hti ... / Maung Aung Myint (Nyaung-U).– Mrokk’ Ukkalăpa, [Yangon:]: Na mui’ rip’ Că pë, 1996. 49 p., illus. (some col.). – Added title and text also in Burmese
Note: About Bu Phaya, a Buddhist temple in Pagan, Burma, and about Pyu Saw Hti, King of Burma and builder of the temple.
Subject(s): Bu Saw Hti < King of Burma > Bu Phaya (Pagan, Burma) - History.
Burma : Temples, Buddhist - Pagan - History.

**Aung Myoe**

Subject(s): Burma : Armed Forces - History ; Armed Forces - Political activity ; Politics and government <1948->
MU(Matheson 355.009591 A926M 1999)
NLA(NLq & Nq: 355.023094 AUS)

Subject(s): Burma Communist Party - History
Burma : Politics and government <1948-> ; Insurgency : Communism
AU:ANU(Menzies thesis +188506)
SG: ISEAS(L.O. DS530.4 A92)

Subject(s): Burma : Army ; Military doctrine - History ; National security - History ; Strategic aspects - History ; Armed Forces - Political activity
AU:ANU(Menzies pamphlet UA853.B8A96 1999)
MU(Matheson 355.009591 A926M 1999)
NLA(NLq & Nq: 355.030394 AUS)

Subject(s): Burma : Foreign relations - Thailand ; Boundaries - Thailand
Thailand : Foreign relations - Burma ; Boundaries - Burma
AU:ANU(LA853.B8) SOAS(G385/786176)

Officer education and leadership training in the Tatmadaw : a survey / Maung Myoe. – Canberra: Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National Univ., 2000. 41 p.,
Aung San <1915-1947>


Contents: Introduction - Life-sketch of the author - The resistance movement - Problems for Burma's freedom-presidential address, AFPFL Congress, January 1946 - Critique of British imperialism-presidential address, AFPFL Supreme Council session, May 1946 - Welcome Indial-address of welcome to Sarat Chandra Bose - The situation and tasks-presidential address, AFPFL Supreme Council session, August 1946 - Address delivered at a meeting of the Anglo-Burman Council, at the City Hall, Rangoon, on December 8, 1946. Subjects: Burma : Politics and government <1824-1948> - Sources

SG: ISEAS(DS530.63 A921) US: UCSD(SSH)


Author(s): Burma : Politics and government <1988-> - Sources

SG: ISEAS(DS530.63 A921) NUS(DS530.63 Sil)

The political legacy of Aung San / comp. by and with an introductory essay by Josef Silverstein. – Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Univ., Department of Asian Studies, Southeast Asia Program, June 1972. VIII, 100 p., incl. bibliogr. ref. – (Data paper ; 86) – Selection of documents ... speeches and letters [by] Aung San. – Herbert 209

Subject(s): Aung San <1915-1947>


Aung San Demonstration Health Unit and Training Centre

Subject(s): Burma : Communism ; Politics and government
US: CU(Kroch DS530.4 .A9 A53)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 .P6541993)
UC(SRLF AA000095331)

Aung San Demonstration Health Unit and Training Centre, Hlegu, for the year 1970.

Aung San


Aung San


Aung San Suu Kyi

Aung San Suu Kyi (b. 1945)


Aung San Suu Kyi


Subject(s): Aung San <1915-1947>
Burma : Nationalists - Biography ; Prime ministers - Biography ; Politics and government
AU:ANU(Menzies DS530.32 .A9A86 1991)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner


AU:ANU(Menzies DS530.A86 1991)

US: CU(Kroch Oversize DS530.32.A94 F28 1992a +)


- My father. - My country and people. - Intellectual life in Burma and India under colonialism. - Literature and nationalism in Burma. - In quest of democracy. - Freedom from fear. - The true meaning of Boh. - The first initiative. - Speech to a mass rally at the Shwedagon Pagoda. - The objectives. - In the eye of the revolution. - Two letters to Amnesty International. - Letter to the ambassadors. - The role of the citizen in the struggle for democracy. - Battle Royal. - Open letter to the UN Commission on Human Rights. - Dust and sweat. - The need for solidarity among ethnic groups. - The people want freedom. - Agreement to stand for election. - The 1991 Nobel Peace Prize. - A flowering of the spirit : memories of Suu and her family / Ma Than É.

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Burma's revolution of the spirit

Clements, Alan

Cartas desde Birmania / Aung San Suu Kyi ; trad. de Juan Abeleira. – Barcelona: Circe, 1998. 327 p., illus., map. – TransLof: Letters from Burma. – ISBN 8477651574 (pbk.)

Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945> : Correspondence

Burma : Women politicians - Biography ; Description and travel ; Social life and customs ; Politics and government <1988-> ; Nationalists : Correspondence

US: AzPh(Burton Barr Spanish 959.105 Au57c 1998)

WaS(Spanish 959.105 Au57c 1998)

[Collection of ephemera from Burma by National League for Democracy]

National League for Democracy <Burma>

Dossier Birmanie : autour d’une enquête d’Alan Clements

Empowerment for a culture of peace and development / by Aung San Suu Kyi. – [1994.] – 11 p. – "Address to a meeting of the World Commission on Culture and Development, Manila, 21 November 1994, to be presented on behalf of the author and at her request by Mrs. Corazon Aquino."

A 104

Burma : the challenge of change in a divided society


Herbert 182

Subject(s): Burma : Politics

Ref.: Brinkman B0102896
Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi  `<1945>` : Correspondence
Burma : Women politicians - Biography ; Description and travel ; Social life and customs ; Politics and government `<1988>` - : Nationalists - Correspondence ; Social conditions
D: B-SBB(1 A 364231-1 Potsdamer Str.) ` TU-UB(41 A 4383)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. DS530.56.A96 1997)
IU(959.105092 Au58a1997)
LC(DS530.56 .A96 1997)

AU:ANU(Menzies DS530.53.A85A5 1997)
LA(YY 959.105 A926)
D: B-SBB(1 A 317334 Potsdamer Str.) HH-SUB
HD-SAI(325 pol 99/108)*
IU(959.105092 Au58a1997)
SOAS(GB595.1/741384)
TU-UB(38 A 9986)
YU(CCL DS530.53 A85 A4 1997)

Libera dalla paura / Aung San Suu Kyi ; trad. di Giorgio Arduini. – Milano: Sperling & Kupfer. 1996. XXXIV, 281 p., tav. – (Saggi ; 170) – Transl. of: Freedom from fear
ISBN 88-200-2122-6
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government
I: BCUD & CIVF & MDUN & RMNZ(PR) : 959.1 AUN
FI-BNC RM-BNC Vittorio Emanuele II NA-Bibl. nazionale Vittorio Emanuele III
TS-Bibl. generale dell Univ. degli studi di Trieste

→ The human rights encyclopedia

Let’s visit Burma / Aung San Suu Kyi. 1st publ. – London ; Bridgeport, Conn.: Burke, 1985. 96 p., illus., map, index. – (Burke books) – ISBN 0-222-09799-9 – Herbert I
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel ; Social life and customs
D: HD-SAI(325 ldk 94/7330)*
GB:BLX(809/66662) CUL(1986.8.234)
BL-APAC/ORW 1988 a 628)
SOAS(UJ915.498/515851)
IRL.TCD(HB- 29-675)
US:LC(DS527.9.1985)
NIU(SEA DS527.9 .A8651985)

Bibliographical description

OL(U(BOD Nuneham M91.G05507)
SOAS(BG950.902/625851)
IRL:TCD(PB-100-603)
SG:ISEAS(DS530.4 A92) NUS(DS530.64 Aun)


US:CU(Kroch & Urs x) & LC & NIU(SEA) & UCLA(YR) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSD(SSH) & UCSB(Main Lib) : DS530.A86 1991b HU(Schlesinger: 959.1 A926f )


AU:ANU(Menzies DS530.A86 1995)
NLA(YY 959.105092 A926)
D: HD-SAI(325 pol 92/1971a)*
F: Grenoble2-IEP(IAO 60580)
GB: CUL(9002.d.4274) SOAS(GB950/722062 ; GB950.105092/932921*)
I: MI-Bibl. della Facolt¿ di scienze politiche dell 'Univ. degli studi di Milano
NL: KITTLV(M 1998 A 3901)
SG: NUS(DS530.64 Aun)
US: CU(Kroch DS530.53.A85 A4 1997)

Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi  `<1945>` : Politics and government ; Human rights
F: BNF BSF(8-SC SUP 78602 Nor)
N: NBO(NA Aun (ib.) ; NA/A 1991:6727 (ib.) Ikke til hjemlân) UBB(HF I 307 Aun)
UBIT(GUNNERUS B 97330) UBTÖ(321 Aun eks. 1)
UHS(323.09591 AUN) IUJR(IOR 709 Aun)

Subject(s): Philosophy, Buddhist ; Buddhism - Philosophy
GB:SOAS(GB294.34 .748.388)*

→ The human rights encyclopedia

Let’s visit Burma / Aung San Suu Kyi. 1st publ. – London ; Bridgeport, Conn.: Burke, 1985. 96 p., illus., map, index. – (Burke books) – ISBN 0-222-09799-9 – Herbert I
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel ; Social life and customs
D: HD-SAI(325 ldk 94/7330)*
GB:BLX(809/66662) CUL(1986.8.234)
BL-APAC/ORW 1988 a 628)
SOAS(UJ915.498/515851)
IRL.TCD(HB- 29-675)
US:LC(DS527.9.1985)
NIU(SEA DS527.9 .A8651985)

Subject(s): Philosophy, Buddhist ; Buddhism - Philosophy
GB:SOAS(GB294.34 .748.388)*

→ The human rights encyclopedia

Let’s visit Burma / Aung San Suu Kyi. 1st publ. – London ; Bridgeport, Conn.: Burke, 1985. 96 p., illus., map, index. – (Burke books) – ISBN 0-222-09799-9 – Herbert I
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel ; Social life and customs
D: HD-SAI(325 ldk 94/7330)*
GB:BLX(809/66662) CUL(1986.8.234)
BL-APAC/ORW 1988 a 628)
SOAS(UJ915.498/515851)
IRL.TCD(HB- 29-675)
US:LC(DS527.9.1985)
NIU(SEA DS527.9 .A8651985)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>  
Burma : History <1948-> ; Politics and government ; Human rights  
DK: KB(DA8-K0092) Roskilde UB(A 323.2 Aun b)  

→Myanmar, Aung San Suu Kyi

ISBN 2-88086-149-7

Table of contents: Littérature et nationalisme en Birmanie. – La Birmanie et l'Inde  
Subject(s): Burmese literature : 20th century - History and criticism ; Intellectual life  
CH:SLB(Nb 68415)  
D: HD-SAI(322 pol 98/2135)*  
F: BIULO(GEN.III.54950)  
GB:BL-APAC(WZOR.1993.a.183/5)  
US: CU & HU(Widener Harv.Depos. x) : PL3978.A8814  


Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>  
Burma : Human rights ; Social movement ; History - 1848-1996 ; Politics and government <1948-> ; Economic conditions  
F: BNF(Impr.(8-02h-2270) BIULO(GEN.III.37470)  
BDIC(0 178.288) BSG(8-SUP-29738)


Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>  
National League for Democracy  
Burma : Political parties ; Legislators ; Elections ; Political persecution - Case studies ; Politics and government <1988->  
SG: ISEAS(IQ458.5 S62)  
US: HU(Widener)  
WU(Memorial Lib. DS530.65 S58 1996)


Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>  
Burma : Democracy ; Pacifism - Religious aspects - Buddhism ; Politics and government <1988->  
NL: KB(2132298 Depoptexp.) KITLV(M 1997 A 1971)  
US: CU(Kroch DS530.A86125 1997)

Towards a true refuge / Aung San Suu Kyi ; delivered by Michael Aris on 19 May 1993 at the Univ. of Oxford ; with an introduction by Sir Claus Moser and a response by Peter Carey. – Oxford: Refugee Studies Programme, Queen Elizabeth House ; with the Perpetua Pr., c1993. 32 p., illus. – (Jozce Pearce memorial lecture ; 8) – Parallel Burmese and English texts of Aung San Suu Kyi’s speech  
ISBN 0-9512260-2-9

Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>  
Burma : Human rights ; Refugees ; Politics and government <1988->  
GB:BL-APAC(ORW 199 a 1733) OUL(BOD L Floor M94.F03761 ; QEH CS/BUR AU) SOAS(GB172.2/691.825 ; GB950.092/741.384)*  
US: CU(Kroch DS530.32.A94 A5 1993)  
OAU(Alden SE Asia BJ1595. A964 1993x.)  
YU(CCL, Stacks DS530.32 A94 A95 1993)


Note: In Burma, while thousands of political prisoners are detained and tortured, and thousands more flee the country to escape poverty and forced labor, a woman of delicate appearance and fierce determination leads her nation’s struggle for freedom. They chant her name, “Aung San Suu Kyi! Democracy!”

Bringing this story to the world is Alan Clements, an American who spent five years in Rangoon as a Buddhist monk.

Over a period of months Clements met with Aung San Suu Kyi at her home, shortly after her release from house arrest in July 1995. Their conversations became The Voice of Hope, Aung San Suu Kyi’s first published work since her release. The Voice of Hope is a journey to the heart of her struggle. In response to perceptive and probing questions by Clements, she describes how she has managed to sustain her hope and optimism even when her husband and two sons are kept from her, and while so many of her followers and associates have been hurt or killed.

What are the foundations of her strength? What is her understanding of the motivations of her enemy, the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC)? How effective can nonviolence be in the modern world? In what ways does her Buddhist inspire her actions? How does she overcome feelings of resentment and vindictiveness? Why is the truth she speaks so threatening to her enemies? Does she envision her own death? Is there conflict between her Buddhist pursuits and her political ones? What are the limits of free speech? Is the struggle for freedom worth any sacrifice? In every case Aung San Suu Kyi’s answers are honest, direct, unexpected, and rich. The Voice of Hope offers us a rare insight to an extraordinary life – along with the empathy and vision to serve also as a moral compass in our own lives.

Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi <b. 1945>  
Burma : Democracy ; Pacifism - Religious aspects – Buddhism ; Politics and government <1988-> ; Politicians - Biography ; Human rights ; History <1948->  
Résistance au gouvernement - Birmanie <1990->  
Résistance passive - Birmanie <1990->

AOU(AY 959.105092 A926)  
D: FR-UB(GE 97/5343) HD-SAI(325 pol 99/106)

GB:BL(YC 1997 a 3188) CUL(9002.d.1120)

OUL(INB Burma 7 d 67)
D: M-BSB(92.177940)
HD-SAII(325 biog 92/1278)*

D: M-BSB(4 A 94.2834)

Aung San U

The bridges to freedom in Burma / Aung San U. – San Diego, CA: Free Burma Front, 1990. 43 l.
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1948->
D: HD-SAII(325 pol 98/677)*
GB: OUL
NL: KITLV(M 1997 A 5582)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 L65)
TH: CUL(CL320.9591 A926L)
UCS(B bzw. 1) ; US: CU(Kroch DS530 .A92 1997)
UCSB(Main Lib) & UCSC (McHenry) : UCSD(Main Lib) & UCLA(Shields) & UCLA(YRL) & UCI(Main Lib) & UCLA(YRL) & WU(Memorial Lib. DS530.68 A864 A4 1997)

Aung Shwe

Subject(s): Aung Shwe : Correspondence
Than Shwe : Correspondence
Burma : Politics and government <1988->
D: HD-SAII(325 pol 98/677)*
GB: OUL
NL: KITLV(M 1997 A 5582)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 L65)
TH: CUL(CL320.9591 A926L)
UCS(B bzw. 1) ; US: CU(Kroch DS530.65 .A92 1997)
UCSB(Main Lib) & UCSC (McHenry) : UCSD(Main Lib) & UCLA(Shields) & UCLA(YRL) & UCI(Main Lib) & UCLA(YRL) & WU(Memorial Lib. DS530.68 A864 A4 1997)

Aung Site

Subject(s): Tiu Jo, Paul ; Church of the Province of Myanmar / Diocese of Sittwe
Burma : Anglican Communion – Clergy – Biography ; Church history
US: ViaITH(BPL BX5680.5 Z8 T58)

Aung Sö

At head of title: Love & life poems. - You will read simple and sweet love and life poems.
US: CU(Kroh PR9430.9.A95 L6 2004)

Subject(s): Aung Söe
Aung Than Batu

GB: BL-APAC (SEA 1986a 1791; SEA 1990a 383)
US: CU (Kroch NC332.6.Z9 A92)
NIU (SEA NC332.6.Z9 O571978)

Aung Tha Oo < Saya >

GB: BL-APAC (SEA 1986 a 1791; SEA 1990 a 383)

Aung Tha U

An account of disaster during a number of cyclones in Arakan ... / U Aung Tha U. – Rangoon, Taing-lin, 1968. p. 219, illus., maps. – Added title and text in burmese

GB: SOAS

Aung Than


Note: History and physical description of Shwedagon Pagoda.

Subject(s): Shwedagon Pagoda : History

Burma : Shrines ; Buddha (The concept) ; Buddhism ; Temples, Buddhist - History - Sources ; Temples, Buddhist - Designs and plans ; Architecture - Details

D: HD-SAI (reg 60 D 100)*
F: BAA (8 Piece 16701)
GB: BL (I.S.Bu.197/7)*
BL-APAC (V 23960)

Aung Than Tun

→ On’ San’ Thvan’

Aung Thaw

Exploring Padah-Lin caves : history and culture ; archaeology / by Aung Thaw. – 4 f.

GB: SOAS (Pam: GB913/231169)

Historical sites in Burma / Aung Thaw. 1st ed. – [Rangoon :] The Ministry of Union Culture, Govt. of the Union of Burma, 1972. II, 157 p., illus., index, bibliogr. p. 151.

Herbert 90

Subject(s): Burma : Excavations (Archaeology) ; Temples, Buddhist ; Antiquities

AU: ANU (Menzies DS485.B83 A8)
D: B-SBB (4° 583 780 Potsdamer Str.)
F: BIULO (GEN.II.6530)

UCLA (Main Lib BQ6335 R362 .S532 1949)

Aung Than

Exploring Padah-Lin caves : history and culture ; archaeology / by Aung Thaw. – 4 f.

GB: SOAS (Pam: GB913/231169)

Historical sites in Burma / Aung Thaw. 1st ed. – [Rangoon :] The Ministry of Union Culture, Govt. of the Union of Burma, 1972. II, 157 p., illus., index, bibliogr. p. 151.

Herbert 90

Subject(s): Burma : Excavations (Archaeology) ; Temples, Buddhist ; Antiquities

AU: ANU (Menzies DS485.B83 A8)
D: B-SBB (4° 583 780 Potsdamer Str.)
F: BIULO (GEN.II.6530)

UCLA (Main Lib BQ6335 R362 .S532 1949)

Aung Than Tun

→ On’ San’ Thvan’

Aung Thaw

Exploring Padah-Lin caves : history and culture ; archaeology / by Aung Thaw. – 4 f.

GB: SOAS (Pam: GB913/231169)

Historical sites in Burma / Aung Thaw. 1st ed. – [Rangoon :] The Ministry of Union Culture, Govt. of the Union of Burma, 1972. II, 157 p., illus., index, bibliogr. p. 151.

Herbert 90

Subject(s): Burma : Excavations (Archaeology) ; Temples, Buddhist ; Antiquities

AU: ANU (Menzies DS485.B83 A8)
D: B-SBB (4° 583 780 Potsdamer Str.)
F: BIULO (GEN.II.6530)

UCLA (Main Lib BQ6335 R362 .S532 1949)
Aung Thwin, Michael Arthur
→Aung-Thwin, Michael Arthur

Aung Toe
[Clarification on prescribing of self-administered divisions ...
Claarification by National Convention Convening Work Committee chairman U Aung Toe on prescribing of self-administered divisions and self-administered zones and chapters on legislation, the executive, and judiciary (2-9-94).
Subject(s): Constitutional law
LC(Microfiche 2000/63406 (J))

[A clarifications regarding the programme for convening the National Convention]
Claarifications by the chairman of the National Convention Convening Work Committee, U Aung Toe, regarding the programme for convening the National Convention : 1st February 1993. – [Yangon,] 1993. 7 p.
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1988->
US:CU(Kroch DS530.4 .A92 1993)

Aung Tun
→Birma : Ringen um eine Demokratie und Frieden mit den Minderheiten

Aung Tun Thet
Subject(s): Burma : Entrepreneurs - History ; Economic conditions ; Colonial influence
AU:ANU(Chifley HC422.A86 1989)
NLA(YY 338.0409591 A926)
D: BL-APAC(126)
SG: ISEAS(HB615 A92)
US:CU(Echols HC422.A92)
HU(Widener Ind 2.29 v.126) LC(HB615 .A96)
NIU(SEA HC422 .A8641989)
NNC(Butler HC422 .A921)
UCD(YRL DS530.9.B45 A96 1968 Stacks)
UCSD(SSH DS530.9.P3 A92 1968)
WU(Memorial Lib. DS527.8 A96 1968)
YU(SML HC422 A92 1989 (LC))
Subject(s): Burma: Agricultural cooperative credit associations - History: Cooperative societies - History
US: CU(Kroch +HG2051.B8 A92)

Subject(s): Burma: History: Social conditions
US: CU(Kroch +DS528.5.A92)

Subject(s): Burma: Labor supply - History
US: CU(Kroch +HD5812.7.A92)

Aung Way
Subject(s): Burmese: Burmese and English on facing pages.
US: CU(Kroch +DS528.5.A92)

Aung Win
A proposed training program for legal instruction of the Burma Defense Services / by Aung Win. – 1960. III, 159 l., illus. – Thesis
Subject(s): Burma: Law: Study and teaching - United States
US: ViU(LAW VL 135 1960Q Book Law-Stks)

Aung Win
The science of nature cyre … – Mandalay: Chin-Thé-min, 1978. 364 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: SOAS(GPC614.8/423210)

Aung Win Naing
Subject(s): Korean language: Dictionaries - Burmese: D:

Aung Yi, Daniel
A study for the urban redevelopment of Burmese slums and blighted areas. – 1957. VIII, 166 l. – Ithaca, N.Y., Cornell Univ., M.R.P. thesis 1957
US: CU(Thesis NA39 1957 Y51+)

Aung Zay Ya
Note: History of Buddhism in Arakan State, Burma, and about the kings and rulers of that place.
Subject(s): Burma: Buddhism: Arakan State: History: Arakan State: Religion: Kings and rulers

Aungervyle Society
The Indian game of chess
→ Jones, William

Aung-Thwin, Maitrii V.

Aung-Thwin, Maureen
→ Burma / Myanmar towards the twenty-first century: dynamic of continuity and change
Subject(s): Burma: Politics and government
US: CU(Kroch DS528.7.C65 1997+)

TH: CU(TIC 51180)

Aung-Thwin, Michael Arthur
→ Northern Illinois University / Center for Southeast Asian Studies

→ Northern Illinois University / Center for Southeast Asian Studies

Irrigation in the heartland of Burma: foundations of the pre-colonial Burmese state / Michael Aung-Thwin. – [DeKalb:] Northern Illinois Univ., Center for Southeast Asian Studies, 1990. 76 p., maps, incl. bibliogr. ref. – (Monograph series on Southeast Asia: Occasional paper; 15)
Subject(s): Burma: Rice: Irrigation: History: Irrigation: History: Rice: Yields: History: History <to 1824>
AU:ANU(Hancock pamph SB191.R5A96 1990) NLA(YY 631.58709591 A926)
D: B-SBB(1 A 98032 Potsdamer Str.) HD-SAI(320 geo 95/111 Kp)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.38143)
GB: BL(YA.1991.a.8584) BL-DSS(6215.9050 v. 15)
BL-APAC(ORW.1991.a.800) OUL(IND Burma 6 d
SAS(O ILL 15 (Occasional Papers Collection)) SOAS(GB945/600.720* ; 622.192)
NL: KITLV(M ss 188 N) AU:ANU(Hancock pamph SB191.R5A96 1990)

BQ439.A73 O55 2003

LC & YU(SML X): BQ439.A73 O6 2003

BL-APAC(ORW.1991.a.800) OUL(IND Burma 6 d
SAS(O ILL 15 (Occasional Papers Collection)) SOAS(GB945/600.720* ; 622.192)
NL: KITLV(M ss 188 N) AU:ANU(Hancock pamph SB191.R5A96 1990)
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SAS(O ILL 15 (Occasional Papers Collection)) SOAS(GB945/600.720* ; 622.192)
NL: KITLV(M ss 188 N) SG: ISEAS(SB191.R5A92) NRL(633.188709591 AUN)
TH:CU(CL & Asia 621.587109591 A926)

Contents: Introduction - 2 The Pyu millennium - 3 Rāmaññadesa : an imagined polity - 4 Thatōn (Sudhuim) : an imagined center - 5 The conquest of Thatōn : an imagined event - 6 The conquest of Thatōn as allegory - 7 The Mon paradigm and the origins of the Burma script - 8 The place of written Burmese and Mon in Burma's early history - 9 The Mon paradigm and the evolution of the Pagan temple - 10 The Mon paradigm and the Kyanzittha legend - 11 The Mon paradigm and the myth of the "down-trodden Talaing" - 12 Colonial officials and colonial scholars : the institutionalization of the Mon paradigm – 13 Without the Mon paradigm

Subject(s): Burma : Legends ; History <to 1824> ; Historiography : Pre-colonial history ; State formation ; Historical narratives

Myths Surrounding King Klawcwa, Man Lulan, Kukaraca, and Tak To Mu Mankri - 5. The Myth of the mists of Rāmaññadesa : an imagined polity - 4 Thatōn (Sudhuim) : an imagined center - 5 The conquest of Thatōn : an imagined event - 6 The conquest of Thatōn as allegory - 7 The Mon paradigm and the origins of the Burma script - 8 The place of written Burmese and Mon in Burma's early history - 9 The Mon paradigm and the evolution of the Pagan temple - 10 The Mon paradigm and the Kyanzittha legend - 11 The Mon paradigm and the myth of the "down-trodden Talaing" - 12 Colonial officials and colonial scholars : the institutionalization of the Mon paradigm – 13 Without the Mon paradigm

Subject(s): Burma : History <to 1824> ; History - Errors, inventions, etc. ; Historical geography ; Historiography

A fifth is a genuine indigenous Burmese myth, but it too has been embellished by modern historians. Aung-Thwin concludes that these five key events, which have been taught as Burmese history for the past hundred years, actually have no basis in history. - Book jacket

Subject(s): Burma : History <To 1824> ; History - Errors, inventions, etc. ; Historical geography ; Historiography


Subject(s): Burma : History <to 1824>
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Subject(s): Burma : Bibliography
US: CU(Kroch Z3216 .A92+)

The "spiral" in early Southeast Asian and Burmese history / by Michael Aung-Thwin – 1990. 31 l., incl. bibliogr. ref. Subject(s): Burma : Spirals - Historiography ; History - Methodology ; Cycles ; Historiography
US: CU(Kroch Z5244 .A92 +)

The twenty-fifth anniversary of the Center for Southeast Asian Studies
→Northern Illinois University / Center for Southeast Asian Studies

Aunt Annie's stories, or, The birthdays at Gordon Manor
→Gild, Caroline Snowden

Aurélie Ei Pyonne Pann Rastorfer : voyages : théorie et pratique : une compilation de textes
→Rastorfer, Jean-Marc

Ausstellung : die Kultur Indiens, Landschaft, Kunst, Volksleben : Vorderindien, Ceylon, Nepal, Burma, Siam, Kambodja
→Hürlimann, Martin

Austen, Henry Haversham Godwin
→Godwin-Austen, Henry Haversham

Australia
Reports to the Premier on the trade of Japan, India and Burma, Philippine Islands ...
→Sutton, John Bligh
[Treaty <1976.9.23>]
→Air transport agreement between Australia and Burma
Australia / Parliament / Mission to Burma, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka
→ Australia / Parliamentary Mission to Burma, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Australia / Parliament / Trade Delegation to India, Burma and Ceylon
→ Australia / Trade Delegation to India, Burma and Ceylon

Australia / Parliamentary Mission to Burma, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka
Subject(s): Burma: Politics and government <1948->; Foreign relations - Australia
Author: R. F. Sanderson, leader; John Thomson; S. F. Lynch

Australia / Trade Delegation to India, Burma and Ceylon <1935-1936>
Subject(s): Burma: Commerce - Australia

Australia < Victoria > / Victorian Office of Multicultural Affairs / Department for Victorian Communities < Melbourne, Vic. >
→ Victorian community profiles 2001 census

Australia and South East Asia: principal speeches made by leaders of the governments of Malaysia, Thailand, Laos, Burma, Singapore and the Philippines during the visit to these countries by the Prime Minister, the Honourable E. G. Whitlam, 28 January to 13 February, 1974. – Canberra: Dept. of Foreign Affairs, 1974. 15 p. – ISBN 0642941548
Subject(s): Burma: Foreign relations
Author: Australia: Foreign relations - Burma

Australia-Burma Support Group < Prahran >
→ The words cry out

Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research
The distribution and importance of arthropod pests and weeds of agriculture in Myanmar
→ Morris, Heather

Australian Council for Overseas Aid (ACFOA)
→ Burma, the silent emergency

→ Daw Aung San Suu Kui, the SLORC and initiatives for Burma’s future

Human rights abuse in Burmese prisons
→ Win Naing Oo

Mission to Burma report
→ International Council of Voluntary Agencies / Mission to Burma

→ Repatriation of Burmese refugees from Thailand and Bangladesh: a briefing paper

Australian Council for Overseas Aid / Burma Human Rights Project
→ Slave labour in Burma

Australian Defence Studies Centre < Canberra >
Burma’s myriad national security challenges: the historical background and contemporary events
→ Haseman, John B.

Australian Industrial Delegation to India, Burma and Ceylon
Subject(s): Burma: Commerce - Australia
Author: Australia: Trade missions - Commerce - Burma

Author: AU: NLA(N 382.0994 AUS)
Author: GB: SOAS(JA382/454717)

Australian Institute of International Affairs < Sydney >
Current political developments in Burma
→ Lambourn, Leonard A.
The third China
→ Fitzgerald, Charles Patrick

Australian Institute of International Affairs / Victorian Branch < East Melbourne >
Human rights in Australian foreign policy
→ Woodard, Garry

Australian International Development Assistance Bureau (AIDAB)
→ Water for the villagers: the Burma Village Water Supply Project

Australian Mekong Resource Centre < Sydney >
Security developments in the Thailand-Burma borderlands
→ Ball, Desmond

Australian National University < Canberra >
From Sangha to Laity
→ Maung Maung

Australian National University < Canberra > / Centre of Oriental Studies
Elements of the megalithic complex in Southeast Asia
→ Loofs, Helmut Herman Ernst
Australian National University < Canberra > / Development Studies Centre
The Australian rice industry in relation to the international rice trade and its implications for Southeast Asian rice exporting countries
→May, Khin San

Burma’s rice surpluses
→Richter, Hazel V.

Australian National University < Canberra > / Faculty of Asian Studies
Australian theses on Asia
→Bradley, David

Australian National University < Canberra > / Library
Southeast Asian material in the Australian National University Library: a programme for development and use
→Hobbs, Cecil Carlton

Australian National University < Canberra > / Research School of Pacific Studies
→Research School of Pacific Studies < Canberra >

Australian National University < Canberra > / Research School of Social Sciences
Differentials in contraceptive use among the Karen in Chiang Mai Province, Northern Thailand
→Sootipong, Rossarin

Australian National University < Canberra > / Strategic and Defence Studies Centre (SDSC)
Assisting the defence of Australia: Australian defence contacts with Burma
→Selth, Andrew

Building the Tatmadaw: the organisational development of the armed forces in Myanmar, 1948-98
→Aung Myoe

Burma and drugs: the regime’s complicity in the global drug trade
→Ball, Desmond

Burma and weapons of mass destruction
→Selth, Andrew

Burma’s China connection and the Indian Ocean region
→Selth, Andrew

Burma’s muslims: terrorists or terrorised?
→Selth, Andrew

Burma’s secret military partners
→Selth, Andrew

The Burmese Armed Forces next century: continuity or change?
→Selth, Andrew

Factionalism and the ethnic insurgent organisations
→Ball, Desmond

How the tatmadaw talks: the Burmese Army’s radio systems
→Ball, Desmond Ball

Landmines in Burma: the military dimension
→Selth, Andrew

Officer education and leadership training in the Tatmadaw: a survey
→Aung Myoe

The Tatmadaw in Myanmar since 1988: an interim assessment
→Aung Myoe

Territorial power domains, Southeast Asia, and China
→Lim, Joo-Jock

Australian Parliamentary Mission to Burma, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka
→Australia / Parliamentary Mission to Burma, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka

Australian theses on Asia
→Bishop, Enid

Australian Trade Delegation to India, Burma and Ceylon
→Australia / Trade Delegation to India, Burma and Ceylon

Australians on the Burma-Thailand Railway, 1942-43
→Moremon, John

Australian-Thai Chamber of Commerce
→Hellfire Pass Memorial: Thai-Burma railway

Authielet, Jack
Foxborough: World War II / Jack Authielet. – Foxborough, Chicago: Media Publ., 2003. X. 206 p., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref.
SBN 0974659304’
Contains:
China, Burma, India.
Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American
Ref.: OCLC 53802305

The autobiography of Paul
→Bible, N.T. : Selection < Karen: Sgau>

The availability and use of resources for increasing agricultural production in the Colombo Plan area
→Colombo Plan / Consultative Committee
Report of the working party on the special topic

Avimor, Shimon
Union of Burma
→Relations between Israel and Asian and African states
Bibliographical description

Avity, Pierre d' <Sieur de Montmartin, 1573-1635>
En 1611 D'Avity nous parlait de l'état de Pegu / [rédaction]
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel ; History <to 1824> -Sources
CH: SLB(Nb 43497)
GB: SOAS(GPC415/314300)*

Aw Ba Tha
→ Naymi zattawgyi

→ Temiya zattawgyi

Aw Taik Moh
US: MCM(Archives 3 Thesis Arch 1957 M.C.P.)

Subject(s): Krushchev, Nikita Sergeyevich <1894-1971>

Soviet Union : Foreign relations - Burma ; Visits of state - Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1948->
US: BU(Law School: Harv.Depos. BUR 557.9 AWA)

The awakeners ... for the Burma Bible and Tract Society. – Rangoon. – Added title and text in Burmese

7th ed. – 1866. 21 p.
US: YU(SML, American Oriental Society)

Awards of the Court of Industrial Arbitration, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty. (for Min. of T. C. and L.)
4/6. 1951/53. – [1959]

Subject(s): Burma : Arbitration, Industrial ; Labor courts ; Serial publications

CH: ILO(331.16(Mar) A18 / 81198)
D: HD-SAI: 1-3 (reg 60 A 4 Kp)*

Aye Aye Swe

Subject(s): Burma : Deforestation ; Forest management; Politics and government
US: MWiW(Archives 547 .S84 2001)

Aye Aye Than

Subject(s): Church of the Province of Myanmat / Diocese of Yangon / Holy Cross Parish
US: ViAlTh(BPL - Pamphlets Pam 1998 125)

Aye Cho

US: BU(Law School: Harv.Depos. BUR 557.9 AWA)

Awaithi, Shailendra Kumar
Cross examination and witnesses : in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Burma, Ceylon, Malaysia, Singapore

→ Sarkar, Amiya K.

Awatsaya Panam
→ Migrant domestic workers : from Burma to Thailand

Awbatha
→ Maha janaka jātaka

Aye <Ma>
Volunteer participation in social work in Burma / Ma Aye. – 1951. – Columbia Univ. (Social Work), Masters essay, 1951

US: NNC(Offsite MA 3912 ; Rare Book MA 1951)

Aye, Chan
→ Chan Aye

Aye, K. K.
→ Khin Khin Aye

Aye Aye Sein
An analysis of the development of the edible oil sector in Myanmar with emphasis on groundnut oil / by Aye Aye Sein. – Bangkok : Asian institute of technology, 1991. VIII, 119 bl., fig. – (RSPR ; SM-91-2)

Subject(s): Burma : Cross examination and witnesses : in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Burma, Ceylon, Malaysia, Singapore

US: MWiW(Archives 547 .S84 2001)

Aye Aye Than
A history of Holy Cross Parish : a research paper / Aye Aye Than. – 1948. – 40 p. – Submitted to the Myanmar Institute of Theology in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the Degree of Bachelor of Religious Education

Subject(s): Church of the Province of Myanmat / Diocese of Yangon / Holy Cross Parish

US: ViAlTh(BPL - Pamphlets Pam 1998 125)

Aye Cho

US: BU(Law School: Harv.Depos. BUR 557.9 AWA)

Aye Hla Phyu

Subject(s): Burma : Public health laws ; Malaria - Law and legislation
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Aye Hlaing

Agro-economic problems in Burma

Some aspects of seasonal agricultural loans in Burma, and Agro-economic problems in Burma / by U Aye Hlaing


also Mall, Kulip Singh: Public expenditures and inflationary impact in Burma

US: UCLA(YRL Microfilm HC87)

Ref.: OCLC 48975530


Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions

Great Britain : Colonies - Burma

GB: ULL

US: CRL(Dissertations P-8009174)

CU(Kroch Fiche 4165)

UCLA(SRLF MicroServ Microfilm HC87)

Ref.: OCLC 48975531, 55674036

Observations on some patterns of economic development / by U Aye Hlaing and State investment in Burma railways, 1874-1914 / by Maung Shein. – [Rangoon :] Departments of Economics, Statistics and Commerce, Univ. of Rangoon, 1961. 56 p., tables, incl. bibliogr. ref. – (Economic paper / Economics Research Project ; 9 and 10)

Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions <1948->

Public investments ; Railroads - Finance ; Railroads and state

AU:ANU(Chifley serial HC6.B9.R3 no.9, 10)

US: CU(Kroch HC437.B8 R23+ no.14, 21)

NIU(SEA HC422.A1 E365 no.9-10)

WU(Memorial Lib. H31 R26 no.14,etc.)

Ref.: OCLC 51595012

The role of agriculture in economic development

→Sun德拉m, R. M.


D: HD-SAI(reg 60 H 5 SD)*

NIU(SEA HC422.A1 E365 no.10)

UCLA(MicroServ Microfilm)

Ref.: OCLC 25856144 : 48975533


Aye Kyaw


Religion and family law in Burma

The sangha organization in nineteenth century Burma and Thailand. – Copie from Journal of the Siam Society ; 72

A short history of modern Burmese literature

Subject(s): Burmese literature : 20th century ; History and criticism

Burma : Domestic relations - History ; Monasticism and religious orders, Buddhist - History

US: CU(Kroch +KLN540 .A97)


DocDiss 1, 1975, no.523

US: CU

On the birth of modern family law in Burma and Thailand / Aye Kyaw. – Singapore: Southeast Asian Studies Program, Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1990. 123 p., bibliogr. p. [118]-123. – (Report / Southeast Asian Studies Program, Teaching and Research Exchange Fellowships ; 3 [i.e. 4])

Subject(s): Burma : Domestic relations - History

AU:ANU(Law Lib KT2752.K93 1990)

Ref.: OCLC 51595012

ref. – (Economic paper / Economics Research Project ; 14 and 21) – Herbert 620

Subject(s): Burma : Agricultural credit ; Agriculture - Economic aspects


D: KI-ZBW(C 22.539)

J: AJK

SG: ISEAS(HD2115 B9H67)

NUS(332.7109591 Ay21)

US: CU(Kroch HC437.B8 R23+ no.14, 21)

LC & OAU(Alden SEA) : HG2051.B95 A9

NIU(SEA HC422.A1 E365 no.14-21)

WU(Memorial Lib. H31 R26 no.14,etc.)

YU(MUDD Ne96 I36 R16E 14-21)

Ref.: OCLC 48975533


Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions ; Economic policy

AU:ANU(Luce 117 ; McN 1057/113)

US: CSt

LC(HC422.A87 1964)

Ref.: OCLC23794518 : 7165120


US: CU(Kroch HC422.A97 T7 1964+)

Ref.: OCLC 51595012

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Aye Kyaw

→Sun德拉m, R. M.


D: HD-SAI(reg 60 H 5 SD)*

NIU(SEA HC422.A1 E365 no.10)

UCLA(MicroServ Microfilm)

Ref.: OCLC 48975533

Burma Bibliographical Project

I: BCMP (AS 07/01/0070)
SG:ISEAS(DS530.53A97) NRFU(DS530.53 Aye.A).
TH:CU(CL 92 S257B ; Asia DS530.53.A94 A974B) US:CU(Kroch DS530.32.A95 A3) HU(Widener Harv.Depos. JC328.3 .S38 1989b)

Letter from P.L.F. (Burma)

→ Chao, Chan

Aye-Moung, Mary
Burma / by Mary Aye-Moung. – London ; Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, [1945?]. 14 p., map. – (African home library ; 74)

Note: These talks were first prep. for broadcasting in Africa from local stations and are published by courtesy of the transcription service of the British Broadcasting Corporation.

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel
GB: BL(X 808/378,74)*

→ Ayling, Keith

Aykroyd, Wallace Ruddell <b. 1899>

Subject(s): Burma : Nutrition surveys
GB: Well(Med. pam. QU146 1947A97n)
Manchester(Foreign & Commonwealth Office Pam.)
US:HU(Countway Medicine: 22.N.1947.6)

→ Ayyub, Mohammed <b. 1942>

Subject(s): Chennault, Claire Lee <1893-1958>
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Aerial operations, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 U/3)
US: LC(E75.45.C35 A9)

→ Aziz, Philippe


Subject(s): Angkor
Burma : Antiquités

→ Azerrad, Michael


Note: "It was a musical revolution that happened right under the nose of the Reagan Eighties: a small but sprawling network of bands, labels, fanzines, radio stations, and other subversives who reshaped and reenergized American rock music with punk rock's revolutionary do-it-yourself credo. The music that resulted was deeply personal, often brilliant, always challenging, and immensely influential. Remarkably, the stories of these now-legendary bands have never been told in any depth - until now." - Book jacket.

Subject(s): Alternative rock music - United States - History and criticism ; Alternative rock musicians - United States ; Rock groups - United States.
GB: BL(TC 2002.a.16148) BL-DSS(m02/28916) CULM556.5.c.200.21) OUL
IRL:TCD(HL-254-119)
SG: NLB(Engl. 781.660973 AZE [ART])
US: Mn(TC Music Library) & NIU(Music LibColl) & UCLA(Music) & UCLA(College) & UCSD(Music) & UCSC(McHenry) : ML354.3.A94 2001

→ Azzaroni, Giovanni


Subject(s): Burma : Theater ; Performing arts
GB: BL(YA.2002.a.34373)
Bibliographical description

I: BCUD(792 AZZ v.2)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & NNC(Butler g) &
    UCB & YU(SML) : PN2860 A99 1998
IEN(792.095 A999t)